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Abstract:
Using two coupledquanic oscillatorsfor illustration, the quantum mechanicsof simple systemswhose classicalanalogs

have varying degreesof non-integrability is investigated.By taking advantageof discrete symmetriesand dynamical
quasidegeneraciesit is shown that Percival’ssemiclassicalclassification scheme,i.e., eigenstatesmay be separatedinto a
regularandanirregulargroup,basicallyworks.This allows usto probedeeply into the workingsof semiclassicalquantizatlon
in mixed phasespacesystems.Someobservationsof intermediatestatusstatesaremade.The standardmodelingof quantum
fluctuation propertiesexhibitedby the irregular statesand levels by random matrix ensemblesis then put on a physical
footing. Generalizedensemblesare constructedincorporatingsuchclassicalinformationasfluxescrossingpartial barriersand
relativefractionsof phasespacevolumeoccupiedby interestingsubregions.Theensemblesapplyequallywell to both spectral
and eigenstateproperties.They typically show non-universal,but neverthelesscharacteristiclevel fluctuations. In addition,
they predict “semiclassicallocalization” of eigenfunctionsand “quantum suppressionof chaos”which are quantitatively
borneout in the quantum systems.
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1. Introduction

Semiclassicalmechanicshasa long, illustrious history of providing deep physical insight into
a variety of quantummechanicalproblemsencompassingmost fields of physics. Being a wave
mechanicsbasedfirmly on classical dynamics,it focusesall the attention on a quantumsystem’s
classicalanalog.Just observinga few classical trajectoriessuffices to begin to developan intuition
for many quantumbehaviors.Though often relied upon in this way, semiclassicalmechanicsis
much more than a qualitative picture [1—4].As an approximation,it can be surprisingly precise
evenin circumstanceswherethe underlyingclassical dynamicsis extremelyintricate [5]. In spite
of this possibleaccuracy,somelongstanding,often fundamental,problemsstill exist in the theory,
which canbe tracedto the natureof the classical dynamics.Thoseproblemsupon which we shall
concentratearise in the presenceof non-integrabledynamics.Our aim hereis to addresssystems
far from integrability. They displaywidespreadchaosin which regionsdominatedby quasiperiodic
motion are embedded.We shall refer to them as mixed systems,which reflectsthat theyare partly
chaoticandpartly regular.Their intimate coexistenceof regularity andchaosgives rise to special
difficulties evenfrom apurely classicalpoint of view andwill leadto the introductionof important
time scalesin the quantum—classicalcorrespondence.Many of the resultingmanifestationsof those
time scaleswill be relevantto fully chaoticsystemsas well.

Our interestin mixed systemsis driven by their being in some sensegeneric. Choosea multi-
degreeof freedomHamiltonian at “random” andone expectsto find sucha system. It is simple to
conjureup examplesof physical systemsthatwould belongto this class. Of specialinterestis the
hydrogenatom in astrongmagneticfield [6], for which a greatdeal of experimentaldataalready
exists [7]. Other examplesare provided by modelsof nuclearmotion in simple molecules(for a
review, see ref. [8]) andperhapsmesoscopicdevicescould be constructedwith a wide rangeof
dynamicalfeatures(see,for instance,ref. [9]).

The presenceof a significantamountof chaoticmotion lends itself to variousmethodsof study.
One could take a microscopicviewpoint andattempt to derive detailedquantumpropertiesfrom
the detailedclassicaldynamics.This is the philosophybehindmuch of the periodicorbit theory as
initiated andembodiedin Gutzwiller’s papers [10], whereby the density of quantumeigenvalues
is relatedto a sumover theseorbits. This quite active field hasrecently seensomevery beautiful
progress in the investigationof purely chaotic systems[11]—mixed phase space systemshave
yet to be addressedin this way. A largely complementaryavenueon which we shall concentrate
here is motivated by the classical dynamics itself. Indeed, most of the present-daytheoretical
analysesof chaoticclassicalsystemsare concernedwith aprobabilistic descriptionof the motion
rather thanwith the computationof the detaileddynamics.This is exemplified by: (i) the stages
describingthe hierarchyof chaoticsystems{ergodicity, mixing, K and B properties}, (ii) the study
of transport,and (iii) the study of correlationdecays.By adoptingthis probabilistic viewpoint,we
shallexplorenew quantumfeatures,such as “semiclassicallocalization” of wave functions,thatare
not as naturallyevidentin the microscopicviewpoint andwhoseinterpretationwill thusbe greatly
simplified [12, 13].

In fact, a remarkableproperty of universalityhasbeenestablishedin the last few yearsfor the
spectral fluctuationsof quantumsystemswith classicallychaoticanalogs [14, 1 5]. More precisely,
it has been shownthat the level fluctuationsonly dependon general space—timesymmetrycon-
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46 0. Bohigasci al., Manifestationsof classicalphasespacestructuresin quantummechanics

siderations,and are the sameas those of the random matrix ensemblesof Wigner and Dyson
[16—18].Examplesbelongingto different universality classeshave been found [19]. Important
andnatural extensionsconcerningthe quasienergyspectraof time-dependentsystems(spectraof
the time evolution operatorof periodicallydriven systems),andchaoticscattering,havealso been
made[20, 12]. In addition to the strongnumericalevidence,thereis also the beginningof a theory
of this universalityandof its regimeof validity given by Berry [21]. It is basedon the microscopic
correspondenceof the spectrumto periodicorbits andtheseorbits’ tendencyto explorephasespace
uniformly (uniformity principle) [22].

In contrast,integrable (regular) systemsdo not display the samespectral fluctuation behavior
as chaotic systems.Roughly speaking,a universality classalso exists for thesesystems,it being
the Poissonclass [23]. Poissonianfluctuationsare characterizedby a completeabsenceof level
correlations,whereasrandommatrix spectraare typically very rigid with strong level correlations
and so the two are easily distinguished.Thereforeby studying level fluctuationsof a quantum
systemwe learnaboutthe dynamicsof the classicalanalogor vice versa. In our view, if it werenot
for this contrastthey provide,the fluctuationsof integrablesystemswould be of very little intrinsic
interest.

The situationconcerningfluctuationsin mixed systems,which is the genericcase,is morecompli-
catedandlessclear.By varying a parameterin the Hamiltonianwhich inducesa transitionfrom the
regularto the chaoticregime,severalauthorshaveinvestigatedthe transitionpropertiesof classical
systemswith few degreesof freedom (seeref. [24] andreferencestherein).The correspondingquan-
tum mechanicalproblemhasalso beenstudiedandone observesa transition from the Poissonian
spectralfluctuationscharacteristicof the regular regime to the randommatrix spectralfluctuations
characteristicof the chaoticregime [25]. Somegeneralideasbasedon semiclassicalconsiderations
have been put forward by Berry andRobnik, who proposedthat the spectral statisticsof mixed
systemsshould be understoodas resulting from an uncorrelatedsuperpositionof spectrafrom dif-
ferent universalityclasses,eachspectrumbeingassociatedwith a differentchaoticor regularregion
in classicalphasespace [26]; this is sometimesreferredto as the Berry—Robnik surmise.Recent
investigationshaveshown that this certainlyconstitutespart of the story. However, the numerical
“experiments”to datehaveoften resultedin fluctuationsinconsistentwith this simplesuperposition
prediction. Perhapsthe most significant resultsare those of Zimmermannet a!. [27], who show
real deviationswith long high quality spectral sequences.It hasremainedan openquestion,which
we shall answer in this paper,why or in what way the superpositionhypothesisis inadequatein
thesecases.

Needlessto say, the richnessof behaviorsof the quantumsystemis not exhaustedby spectral
properties.An enormousbody of information is encodedin the eigenfunctions,which beingmul-
tidimensionalare technically more difficult to study than the spectrum.As well as for spectral
fluctuations,statisticaldescriptionshavebeenput forward,startingfrom the mostextremecase,for
which the wave functionsshouldbehaveas randomfunctions,andwhich shouldapply for a chaotic
structurelesssystem[28,29]. However,departuresfrom this extremecasehavebeenexhibitedsince
the pioneeringwork of Mc Donald andKaufman [30], and Heller hasshownthat semiclassical
structures,dubbed“scarring” of eigenfunctionsby periodicorbits [311, existbeyondthe statistical
realm. One way to develop insight into the propertiesof the wave functionsand the dynamics,
and to investigatedeparturesfrom uniformity, consistsin following the long time evolution of
initially localizedwave packets[32]. Time scales, traps, localization and other phenomenamay
then becomeapparent.In this connection,one should also mention that interesting localization
phenomenahavebeenexhibitedwhen studying time dependentopen systemssuch as the kicked
rotor [33—36](seealsoChirikov in ref. [4], and ref. [12]). It is likely that thereexistconnections
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amongstsuch different localization phenomenawhich would be of interestyet continueto remain
unidentified.

In addressingtheseproblems, it will be indispensibleto illustrate some of the featureswith
a concreteexample.The systemof two coupledquartic oscillators,previouslystudiedby several
authors[25,27, 37], hasbeenchosenfor its simplicity andgreatvarietyof dynamicalfeatures,rather
than for its relevanceto aparticular physicalapplication.The hope is that it reflects generically
phenomenaoccurringin physical systemswith underlyingmixed classicaldynamicsor important
time scales.Ratherthanincorporatethe regularclassicalstructureof phasespaceonly in a statistical
way when going to quantummechanics,we will executea moreambitioustask, namelythe one of
identifying explicitly in a quantumspectrumall the stateswhich correspondto the regular part of
classical phasespace,i.e. the stateswhich result from quantizinginvariant tori. For example,the
semiclassicalquantizationof Einstein—Brillouin—Keller (EBK) [38], i.e. the correctedversion of
the Bohr—Sommerfeldrule, may be applied (which we shall do in a detailedway) to the regular
regions [391.In this way, one really follows the programput forwardby Percival almost twenty
yearsago [40]. Percivalfirst describeda semiclassicalclassificationschemewhich as a consequence
leadsto the discreteenergy levels of a bound quantumsystembelongingto either a regular or
an irregular class. So far, the attemptsto systematicallyseparatethe regular and irregularstates
have been rather inconclusivebecausenone of the criteria used, such as the behaviorunder a
slowly changingperturbation,hasbeenwell suited.*) That this classificationschemeholds andthe
separationcan actually be performedwill be illustrated as a part of our detailedinvestigationof
the two coupledquarticoscillatorssystem.

This will be madepossiblewith the helpof discretesymmetries.It happensthat for a largerange
of the oscillators’ coupling parameterall the invariant tori possessa distinct duplicateelsewhere
in phasespace. The duplicatescan be located by application of at least one of the symmetry
operators.The levels associatedwith quantizingtori appearthereforeas quasidegeneratedoublets
(which weshall call “dynamicalquasidegeneracies”)belongingto differentsymmetryclasses.These
dynamicaldegeneraciesallow oneto “filter” the regularspectrumfrom the total one.Thesedoublets
will be split by the generalization(which hasbeendubbed“dynamical tunneling” by Davis and
Heller [42]) of the well known tunneling in a one-dimensionalsymmetric doublewell potential
(quasidegeneraciesof parity doublets).In comparisonwith nearlyintegrablesystems,the presence
of the surroundingchaosnoticeably modifies the behaviorof the very small splittings. A new
tunnelingmechanism,which hasbeenexhibitedin ref. [43], takesplace.

After separation,the regular and irregular spectramay be studiedindependentlyand they give
rise to different kindsof physics.The regular levels afford a highly detailedexaminationinto the
working of EBK quantizationin mixed systems.Our resultsshow how well EBK works, how the
structureinterior to the regularregionsgets resolvedas E increases(/1 decreases),emphasizesthe
well known relationshiplinking resonancesandtunnelingbetween“accidental” degeneracies[44],
andgivessomeindication of howthe quantizationworks in the neighborhoodof the regular—chaotic
motion interface.

The chaotic levels herewill only be statistically analyzed.One aim of the presentpaperis to
give conclusive evidencethat classical propertieswhich have not beenconsideredso far in this
context have their counterpartin the quantumspectral fluctuations. Specifically, we investigate
the role playedby transport properties.If one has, for instance,two chaoticregionswhich com-
municateweakly (the rate of communicationbeing characterizedby the flux), this information
canbe translatedin termsof randommatrix theory. And, not surprisingly, the model of two (or

*) There is howeveran interestingnew criterion recentlyproposedholding somepromise,seeref. [41].
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several)independentrandommatrixensemblescoupledby a randomcomponent,whosestrengthis
determinedby the classicalflux, plays the crucial role. Theseensemblesarejust as well adaptedfor
answeringquestionsaboutwave functionbehavioras spectralfluctuations.Constraintson the eigen-
function propertiesand thus on the long time propagationof initially localizedstatesfollow from
the ensemblesleadingto a “semiclassicallocalization mechanism”andto “quantum suppressionof
classicalchaos”, respectively.

The materialof the paper (partial resultscanbe found in refs. [45,43]) is organizedas follows.
In section 2 the classical propertiesof the coupledquartic oscillators are studied. Scaling and
symmetry propertiesare examinedas well as, through the study of Poincarésurfacesof section,
how the transition from regular to irregular motion takes place when the coupling parameteris
varied. The volume of chaotic and regular regions is evaluated.Special attention is then paid
to transport and finite time properties,as for instancethe presenceof weakly connectedchaotic
regions. In this respect,the effect of breakingrational tori as sourcesof island chainbarriers, is
investigated.

In section3, after discussingthe generalpropertiesof the quantumspectrumandthe semiclassical
tools which allow the understandingof the smoothedlevel density, the quantumcalculationsare
described.A semiclassicalargumentis usedto selecta methodwhich is, in a senseto be explained
later, well suited. For the most interestingvaluesof the coupling parameter,we determinethe first
20000 to 30000 levels. The precision of the eigenvaluesis nearly always better than l0~ (in
units of the meanspacing),and is always< l0~.Thesevery long andaccuratespectrawill serve
effectively in limiting saturationeffectsin fluctuationstatistics,in lowering the quantumcorrections
to the semiclassicaltheorydevelopedandin providing excellentstatisticalsignificance.

In section 4 we review EBK quantizationand perform the separationof the regular levels,
of which there are typically several thousand.The quantumnumberassignmentsare then made
without specificuseof the classicalactions,in order to generateindependentlya “quantumcurve”
giving the relationshipbetweenthe classical actionsof the tori containedon one energysurface.
The comparisonto the actual classical curve is quite instructive. The difficulties which arise in
making the quantum number assignmentswith our method are discussedand the existenceof
intermediatestatuslevels is noted.The complexities introducedby resonancesare treatedas well
as how their structuregets resolvedas h decreases.Finally adiscussionis given on how the chaos
assiststhe tunnelingbetweenstatesconstructedon symmetrictori, and leadsto larger andmore
erratic tunneling ratesthanwhat is observedfor integrablesystems.

Section 5 is devoted to the fluctuation propertiesof chaotic levels. Excepting the numerical
comparisons,most of the results we derive here and in the final section are obtainedwithout
explicit referenceto the quartic oscillatorsandshouldbe applicablefor a wide range of mixed or
chaoticsystems.The sectionbeginsby relatingthe classicaltransport,semiclassically,to constraints
on the quantumHamiltonian, which leadsto a modeling of the chaotic level fluctuations in a
form for which randommatrix theory maybe applied. This extendsthe Berry—Robnik surmiseto
includea quantumtranslationof the classicaltransport.The modelingcontainsno free parameters
sinceall the quantitieswhich enterit can be measuredon the classical system.Finally, after the
saturationeffects are correctly disposedof, we apply this model to the quartic oscillators. For
a sufficiently simple system (choice of coupling), we work everything out completely and the
statisticalfluctuationsare correctly reproduced.

Section 6 extendsthe applicationof the previoussection’sstatistical model to the behaviorof
wave functions.We describehow “semiclassicallocalization” of eigenstatescan occurif the partial
barriersare effectively limiting the transport.Its implications on the long time dynamicsof wave
packetsis thentreated.Some“non-classical”predictionsaremade,andverified quantitativelywith
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the quantumresults.Finally, therearesomebrief speculationson the relationshipexistingbetween
the “semiclassicallocalization mechanism”we haveintroducedand the more standarddiscussion
of localization.

For easierreading,we makea final comment about the paper’s organization.Since it is not
intendedas a review, the materialof this paperlargely containseither new resultsor applicationsof
known tools which servedefinitepurposes.Sections2 and 3 mainly fall in the lattercategory,with
the exceptionof the numericalquantumspectralcalculations.They introducesome of the basic
conceptsneededin the following sections.The readerless interestedin the numericaltechniques
andwho doesnot desirean acquaintancewith the classicalmixed systemand transportproperties,
nor with the Wigner representationof operators,can proceeddirectly to section 4 andenterinto
the main subject.

2. The classicalsystem

It would be good to have concreteexamplesof the phenomenawhich we wish to elucidate.
Thereforea good part of our work will consistof studyingnumericallya model which should be
consideredas our “experiment”.For this purposewe would like to selectthe simplestsystemwhich
classicallybehavesin ways “representative”of the non-integrableconservativesystemsin which
we are interested.This is well satisfiedby the two-dimensionalquartic oscillatorgovernedby the
Hamiltonian,

H(~,b)= ~l
2~~2 ~ (2.1)

The factor a ~L) (> 0) hasno effect on the trajectoriessince it can be eliminatedby rescalingthe
time and, for convenience,it hasbeenchosensuchthat the volume of phasespaceenclosedby an
arbitraryenergysurfaceE, is given by

f dpdq&(E—H) = (2~t)
2E312, (2.2)

where8(x) is the Heavisidestep function [seeeqs. (3.18), (3.21)]. The explicit expressionfor
aC.~.)will be given in section 3. In eq. (2.1), b > 0 and )L > —l insurethat H is boundedfrom
below. Here b ~ 1 is introducedto lower the system’ssymmetry and ). determinesthe desired
couplingof the two modes(seerefs. [25,27]).

As we shall see in more detail ahead,this Hamiltonian is in fact quite suitable. First of all,
by varying the parameter)., the system can be changedcontinuously from an integrable case
toward one regardedas “completely chaotic” in the sensethat almost all trajectoriesexplorethe
entire energysurface[37] *)• In doing so the systemgoes through a wide variety of intermediate
behaviorsfrom which one canselectdependingon the interest.In the neighborhoodof a regular
case,the Kolmogorov—Arnol’d—Moser (KAM) and Poincaré—Birkhofftheorems[47] ensurethat
regulartrajectoriesalternatedenselywith chaoticones,which eachexploreonly a tiny fraction of
theenergysurface.Thesesystemsaregenerallynamedquasi-integrableor “KAM systems”.Further
from integrability,systemsbecomemixed. Regionswhereinvariant tori andweaklychaoticmotion

*) In fact very recentlyDahlqvist and Russberg[46] have shownthat even the pureq~q~potential containssomestable

periodic orbits, giving rise to tiny regularislandswhich havenot beendetectedby previousauthors.
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alternatedensely,called KAM regions,may be thoughtof as beingembeddedin an overall chaotic
background.

Secondly,the fact thatthe potentialV (q) is homogeneousimplies scalingpropertiesfor H andthe
classicalstudyis neededonly on a single energysurface.This preventsthe possibility of confusing
deviationsfrom the semiclassicallimit with effects comingfrom the energyvariation of the structure
of phasespace.Thirdly, the systemhas but two degreesof freedom, which is the minimum for
a non-integrabletime-independentHamiltonian. Surfacesof section are two dimensional,which
togetherwith the scaling properties,greatly simplifies the classical numericalstudy. Finally, we
remark thatbesidesthe uncoupled~ b) = (0,b) or (3, 1) and radial (1,1) integrablecasesthere
areat leasttwo non-trivial ones,(3/2, 1/4) and (3v~/4,l/2v’~)[481.Togetherwith the essentially
completelychaoticcases,onehasa good “control” group on which to verify what is alreadyknown.

The only property of this systemconceivablyundesirableor in a sensenon-genericarisesfrom
the fact that Arnol’d diffusion doesnot exist in systemshaving less than threedegreesof freedom
so that in two dimensionsmorethanoneisolatedchaoticregion mayexist. However, diffusion-like
processesstill exist acrossweakly broken barriers (remnantsof tori in phasespace),which may
havesome similar effects on the quantumsystemas the diffusion of Arnol’d.

This being stated,we proceedwith the descriptionof the classicalmotion. We begin with some
verygeneralandbasiccommentsandendthis sectionwith morespecificonesconcerningthe phase
spacestructurefor a few selectedcases.

2.1. Generalproperties

As alreadystated,oneof the most importantcharacteristicsof the systemis its scalingproperties.
Onecan easily checkthat for any Hamiltonian of the form

H = p2/2m+ V(q), (2.3)

if the potentialV is such that

V(aq) = rt~V(q) (
1u = 4 in our case), (2.4)

thento eachsolution

x°(t)= (p°(t),q°(t)) with H(x°)= E° (2.5)

of Hamilton’s equations,we can associateat eachenergyE a solution given by

PE(t) = (E/E0) ‘pO(yt), qE(t) = (E/E0) “~q0(yt) (2.6)

[l/2—l/iil 1/4
= (E/E0) -* (E/E0)

(the arrow indicatesthe result for the quartic oscillator). In particular,this meansthat to a closed
orbit with period T°therecorrespondsa closedorbit with period

TE = (l/y)T° (E/E0) ~ T° (2.7)

at the energyE. Moreover, eachaction integral

j0 fp0.dqo (2.8)
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takenon apathC0 just scalesas

[1/2+I/p] 3/4

1E =fP.d~ = (E/E0) JO~ (E/E0) j0 (2.9)

on the correspondingpath CE at energyE. For conveniencethen,in the rest of the paperE°will
be setequalto one and the quantitiesso definedwill be denotedby a superscriptzero. It should
also be noticed that in generalthe Hamiltonian is invariant under the group of transformations,
reflectionsand time reversal,generatedby

P1:q~—.*—q1,p1—÷—p,(i= 1,2), TR:t—~—t. (2.10)

This meansthat startingfrom a solution

x(t) = (p1(t),p2(t),q1(t),q2(t)) (2.11)

of Hamilton’s equations,the correspondingmotions

(—Pt (t ) ,p2(t),—q1(t), q2(t) )
(Pi (t), —p2(t),q1(t), —q2(t))

(—Pi (—t), —P2(—t), q1 (—t), q2 (—t) ) (2.12)

as well as thoseconstructedby acompositionof such transformationsarealso solutions.Of course,
the so generatedsolutionsneednot correspondto the sametrajectoryas the original one, although
this may sometimesoccur.

In somespecial cases,the systemhasa higher symmetry.For instance,when b is taken equal
to one, the symmetryof the rectangle (i.e., P1, P2) is replacedby the symmetry of the square
(i.e., F1, F2, P1.~.2,where P’÷2is particle interchangeor equivalently the reflection across the
diagonalq1 + q2). In this particularcase,by performinga ir/4 rotationof the coordinatespace,the
Hamiltonianjust becomes

H= ~2~r +a(2) (1 +2) ~ (2.13)

[note: a((3—2)/(l +2)) = a(2)(l +1)], which meansthat the Hamiltonianscorrespondingto
the parameters2 and (3 — 2)/ (1 + 2) are equivalent.The rangeof interestfor 2 e [—1, + ~ I can
thereforebe reducedto [—1,+ 11. The case2 = —1 actuallycorrespondsto 2 = + oc,

H = 2~~2+ q?q~, (2.14)

which is essentiallycompletelychaoticand is quite interesting,in part becausethe phasespaceis
non-compactyet the spectrumis discrete[49].

2.2. Surfacesofsection

As shall be implicit in sections3 to 6, onecan simplify the quantum,semiclassicaland level
statisticcalculationswith the symmetryof the rectangle,C2,,,, ratherthan that of the square,C4,,,.
We havethereforechosenb = ir/4, which is sufficiently far from unity to avoid beingdisturbedby
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Fig. 1. Poincarésectionscorrespondingto theHamiltoniangiven by eq. (2.1) for b = ~r/4 and orderedby decreasingvalues
of A (increasingcoupling). For A = 0, the location of the two one dimensionalmotionsM

1 and M2 shown in fig. 2 is
indicated. (a) q1 = 0 sections.
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the nearnessof the highersymmetry,andsufficiently close to it that the systemis not effectively
one dimensional.

For this value of b, althoughH(2, ir/4) is not actually equivalentto H((3 — 2)/(l + 2),m/4),
the neighborhoodof the b = 1 casemakesit reasonablenot to expectany substantialdifferences
betweenthe ranges2 E [—l,+l] and 2 e [+l,+oo]. Moreover, the case(l,ir/4) being not too
far from rotational invariance,the range2 E [0, 11 just governsa competition betweenthe order
due to the absenceof couplingand that due to the rotational symmetry.Thus, the degreeof non-
integrabilityreachedin thisrangeremainsata ratherlow level. We will thereforeonly considerthe
variation of 2 from 0 to —1, which, as canbe seenby analogywith the b = I case,will interpolate
betweenintegrabilityand (almost) completelychaoticbehavior.

In orderto organizeinformationaboutthe phasespacestructures,we shall rely heavily on surfaces
of section.This, as usual,consistsof numerically integratingthe Hamilton equationswith initial
conditions takenfrom the relevant intersectingplane; for the quartic oscillators, it is convenient
to considertwo planes (q1 = 0 and q2 = 0) since thereexist trajectorieswhich do not intersect
one of them but none which can avoid both. Then each time a trajectory crossesa plane, say
q2 = 0 (or q1 = 0), with a positive momentumP2 (or ~i) the intersectioncoordinates(q1,p1)
or (q2,p2) are stored. Which means,in practice, that we blacken a pixel correspondingto this
point’s discretizedposition.For most of our computations,we usea 360 by 360 grid for the (q~,p~)
projection,which is our surfaceof section; the only exceptionsto this concerncaseswherewe have
usedsignificantly larger grids to exploreparticular regions or to checkprecisions.When we take
just oneinitial condition, we call the resultafter alarge numberof intersectionsaPoincarésection
of the trajectory.This may define in the planeeithera finite numberof points, a closedcurve, or
a two-dimensionalregion dependingon whetherthe initial point lies on a closed trajectory,on an
invariant torus or in a chaotic region.With a propersamplingof Poincarésections,the structure
of the surfaceof section (i.e., the way it is filled with invariant tori andchaoticregions) can be
drawn as carefully as one wishes.With our choice of planes we can also take advantageof the
global symmetriesof the systemwhich require reflection symmetry with respectto the Pt and q
axes.Had we chosenother q1 = const. or q2 = const. planes,the pictureswould have had only
the symmetryof reflection through the origin. Thesetwo surfacesof sectionthengive a complete
pictureof the classicalmotion on the entireenergysurface.

We may now apply this to understandhow the chaos settles in as A goes to —1; see fig. 1.
For A = 0, the motion is simply thatof two uncoupledquarticoscillators.The appearanceof the
invariant tori in the surfacesof sectionarejust concentricclosedcurvescenteredaroundthe origin.
Thecenterof the mapandthe outerboundarycorrespondto the two one-dimensionalmotionsM i

andM2 in configurationspaceshownin fig. 2.
As A startsto decreasetoward —1, the equipotentialcurves in configuration spaceundergoa

concavedeformationwhich raises a sort of hill on the q1 and q2 axes;we stressthoughthat this
doesnot create multiple wells and the energysurfaceremainssimply connected.The trajectories
M1 andM2 becomehyperbolic closedorbits (hereunstableandisolated),surroundedby a chaotic
region which is increasingin size. At the sametime, consistentwith the KAM and Poincaré—
Birkhoff theorems,the rational tori (i.e., the tori for which the winding number, the ratio of
the frequenciesalongthe two independentdirections, is rational) are brokengiving rise to island
chains separatedby hyperbolic fixed points. Other tori, sufficiently far from the rational ones,
remainintact for awhile albeit somewhatdistorted.Amongsttheseislands,thosewhich correspond
to the trajectoriesorientedalong the diagonalaxes grow rapidly in size becauseof the focusing
form of the equipotentialcorners(andbecausethe rotation numberof the original torus is equalto
one) andappearas ratherlarge regionsof stability in comparisonto the restof the KAM regions.
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q2

______________ ______________ .

Fig. 2. Equipotential contour in configuration spaceand the two trajectoriesMi and M2 along the q1 and q2 axes for
(A,b) = (0,~r/4).

When2 reachesa certainvalue2* (2* slightly below—0.20), the last irrational tori corresponding
to the original structurearedestroyed.The remainingtori canbe consideredas the remnantsof the
original KAM islandstructure.All of thesetori havealower symmetrythanthatof phasespace.As
a consequence,to eachinvariant torus therecorrespondsat leastoneduplicatewhich is symmetric
by an elementof the global symmetrygroup. This impliesthat,while the symmetrictori are clearly
distinct andseparatedfrom the original one,their structureandclassicalmotion areidentical. This
is a very importantpoint to which we shall returnin section4.

As 2 is furtherdecreasedfrom 2* to — 1.0, the proportionof phasespaceoccupiedby theseregular
regionsdiminishescontinually, and reachesa value lower than 0.5%for A = —0.6. For 2 = —0.7,
no remaining invariant tori can be located within our numericalaccuracy.Although some tiny
invariant tori may certainlyremain,perhapsevenuntil 2 = —1.0, for all practicalpurposessystems
possessingavalue of A in the range[—1.0,—0.6] can be consideredas completelychaotic.

2.3. Phasespacevolume

Let us now introduce some of the classical quantitieswhich will be linked to the quantum
properties. One of them is the Liouville measure(volume) of some chaotic or KAM region.
Semiclassically,these volumes can be related to the quantum density of levels, and we shall
thereforeneed to evaluatethem numerically. However,due to the finite size of 11, the quantum
systemat finite energieswill certainly not be sensitiveto the finest detailsof phasespace,such as
very small islandsor complicatedstructuresat the boundaryof KAM regions. Thus,any method
of calculation introducinga coarsegraining much smaller than the one dueto /1 appears,for our
purposes,as relevant (or more) as one whose aim would be to reachthe exact “mathematical”
volume.This allows us to usea very simplemethodthat we shall describenow for the exampleof
achaoticregion.The adaptationnecessaryfor any otherkind of region is immediate.

Let RE be the region exploredby asinglechaotic trajectorybelongingto the energysurfaceE. *)

Its relativevolume is given by the ratio:

((RE) — f~Edpdq~5(E_H) 215)

— fdpdq~(E—H)

*) More properly, RE is theregion coveredby a coarsegrainedsinglechaotic trajectory.
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The first step in calculatingeq. (2.15) consistsin obtaininga very densePoincarésection of a
trajectory starting in RE for the two planes (q2 = 0) and (q1 = 0). We thus define two surfaces
R~and R2 in the spaces(q1,p1) and (q2,p2) which representthe intersectionof RE with (q2 = 0)
and (q1 = 0). It should be clearthat eachregion RE can be scaledto a correspondingregion RE’
on any otherenergysurfaceE’. The fractionf(RE’) is thus independentof the energy.Or, in other
words, by separatelyintegratingnumeratoranddenominatoroverE in eq. (2.15) we find

f(RE) — f(1Z) — f~dpdq8(E-H) (216)—. — fdpdq6(E—II)

where 7?. is the four-dimensionalregion of the phasespace obtainedas the union of the RE’~s

(0 ~ E’ <~x~).
We thereforesimply apply the following Monte-Carlomethod.We selecta largenumberof points

~ random (with respectto the measuredp dq) lying interior to somesuitableenergysurfaceE.
Whateverthe actual energyof the pointsobtained,they belongto the region 1?. if and only if their
scaledanalogson H(q,p) = E belong to RE. Thus, we start trajectoriesfrom thesescaledpoints
and let them evolveuntil theyreachthe q1 = 0 or q2 = 0 plane. If the intersectingpoint belongsto
R1 (or R2), the original point is thenconsideredto be in 1?.. f(R) is simply the numberof points
counteddivided by the total number.The statisticaluncertaintydueto the Monte-Carlomethod is

= ~f(~) [1 -f(~)]/N, (2.17)

where N is the numberof initial conditions.Using a value of N = 10000 (which we do) always
leadsto ~f(1?.) <0.5%.

Controlover the boundariesand coarsegrainingis implied by the useof the Poincarésectionon
a grid (whosesize can vary). For example,small islandsand fractal boundarystructuresbetween
chaoticand regularregionsarenot takeninto accountwhen their size is lessthana few pixels (or
we blacken/whitenthem). When the volumesof separatedchaotic regionsare needed,andmore
generallyof any region definedthrough its intersectionwith the Poincaré sections,this method
applieswith no essentialmodifications.~

2.4. Hamiltonian transportacrossbarriers

We may think of the phase spacevolumes just introduced as pertaining to an infinite time
property of the system in the sensethat to know the boundariesof a chaotic region perfectly
well essentiallyrequiresfollowing a trajectory for an infinite time. It turns out that information
concerningthe finite time evolution of the classical system,namely the transport properties,has
a noticeableeffect on the quantumspectralandeigenfunctionproperties.Our interestherelies in
largescalestructuringeffectsdeepwithin the chaoticseaandnot in what is happeningjust exterior
to the KAM islands.The former is more relevantto the chaoticspectrumfluctuationswhereasthe
latter concernsmorethe separationof regular and irregularlevels.

To makeclear what we call transport properties,one may consider the exampleof a system
constructedwith two very chaotic billiards connectedby a narrow bottleneckregion. For such a

~ Actually, an even simpler method, which does not introduce the Monte-Carlo sampling errors, can be used (see
Delandein ref. [6]). It simply consistsin countingpixels in a surfaceof sectionwith theproperweighting (which, with the
canonical transformation (2.25), is given by the time betweentwo successivehits of thesection). Notealso that for most
of the KAM islands,eq. (4.23) providesa very good approximationof its volume.
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system,the Lyapunov exponentwill be quite large, and two closetrajectorieswill instantaneously
divergeone from eachother. Howeverthe motion cannotbe consideredas completelyrandomized
since, for timesnot too long, one is almost certainthat a trajectory startedin one of the billiards
will endin the sameone. Thus somevery stronglocal chaosmay coexistwith certaincorrelations
on a largerscale.

For mixed systems,the remnantsof invariant tori may producean equivalenteffect for the
motion in phasespace.As shown by MacKayet a!., both canton [50] (correspondingto irrational
original tori) andstableandunstablemanifoldsof island chains [51] (for rationalones)mayactas
partial barriers.Here, despitethe fact that irrational tori resistdestructionlonger than rationaltori
underthe influenceof aperturbation,we found that in somesystemsthe main role in limiting the
transportis playedby certainstableandunstablemanifolds.As they give rise to a simpler classical
investigationandquantuminterpretation,andareultimately relevantto the studyof chaoticstates,
we shall concentrateon them. The simplestexampleof interestis thatof the (2,b) = (—0.35,t/4)
case.We thereforegive an exhaustivestudy for this case.

The rough structureof the phasespaceconsistsof one large chaoticregion, which represents
about87% of the phasespacevolume, and eight main KAM regions [(a), (a’), (b), (b’), (c),
(c’), (d), (d’)], seefig. 1. When a closer look is takenat the large chaoticregion, it revealsthat
it can be separatedinto a certainnumberof weakly connectedpartsin which trajectoriesseemto
be trappedfor a while. As mentionedabove, this structuremaybe tracedback to the breakingof
certainoriginal rational tori. Consider,for instance,the two islandswhich constitute(a) and (a’).
Theycorrespondto the rational torus with winding number(5 = 1 of the unperturbedsystem.We
knowthereforethattheyareassociatedwith two hyperbolic (unstable)fixed points (hereconnected
by time reversal) of order one, Na and 7~1a’~which both representintersectionswith the q

1 = 0
planeof a hyperbolicclosedorbit. Moreover,weknow that from bothof theseclosedorbits a stable
andan unstablemanifold can be generated.

We shallbeginthe descriptionof how thesemanifoldsmay actas partial barriers,following refs.
[52, 53], working in a Poincarésection.The interpretationfor the continuousflow will be given
afterwards.In a two-dimensionalPoincarésection,any invariant closedcurve forms a complete
barrier. A closedcurve which is mainly, but not completely, invariant, will in the samemanner
lead to a small but non-zeroflux betweenthe interior andexterior regions. Such a curvecan be
formedby patchingtogetherpiecesof stableandunstable(invariant) manifolds.

Let us introducethe areapreservingmappingY which to anypoint X = (q2,p2)of the Poincaré
sectionM2 (i.e. q1 = 0) associatesX’ = Y(X), where X’ is the next intersectionwith positive
Pt momentumof a trajectory starting in X, with the q1 = 0 plane. We also denoteby W~’,
(i = a,a’) the curveswhich are the intersectionsof the unstableandstablemanifolds of the ith
periodicorbit with the q1 = 0 plane. We recall that any point X~,of a curve l’V~is such that

lim T”(X51) = N, (i = a,a’), (2.18)
(n—,00)

whereasa point Xuj of wu satisfies

lim Y°(Xu,) = N (i = a,a’) . (2.19)
(n—’oo)

Moreover, the tangentin X~to !4’7 correspondsto a direction wherethe mapT is contractingand
the tangentin Xuj to W” correspondsto a direction wherethe mapY is stretching.It follows that,
although a stableand.an unstablemanifold may cross, two stableor two unstablemanifolds do
not sincea contractionor dilation in two independentdirectionscontradictsthe area preserving
propertyof Y.
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Fig. 3. Intersectionsof the stable and unstablemanifolds Fig. 4. Constructionof a partial barrier illustrated on the
and w” (i = a,a’) startingfrom the fixed hyperbolic q

1 = 0 Poincarésection M2 for (A,b) = (—0.35,ir/4).
pointsHa, Ha’ and giving rise to a setof boundedregions Starting from the two fixed hyperbolic points Ha, Ha~one
B,, (fl = ... , 2, 10, 1,2,...). Ha andHa~areassociated follows the stable and unstablemanifolds to the primary
to the islands (a) and (a’) displayed in fig. 1. The case homoclinic intersectionpoint ~

4aa’ and its partner. The
(A, b) = (—0.35, t/4) is illustrated on the M

2 Poincaré shadedflux loop mapsin one iteration to the new loop as
sectionq1 = 0. indicated. Seetext and fig. 3 for further explanation.

Considernow, for instance,the partsof J4’~’and J’V~which approachandcrosseachother.They
definea set of loopsthat we cannumberfrom —cc to + cc, as shown in fig. 3. We thusobtaina set
of regions . . . , B_0, . . . , B0,...,B0,... of M2, with boundarieslJBk = (3B)~)U (~B~)(where OB~
is a portion of !‘Va” and8B~a portion of ~ As both WaU and Wj~are globally invariant under
T, the imageby T of any loop Bk must be someotherloop Bk’ [with even (k — k’) sinceIT is an
orientationpreservingmapping].In our case,

IT(Bk) = Bk+4. (2.20)

As IT is areapreserving,the areaof the loop k,

= fP2dq2 = fP.dq (2.21)

~9Bk OBk

(since q1 = 0 ~ Pi dq1 = 0), is the samefor all the k and k’ such that k — k’ = 4n (n =
—1, 0, 1,. ..). Moreover, it canbe seenthat, in fact, all the ‘k are equal.First of all the figure

is symmetricunder the transformationq2 —p —q2, giving Jo = I~and I_i = 12 . Secondly,if we
introducethe mappingT~definedin the sameway as IT, but without requiring thatPi haspositive
momentum,IT = (T* )2, it happensthat (becauseof the time reversal invarianceof the system),
IT

t (Bk) is symmetricto Bk+2. Thus ‘k = I for all k.
We cannow usethesetwo manifoldsto definea continuousline Caa’ joining Na to Na’ whose

constructioncan be easily understoodby looking at fig. 4. Consideringan arbitraryB~,although
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the areasof B~+i,~ areconstant,the length of 8B~+0increasesexponentiallywith n while
that of aB~÷Oexponentiallydecreases.In the sameway, OB~_0decreaseswith n while IIB~J_fl

increases.We can thereforedefine Caa’ as being equal, for all the k, to the shortestamong~9Br
and8B~. Thus,starting from Na, Caa’ will follow W~until some point Aaa’ of J’VJ~fl l4’~.Then
Caa’ switchesto ~VJ,,where it remainsuntil Na’ is reached.Caa’ and its symmetricP2(Caa’) [see
eq. (2.10)] form a closedline which dividesM2 into an interior part M10~andan exteriorpart Mext.
A point X of Mint usually has its successiveimages IT (X), IT

2 (X), and so on, in ~ This lasts
until, progressingfrom loop to 1oop, IT0 (X) entersone of the loops B

1 or B3, which constitute
the exit of the turnstile,or oneof their twin brotherson the lower half of the Poincarésection,and
is sweptacrossthe barrier. The sameimageappliesto eachpointof Mext. Thus,at eachapplication
of IT, thereis but an area 41 of pointsof ~ which escapefrom it. The sameareaentersfrom
Mext (which must be the case,sincethe areasof ~ andMext mustbe conserved).

We havethereforeobtained,in a simplewell definedway, aclosedcurveof M2 which allowsonly
alimited flow through it by applicationof IT. As alimiting case,if wewereconsideringa resonance
in an integrablesystem,thesetwo manifolds wouldsimply form a separatrix(or equivalentlyloops
of zeroarea),thus actinglike a perfectbarrier.At theoppositeextremesuchioopsmayhavean area
of the orderof the areas~‘

4iflt or ~‘4extof the regionsit connects.When the areaof pointsexchanged
reachesthe value ..4jntAext/ (A~

01+ .‘
4ext), the probability that a point P crossesthe barrier is the

sameas if IT(P) was chosenat random,making the barriercompletely ineffective.
Since there is an infinity of hyperbolic fixed points in M

2, onehasto decide“a priori” which
are the onesgiving rise to effective barriers.For systems,like the quartic oscillators,which can
be obtainedby perturbinga regular system, it is convenientto considera resonantstructureas
a whole: the structurecontainingthe KAM island and the stableandunstablemanifolds. Such a
structuremay or may not survive when the coupling parameteris varied. For our purpose,only
thoseresonanceswhose island is visible play a role in limiting the transport.We haveperformed
this constructionfor eachof the hyperbolic pointswhich correspondto an island chain remaining
from the original structure;notethey belongto someof the shortestperiodic orbits. It leadsus to
a separationof the chaotic region into elevenmore or less connectedregions.These regionsare
representedin fig. 5. Their areaand the transportfluxes connectingthem are given in table 1 as
well as the relativevolumesf, of the associatedregionsin the energysurfaceH = E.

For the motion in phasespace,a global imagenow follows. To begin with, we can associatea
region on the energysurfaceto eachone in the Poincarésection.The former is simply definedas
the set of points on the energysurfacesuch that the next intersectionwith the Poincarésection
lies in the latter. This definition introducesa negligible arbitrariness(for the points intersecting
the Poincarésectionin a turnstile’s loop) since the region definedon the energysurfaceslightly
dependson the choiceof the planewe useas a section.It should be possibleto eliminatethis
arbitrarinessby a more technical definition (for instanceby requiring that the diameterof the
turnstile’s loop is minimum). But, sincethis arbitrarinessconcernsa region of negligible volume,
we will simply forget aboutit.

Sincethe only way to go from one region to a neighboringone consistsin crossingthe turnstile’s
loops definedabove, the flow in a unit of time betweentwo regionsis related to the flow across
the turnstile’s loops (which we genericallydenoteby B) by

~bB=7 f dpdqö(E—H), (2.22)

RIB,,T]

whereR[BXTI is the tubeof trajectorieswhich aregoing to crossthe loop in less than the time T.
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Fig. 5. Different regionsin phasespaceseparatedby partial barriersfor thecase(A, b) = (—0.35, ir/4) (a) q~= 0 Poincaré
section,and (b) q2 = 0 Poincarésection.The regular islandsare alsooutlined. Seetext for further explanation.

If the concernedloop is, for instance,in the q1 = 0 plane, the volume

V(R[B~T]) = f dpdqô(E—H) (2.23)

RIBX Ti

canbe calculatedwith the helpof asimplecanonicaltransformation.Namely,in the neighborhood
of the loop and for sufficiently small timesthe actionfunction

q = (~)

S(q1,q2,t,q~)= f £(t’)dt’ (2.24)

qO= (a?=o)

Table 1
Relativevolume .1, of chaoticphasespaceof thedifferent
regions shownin fig. 5 togetherwith their areain the
Poincarésection and their connecting flux. Area and

fluxes are calculatedfor E = 1 andscaleasE
314.

Region Relativevolume f, Area Total flux

0.03 0.3
l~—*2 0.05

2 0.09 0.8
2—~3 0.07

3 0.13 1.2
3*—*4 0.13

4 0.13 1.2
4—5 0.21

5 0.36 2.6
5~6 0.28

6 0.21 1.7

6—7 0.12
7 0.05 0.4
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(where£ is the Lagrangianfunction£ = p . q — H) takenon a trajectoryjoining q0 to q in a time
t, is perfectly definedand singlevalued. If we changecoordinatevariablesto Q = (t, q

2
0), S canbe

usedas the generatingfunctionof the transformation

(q,p) —* (Q,P) (2.25)

sinceaS/aq = p. The new momentumcoordinatesarethengiven by

as as as as 0

P
1=-.-..~E, P2=-~-=-~—O=p2. (2.26)

Thus, V(R[BXT]) canbe calculatedas

V(R[B~T]) = T~I, (2.27)

whereI = fOBP dq, and ~bB = I. Onceagain, it is the size of the ioopsformed by the stableand
unstablemanifoldsthat regulatesthe transportbetweenneighboringregions.

Let us finally note that, when transporttakesplace very slowly on a scale in which a region is
being mixed, it is possibleto think of the transportas a kind of Markovian processwhereevery
interior pointhasan equalprobability of escaping,albeit small, at the next applicationof the map
IT. This supposesof coursethat no importantstructures,such as canton surroundingan islandof
stability, remainsin the region considered.If thereare noneandthe Markovian image is roughly
valid, then thereis an inverserelation predictedto hold betweena suitably definedmeanescape
time andthe relativevolume escaping(flux/volume). This relation is confirmed to within 10% or
so in the caseswe checked,thus excludingthe presenceof significant barriersotherthan thosewe
identified. When the effectsof transporton the quantumsystemwill be treatedin section 5, it is
this picture of the diffusion which we will havein mind.

3. The quantumsystem

We turn nowto the quantumquarticoscillators.For quantumHamiltonianswhosepotentialshave
the homogeneitypropertyexpressedin eq. (2.4), some specialpropertiesresult. The eigenvectors
andeigenvaluesassociatedwith

ci ~ + aV(~) (3.1)

are simply relatedby

E~= a
2R1~2)E

0°—* a’
13E,,~, ~‘~(q) cx qj~°(a’R1~2)q)—~ y4~ja~16q), (3.2)

whereagainthe arrowsindicatethe resultsfor the quarticoscillators andthe superscriptzerothe

valuecorrespondingto a = 1. Onealsohas (virial theorem)

± 2~ = (3.3)

Through argumentssimilar to those leading to eq. (3.2), it can be shown that herethe energy
eigenvaluesare simply relatedto /1 eigenvaluesof the Schrödingerequationthatarefound by fixing
the energyandsearchingfor solutionsby varying /i; onehash, = coE1314for the quartic oscillator,
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wherec0 is a constant.This illustratesthe equivalencebetweenthe h —~ 0 andE —f cc limit andwe
shallusewhicheverimageis more convenientfor a particular discussion.

As mentionedin the introductionwe will betaking advantageof the discretesymmetriesavailable
to us. Excludingthe isolatedradial case(A, b) = (1, 1), we mayselect either the symmetryof the
squareC4,,, (b = 1), or of the rectangle,C2~(b ~ 1). C4~hasfive representations,one of which is
doubly degenerate.Theseexact degeneracieswould complicate the separationof the regular and
irregularlevels performedin section 4. To a given energy, the non-degeneraterepresentationseach
asymptoticallycontribute1/8 ofthe numberof stateswith theremaininghalfbelongingto thedoubly
degenerateone.To quickly see this, considerthe two componentreflectionsandparticleexchange.
On the other hand, when b ~ 1 the symmetry group is C2,,,. There arejust four representations,
non-degenerate,classifiableby componentparity. Eachof the parity sequencescontributes1/4 of
the numberof statesto an energyE (we give a moreexactresultahead)andlater for the purposes
of statisticalmeasuresthey can be treated“democratically”. We thus favor b ~ 1.

Our immediategoal is to calculatethe spectrumas far andaccuratelyas possible.Interestingly
enoughthough, eventhis purely quantum“activity”, matrix diagonalization,requiresrudimentary
semiclassicaltools. So instead of just describingthe quantumcalculationsmade,we first review
certainuseful ideasthat form the beginningof our comprehensionof the spectrum.Thesearethen
appliedto understandingthe smoothedlevel densityand finally the calculations.

3.1. “Quantum phasespace”

We will find it useful, elsewherein the paperas well as here,to havea direct intuitive link between
classicalandquantumsystems.It would thereforebegood to havethe notion of a “quantum phase
space”.Someof the various possibilitiesalong with their most importantpropertiesarereviewed
in ref. [541, wherethesespacesare dubbed“mock phasespaces”.For our purposewe can adopt
the definition of Moyal [55]; he originally introduced it in order to incorporate the statistical
interpretationof quantummechanicsmorenaturally into its foundations.The basicidea is that the
mostnaturalway to proceedis to considerthe characteristicfunctionof aneigenstateandits inverse
Fouriertransform.Then since we restrict ourselvesto systemswhich are representablein eithera
q or a p representation(no spin for example),wave functionsareassociatedwith distributionsin
quantumphasespacevia the Wigner transform [56] and its inverse (given below). We shall not
enter into the details hereexceptto summarizethe most interestingpropertiesof which we shall
makeuse.

First of all, the Wignertransformof an operatorA and its inversearegiven by

A(q,p) [A]~(q,p) = f~xe~~(q+ ~x~A~q—ix),

(3.4)
(qi A1q2) = (2~h)dfd~ ~w.(qI_q2)Ih~ ( ~(q i + q2),p),

where d is the numberof degreesof freedom. Note that this is consistentwith the Weyl [57]
prescriptionfor constructingthe correspondingquantumoperatorfrom a classicalfunction in phase
space;he arrived at this result by way of group considerations.In the casethat A is a projector
Pkk t//k)(l//kI, eq. (3.4) gives the Wignertransformand inverseof a wave function. Next we see
that the trace just becomesan integral over the phasespacevolume element.For systemswith d
degreesof freedom,

Tr(A) = (2~h)d fd~dP [A]~(q,p). (3.5)
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Also note that

Tr(AE) = 1 d f dpdq [A]~(q,p)[B]~(q,p), (3.6)
(2,th)

from which the cyclic invarianceof the traceis clear.By combiningtracesandvariouscombinations
of operatorsof the form ,blk = Iwi) (Wk I, wherethe Wk form an orthonormalrepresentation,we have
the following orthogonalityandcompletenessrelations[note: Pik (q,p) = Pkl (q,p)],

>p11(q,p)= 1,
~ d [dpdq plk(q,p)= ~lk~

(2ir,i) j (3.7)

(27th)d f dpdq p!k(q,p)pl’k’(q,p)= ólpôkk’

P1k (q,p)Pi
tk (q’p’) = (

2~)dö(q — q’)ô (p —p’).

This leadsto the notion that the Wigner transformof any normalizedwave function occupiesa
volume (2ith)’

1 in this phasespace.Furthermorethesevolumesarenon-overlappingfor orthonormal
wave functions in the sensethat the third relation of eq. (3.7) holds with k = / andk’ = 1’. In
actual fact they may overlap; however, oscillations (negativedensities) offset this to preserve
eq. (3.7).

Finally we havethe productrule,

[AB]~(q,p) = [A]~(q!,pl)ethhhI2[B] ,,~,,(q”,p“)I , (3.8)

wherei~i~is the Moyal bracket,

~ =~q~. v,,~,— ~q” (3.9)

To simplify notation,it is customaryto insert Moyal bracketsbetweenthe operatorstheyacton and
drop the primes. They play the role of the classicalPoissonbrackets.For the equationof motion
for adensityin phasespaceassociatedwith a wavefunction this leadsto

apkk (q,p)/at = (2/1l)H(q,p) sin(h~/2)pkk(q,p), (3.10)

which, when higherordertermscanbe neglected,reducesto the form of the Liouville equationfor
densitiesin classical phasespace,so that for times not too long, densitiesin this quantumphase
spaceassociatedwith a wave functiontransformin time exactlyas their classicalcounterparts.

3.2. Leveldensities

Thesetools canbe easilyappliedto studythe meanlevel density
1i (E), which will be neededin

section5 to perform the unfolding necessaryfor the fluctuation studies [15]. Moreover the first
term of the ft expansionof ji (E) will be usedto define a(A) for reasonsconcerningthe spectral
calculations.Herewe only considerthe quantumspectrumon the roughestscale,thatof the “locally
smoothed”level density. By local smoothingwe meanthat we calculate an averagelevel density,
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p(E), as a function of the energy in intervalswhich are infinitesimal on the scale in which the
averagechangesyet large enoughthat fluctuationsdisappear(only in the casethat this is possible
does it really makesenseto discusslevel fluctuations).A priori it is not clearsuch an averaging
exists,yet in generalit is found, for simple systemsamenableto analytical~i(E) calculations(it
is necessaryto avoid very narrow classicallyallowed regions,etc.), the first few termsof a formal
expansionin powersof ft works well right to the ground state.In fact a partial understandingof
thisproblemcomesby consideringthe traceformulaover periodicorbits [10, 58] wherethe longest
length fluctuationsabout 1i (E) are related to the shortestperiodic orbit, so that, if one imagines
smearingthe energiessuch that each level acquiresa width which spreadsover severalof these
characteristiclengths,the fluctuationswould disappear.

For simplicity, we presenta standardapproach,equivalentto using the time-dependentGreen
function, wheresuccessiveterms in ft follow recursively.Contrary to the Gutzwiller traceformula,
this methodselectsby construction,thoughfor reasonsnot fully understood,the averagepartsp(E)
of the densityoperator(i.e., only the residueof the trace, Tr[e~

11] locatedat the origin is kept).
We restrict ourselvesto positive definite Hamiltonianswhosepotentialsare differentiable.The

first step is to considerthe level densityand its Laplace transform,

p(E) = Tr(ô(E—ci)) =

(3.11)
Z(fl) = /e~p(E)dE= Tr(e~”) = ~ = (2ith)d f dqdp [~_~H]~(q,p),

wherethe last form comesby simple applicationof eq. (3.5). For conveniencewe also introduce
the integrateddensity (spectralstaircase)N(E), which countsthe numberof levelsup to an energy
E and is given by

N(E) = Tr(t9(E—ci)) = ~~9(E—E
1), p(E) = dN(E)/dE, (3.12)

where 6is the Heavisidestepfunction. The real job now is to calculatethe Wignertransformof
exp(—flH). An equationis easilygeneratedby taking a derivativewith respectto fi, applying the
product rule in eq. (3.8) and recognizingthat H commuteswith anyfunction of itself; we have

—0 [e~” ]~(q,p)/af3 = [H]~(q,p) cos(h~/2)[e’°”] ~(q,p), (3.13)

0 = [H]~(q,p) sin(hA/2)[e~”]w(q,p).

We seeimmediately the absenceof anydependenceodd in h, which is unlike billiardst). Oneway
to solve this equationis to assumea solution of the form

‘~ ft
2 _______

[e~3”]w(q,p) = e~~]*~~P)~ ~ (2n)! (3.14)

~ When usingthe limit n —. c~of the potential V(~)= asan approximationof the one-dimensional“billiard” with
the wall locatedat q = +1, one should pay attention to the fact tat the limits n — and E — (i.e. 11 — 0) cannotbe
interchanged.
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whereA0 = 1 so that the classicalresult is recoveredwhenft is put to zero.Thenby groupingterms
accordingto their powerof ft we find

— = ~f1i’~,~ (~)[~-~i~i2n 2!c e—fl”Ak]. (3.15)

The A,, are calculablerecursively.Of coursethe specific recursionmay simplify dependingon.the
systemas happensfor Hamiltonianswith low orderpolynomialpotentials.The first correction,A1,

derivedby Wigner [56] is given by

A1(q,p,fl) = I Q12v2v(q) - ~_-[mVV(q) .VV(q) + ~p.V)2V(q)]). (3.16)

This is not theonly way to producea solutionto eq. (3.13). It sohappensan exponentiatedseries
in ft of the form

[efl~~]~(q,p) = exp~ (3.17)

can also be used. In fact, A~ = —flH~ and A1 is identical to the A~. For n ~ 1, however,
the A’~ generatedby eq. (3.17) are distinct from the A~obtainedthrough eq. (3.14) since the
exponentiationgroupsandsumsclassesof terms.

To calculatethe smoothedleveldensitywecalculatethenumberof termsneededin [en” ]~(q,p),
integrateoverphasespaceandperform the inverseLaplacetransform.For the quarticoscillators
to two terms, the result for the integratedversion is

N(E) = 2K((l —A)/2) mE
312 — (b’12 + b112)(3 + A) + O(h2E312)

3ir h2a(A)’/2 24~/2(l+A)
(3.18)

K(z) = f dO(l—zsin2O~”2,

0

where K (z) is a completeelliptic integral of the first kind. For our purposesthe termshaving
an inverseenergydependenceareunimportantso that this suffices.However,we are interestedin
the parity decomposition.Since the spectraare calculatedfor eachof the four sequences(e

1,�2)
(e, = ±1)denotedby their componentparity in (q1,q2), we adda symmetry decompositionto
eq. (3.18). This is easily accomplishedby usingeq. (3.6) alongwith the Wignertransformof the
parity operator,which is given by

[P,]~(q,p) = irh~(q1)ô(p~) (i = 1,2), (3.19)

so that the decomposedN(E) is

N E) — 1 2K((l —A)/2) mE
3!2 F(~)2(�

1b_u/
4+ �

2b”
4) m’12E314

— 4 3ir a(A)’/2ft2 + 6m3/2 a(A)’/4ft

- (b’/2±b’/2)(3+ A) + �1�2~] + O(ftE3/4)
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i,—i/4 t,l/4

= — E
312 + �1U + ~2’-’ E314

4 2V~mKi/2((l —2)/2)

‘b~/2 b’12’’3 A’
— / / + ~i~2 + O(E3/4) . (3.20)

24~2(l +2) 4

In the last equality, energiesaremeasuredin units of

3ir a(2)’12h2 2/3

2K((l—A)/2) m

which amountsto taking

a(A)’12 — 2K((l —2)/2) in (321— 3~

In this way ft, = El3”4 fixing the constantc
0 definedat the beginningof the sectionandN(E) is

independentof A to leadingorder*). This simplifiesthe scaling aspectsfor thequantumcalculations
describedin the next subsection.Note that a decompositionfor quantumstatistics(for example,
fermion statistics) is also easily producedin the sameway againsince the Wigner transformsof
the permutationgroup elementsby themselvesare very simple (ô-functions). It would havebeen
more difficult to producethe higher symmetrydecompositionnecessaryfor the b = 1 casein this
simple way becausethe Wigner transform of the combinedoperationsof permutationandparity
no longer resultsin a ô-functionform but insteadan exponentialphasewith an ft factor; the series
solution then is insufficient so that a different approachis needed.

3.3. Thespectralcalculations

To calculatethe spectrumwe choosea matrix diagonalizationtechniquesince it is simple and
works well with low order polynomial potentials.

In generalthe calculationstartsby expressingthe matrixelementof the Hamiltonian H in a basis
definedas the eigenvectorsof someintegrable(usuallyseparable)H0. Then,truncatingthe basisat
the dth vectoranddiagonalizingthe finite matrix correctly gives the energylevelsassociatedwith
eigenvaluesof H which are almost containedin the truncatedspace.For anharmonicoscillators,
the harmonicoscillatorbasishasbeenthe usual choice [25,27]. It is possible,however,to havea
deeperunderstandingof the convergenceby applyingsomesimplesemiclassicallogic andwhen so
understoodto havea criterion for choosingthe bestsuited basis (or equivalentlyH0) andhow to
truncateit. In this way we will be ableto calculateextremelyaccurateandlong sequencesof levels.

*) The constanta(A) diverges logarithmically with A —, — 1 just as the classical phasespacebecomesnon-compact.

Equation (3.20) is then no longer valid. However, a modified approachtaking advantageof eq. (3.17) is possible.With
V = aq~q~,andintroducing the scaledenergyE = (16m

2/fi4a)’/3E,N(E) takeson the form

E3/2l ‘1’ c c3/2
N(E) = n~ + 0 +O(E3121n(E312)),2iz 3m

wherethe first term correspondsto Simon’s result ref. [49]. The secondterm is given in ref. [59], Co = 5 ln 2 + 2y — 4
(where y is Euler’s constant).
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Let In) (n e N) denotethe eigenvectorsof Ro (with e~the correspondingeigenenergy)and ct)
anyeigenstateof H of interest (HIa) = E,,Ict)). Onemay expressthe overlap (nlct)12 as the trace
overthe productof thetwo densityoperators,~3,,,,and~ Using eq. (3.6) we have

I(nIc~)I2= Tr(
13,,~j3~)= (2ith)

2 f dpdq [Pnn]w[Paa]w. (3.22)

Roughly speaking,it is knownthat in the semiclassicallimit the Wignertransformof an eigenstate
with energyE of somequantumHamiltonian is localized on the classicalenergysurface [28].
Thus,at this level of approximation,eq. (3.22) impliesthat the overlapbetweenIn) and let) is null
wheneverthe two energysurfacesH

0 = e~andH = E,, do not intersect. In practice,I(nlet)1
2 is not

strictly zero but, to within fluctuations,decreasesexponentiallyfast with the separationdistanceof
the two energysurfacesmeasuredas somefunction of ft. cs) and E

0 thenconvergein a calculation
which includesin its truncatedbasisset all In) whose H0 = e,, energysurfacesintersectH = Ea.

The bestbasisset is the onewhich hasthe minimumdimensionalityrequiredto makea setof cs)
of interestconverge.

Now, say one wishesto calculatejust a slice of the spectrum,which meansfinding {E,,} for
Emin <Ea <Emax. For the H treatedhere,it is alwayspossibleto find an energysurfaceH0 = emax
that circumscribesH = Emax and an energysurfaceH0 = emjn which inscribesH = Emin. The
basis thenshould consistof all In) such that emin ~ e,, < emax.As a simple practicalexample,let
ft = 13~/2+ ~, fto = ~3~/2+ w

2c~2/2,andEr,, E [Emin = 0,Emax]. To determinewhich harmonic
oscillatorbasisto use (i.e., to fix co), first calculateemax as a functionof co. Eliminatingp from the
equation,we find

emax—Emax= ~w2q2—q4. (3.23)

For thereto be only oneintersectionpoint, eq. (3.23) mustbe aperfectsquare.Therefore,

emax = Emax + w4/16. (3.24)

To optimize the basis,oneminimizesthe dimensionalityby setting the derivativeof NH
0(em~)

with respectto w to zero.This gives
2...4,’l/2/,,/~ ,1

— max! -‘ an~emax — ~‘ max

(the proportionalitybetweenemaxandEmax is dueto the particularpotentialwe usefor ft andH0).
With this scalingthe fraction of convergedlevelstendsasymptoticallytoward

NH(Emax) = T
2(-~)3/4~

9o%. (3.26)

NH0(emax) 6 jr

For the 2-d coupledquartic oscillator usually a good choice of basis is to take Ho as a 2-d
uncoupledquartic oscillator~o = p2/2 + a0(bô~+ cu/b). For 2 not too close to —1, the H and
H0 energysurfaceswill be fairly similar implying good convergence.Furthermore,they havethe
samescaling propertiesmaking the scaling choice of H0 energyindependent.To calculatea slice
of the H spectrumat highly excitedenergyE it turns out that arrangingthe two equal-energy
surfacesH = E andH0 = E to encloseequalvolumesis best,which in this caseequatesthe level
densities.This explainsour form for a (A) becausea0 can alwaysbe takenas a (A = 0) and thus
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H0 is the samefor all ft we consider.As a final refinement,we have also takenaccountof the
perturbation’sdiagonalmatrix elements(nIH — H0 In) before truncatingthe basis;we orderthe basis
by the energies(H),,,0 = (nIHIn). Basisstateswhich arebuilt in ahighly one-dimensionalway are
very costly in energyand thereforemovedup

We needto specify how to makeuseof the quartic oscillatorbasis,therebeing no simple closed
form for the energiesandmatrix elements.First onesolvesthe one-dimensionalquartic oscillator
in aharmonicoscillatorbasiswith the frequencyw determinedabove.The fact that the harmonic
oscillator is useddisappearsfrom the point of view of the two-dimensionalcalculations,it being
just a computationalaid for the H0 basis.The energiese,, and the matrix elementsof {~2,~4}

calculatedfrom the eigenvectorsarestoredfor the two-dimensionalcalculations;the odd andeven
parity casesarecalculatedseparately.

Let us now turn to the diagonalizationof the two-dimensionalcoupledquartic oscillator in the
uncoupledbasis.To correctlyobtain a slice of eigenvaluesof H lying in the interval [Emin,Emax],
one needsto include in the truncatedbasisall statesbetweenthe energiesemjn and emax of the
inscribing surfaceemjn = H0 of Emax = H andthe circumscribingsurfaceemax = H0 of Emax = H,

which, for A < 0, comesat

a0 a0

emjn = Emin, emax = Emax . (3. 7)

d = N~~0(emax)— WHO (emjn) thengives the dimensionalityof the computedmatrix. If dmax is the
maximum dimensionalitythat can be diagonalizedon the availablecomputer, the number ö of
levelsthatare convergedfor a slice startingat energyEmin is given (for eachsymmetryseparately)
by

ô(Emin,dmax) = NH(Emax) NH(Emin)

= (a(A)(l+A))
3t2d [1— (1 +2)3/2]E~. (3.28)

By patchingtogetheradjacentslices (with somesmall overlap; our estimatesare optimistic being
only attainablein the semiclassicallimit) one may obtain sequencescontainingmore than dmax
levels. The maximumenergyattainableis then Eiim ( = Emin = Emax) for which ö (Eiim,dmax) = 0,
which meansthat the let) are such that E

0 Elim spreadover dmax basis states.More specifically,
for eachparity sequence

1 3/2
dmax = ~ ((2)~ 2)) [1- (1 + A)3/2]E~, (3.29)

andthereforethe maximumnumberof levels that can be foundusingdmax X dmax matrices is

3/2 4dmax (a (1) (1 + 2) ~3/2

NH(EIjm) = Eiim = 1— (1 + 2)3/2 ~ a(0) ) (3.30)

(Of course,before this limit an increaseof dmax will cost lessthanaddingnew slices.) In practical
computations,we useddmax~ 5000. The numberof levelsactually obtainedfor the differentcases
we havetreatedandthe limit given in eq. (3.30) canbe found in table 2.

*).This resultsfrom the fact that the In) are EBK wavefunctionsbuilt on tori. At the level of approximationconsidered

here,their Wigner transformsmaybe thought of asconcentratedin a (2mhY
t volume surroundingthe tori and, in fact, do

not coverthe energysurfaceuniformly.
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Table 2
Completelist ofcomputedquarticoscillatorsspectra:number
of calculatedlevelsconvergedto better than 10

2D, number
of theoreticallycomputablelevelsNH (Eiim) [eq. (3.30) with

dma,, = 5000] and numberof spectralslicesused.

A b calculated NH (Eiim) # of slices

0.00 m/4 100000 1
—0.25 ir/4 28000 45000 3
—0.35 ir/4 22000 29000 3
—0.45 m/4 15000 21000 2
—0.60 ~r/4 9000 12000
l/2v’~ 3v’~/4 8000 1

1/4 3/2 6000

To verify the accuracyof the one-dimensionalcalculation we make two checks against the
asymptoticexpansionsfor the energiesEqo,n of the quarticoscillatorgiven by [60]

/~( 1\\4/3
2~.n + ~.‘ 1 2 —kEqo,n = ~J’11’i2 ) ~ Ck [9ir(n + ~) ] , (3.31)

‘4’ k=0

wherethe first four WKB termsare

5 ll(f’(~)2’\4
c
0=l, 2~+~~\ 4 )

11 341 (f’(1)2\4
c1 = 1, C3 = ~+ ~ ~ ) . (3.32)

By n = 40, with the first four termsof eq. (3.31), the semiclassicalenergiesareconvergedto better
than 15 decimalplaces.Onecheckon the matrix elementscomesfrom a specialcaseof the virial
theorem,namelyEqo,n/

3 = (nI~4In),whichwe againcompareto the asymptoticexpansionfor Eqo,n;
therearealso matrix elementrelationsmore restrictivethansumrules which also couldhavebeen
used [61]. Seefig. 6 for the actual errors.If Eqo,,, andthe nth diagonalmatrix elementaregood to
14 decimalplacesor betterwe assumethe eigenstatehasconvergedandthe other matrix elements
are also accurateto this level. In this way a basis of 180 harmonic oscillator functions allows
accuratecalculationof the first 126 quarticeigenstates(for eachparity separately,252 together).

For the two-dimensionalcalculation,a str ngenttestof the algorithmis to reproducethe (2,b) =

(3, 1) spectrum,which is preciselyequalto the H
0 spectrum.We alsohavemethodsto numerically

check the convergenceof the routine for any value of A. The first arises from the fact that the
neglectedstatesbecomeimportantexponentiallyfast. With the levels above (below) missing, the
downward (upward) pressureon the remaininglevels is too small so that all of a suddenthe
levels deviatefrom theirmeanpositionby distancesmuchlargerthanthe fluctuations.This being
exponentiallyquick we countback a coupleof decadesand to high precisionwe know wherewe
have 10—2 precision (on thescaleof ameanspacing);seefig. 7. In asimilar vein, we calculatethe
best coefficients in the expansionof N(E) andcompareto the exact.They againdeviateat the
sameplacesin the spectra,but they give a slightly sharperview. Our secondmethodcomesfrom
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Fig. 6. Comparisonof the one-dimensionalquartic oscillator energiescoming from a diagonalizationin a well adapted
harmonicoscillator basis (360 statestaken) with the energiesderiving from the first four terms in the semiclassical
expansion [eqs.(3.31) and (3.32)]. Betweenn = 0 andn = 40, oneseesthe approachof the semiclassicsto the actual
energies.From n = 40 to n = 260, the diagonalizationis convergedto 1 5 decimal placesandall statesup to here may be
usedfor the coupled quarticoscillatorsproblem.Beyondn = 260,the exponentiallyfastfailure to convergeis seen.

realizingthat the top of one slice gives an upper boundon the spectrumwhile the bottom of the
nextslice givesa lower bound;againseefig. 7. By subtractingthe two we can identify the precision
of every level extremelyaccurately;we alsoverified that therewere essentiallyno crossingsof the
bounds.Oddly enoughthis is wherewe saw the first differencesbetweenchaoticandregularlevels.
In the spectral region betweenbestconvergenceandnonsensethe chaotic levels show a kind of
noisyconvergencethat fluctuatesfrom level to level superposedon the exponentialincreasein error.
The regularsequencesthough,arefluctuation-freeandsometimeslesswell convergedthanthanthe
averagechaotic level locally, at othertimesbetter. On averagethey are seento convergeaboutas
well. This leadsto our third method,which stemsfrom the fact that the four matricesdiagonalized
are quite different; however,we shall see that there are regular levels quasidegenerateto such a
degree(< 1O~)that it is possibleto seepreciselyhow the convergencebehavesby looking at the
splitting of the degeneracies.For the most part the convergencesaregood to iO~to 10—6 (better
for some regularlevels) with the exceptionof levels nearwherethe spectralsliceswere patched
together,which aregood only to < 10—2.

We can envisionwaysto developfurtherthesemethodsso as to beable to producelonger or more
highly excitedsequences.First of all, we could have,without any problem,approximatelydoubled
the size of the matricesdiagonalizedfrom 5000 —~ 10000 since thesematricesdiagonalized
extremelyrapidly (10—15 quadriprocessorCPU minutes/matrixwith a Cray-Il). This would have
doubledthe numberof levels easilyattainable.Preliminaryideasindicatethat it is quite probable
that a kind of preconditioningof the matriceswould haveled to better convergenceandperhaps
anotherfactor 2 increasein sequencelength. So that if motivated to do so sequencesof 100000
levels in certain interestingcasescould have been obtained.These ideas could conceivablybe
applied to otherpolynomial potentialsincluding perhapsonesof higherdegreesof freedom.
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Fig. 7. Oscillatorypartoftheunfoldedcumulativedensityof states,~N= N(E) — N(E), for thecase(2, b) = (—0.25,ir/4).
The unfolding wasperformedwith eq. (3.20). (a) Theentire spectrumof reflection symmetry (+, +) aspatchedtogether
from the threeslicesthatwere used;(b) the resultfor just the uppermostslice of reflection symmetry (+, —).

4. Regularstates

We enterwith thissection into the heartof the matter,thatof the relationshipbetweena quantum
systemandits classicalanalog.For integrablesystems,this is well understoodsinceastandardEBK
quantizationschemeallows one to computefrom the classical knowledgeboth the eigenenergies
andtheir associatedwave functions.This alsoincludesKAM systems(i.e., the chaoticregion is not
widespread),for which thereexists an extensivechemicalphysics literature (for a review see ref.
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[8]). For the mixed systemswe areinterestedin, the regularregionsof phasespacelook very much
as if theywerepart of sucharegular system.It shouldthereforebepossible,as Percival pointedout
[40], to usethe EBK quantizationrules in such regions,and to extractfrom the global spectruma
set of levels which he refers to as being regular sincethey correspondto quantizedinvariant tori.
We shall thenadopt as definition that a regular eigenstateis one which is quantizedon a single
invariant torus andwe shall continueto leavemore vaguethe definition of a chaoticeigenstate.

This separationof the spectruminto a regular andan irregularpart is more difficult to achieve
than would appearat first sight. As is well known, quasi-integrabledynamics,as exemplifiedby
what is termedKAM islands,hasa muchmorecomplicatedstructurethanintegrabledynamics.For
instance,it is not cleara priori how the quantizationappliesin placeswhere insteadof the expected
invarianttori onefinds eithera chainof smallsubislandsor canton.Straightforwardanswersbased
on mathematicalfoundationsshouldnot beconsideredthe final word on the subjectsinceprevious
work indicates that a semiclassicalquantizationcan often be used with fewer constraintsthan
neededfor the theoreticalderivationof the EBK rules [8, 62,631.Our resultswill shedsomelight
on thesequestions.

What we intend to do in this section is to perform this separationfor a few casesof the
quarticoscillatorsin a rathersimplemanner.The methodof separationis not generalbut ratheris
applicableto systemswith specialsymmetryproperties.In fact, for certainrangesof the parameter
)~,all invariant tori possessa duplicate somewherein phasespace,to which they areconnectedby
one of the system’sdiscretesymmetries.The inducedquasidegeneracieswill allow us to identify
directly which eigenvaluesin the spectrumare relatedto invariant tori. We will thenreturnto the
questionsof resonances,and finally to the tunneling mechanismwhich causesthe small splitting
betweenquasidegeneratepairs. It will be shownthat the presenceof the neighboring chaoticsea
noticeablymodifies the way tunnelingtakesplace.

We shallbegin howeverwith a presentationof a moretypical utilization of the EBK quantization
rules. Although this will not leadto the actual separation,we find it interestingto presentit for
two reasons.First of all, it will form the theoreticalbasisneededto understandwhat specific
complicationsthe KAM structureof the regularislandsintroducesin the EBK quantizationscheme.
Secondly,we shall use this standardEBK quantizationas a referenceto what is usually to be
expected.The comparisonbetweenthe results obtainedin this first part and the final separation
will give someinsight into what distinguishesregular levelsfrom chaoticones.

4.1. EBK quantization

In a systemwith two degreesof freedom,as in our numericalexample,the numberof mutually
independentclosedcurveswhich canbe drawn on one invariant torus is two; seefig. 8. To eachof
thesepaths,C1 and C2, which aregenerallynot trajectories,correspondsan action integral:

Jiy~p.dq (i= 1,2). (4.1)

Then, in the semiclassicallimit, if therearetwo integersn1 and n2 suchthat

( = 2~h( ni + 1~/4~ (4.2)
~J2) ~n2+12/4)
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Fig. 8. A visualizationof atwo-torusand its two irreduciblepathsC
1 andC2.

where l~and 12 are the Maslov indices of C1 and C2, respectively (i.e. integerwhich counts the
numberof focal points through which C1 or C2 pass),the energyof the torus is an eigenvalueof
the quantumHamiltonian.

For amixed system, invariant tori may be regardedas belonging to someKAM island. One of
the pathson which the actionsare calculated(say (‘2) may be chosenalong the generaldirection
of the centralperiodicorbit C~.At fixed energy,the correspondingaction J2 hasthusavalue close
to . dq (which is independentof the size of the island) for the whole island. The otherpath
C1 can be chosentransverseto the central orbit. J1 thus varies from 0 (for the central orbit) to
somemaximum,which remainssmall if the islandoccupiesa small proportionof the phasespace.

When looking at a Poincarésection, it is mostprobablethat one intersectsa torus transversally.
In all thecasesweshall considerbelow,C1 can be chosenas one of the curveswhich constitutethe
intersectionof the torus with oneof the planesqj = 0 (i = 1 or 2). If, for instance,C1 is included
in the q2 = 0 plane,the integral J1 canjust be written as

~j1=~fPidqi (4.3)

sincedq2 = 0. J1 is then the area, in the Poincarésection,inside the traceof the torus. As C1 is
includedin one of the planesqj = 0 (i = 1 or 2), its Maslov index 1~= 2, as any simple closed
curve in a one-dimensionalsystem.Thus, regular islandsin Poincarésectionswith area smaller
than ith at the maximumenergyconsideredwill not support evena single regular level. For the
quantumsystem,theywill behavesomewhatas if theywerechaotic (orsimply not there),assuming
theyare not surroundedby canton that effectively enlargethem quantummechanically.

To obtain all the regular levels, one has to computethe value of the actions J1 and J2 for
eachof the invariant tori and retain thosewhich ful{’ill the quantizationconditions.To makeour
presentationclearer,we shall begin with a simplified picture of the regular regions, in which we
will considerthem as containingonly regulartrajectories.We will thus forget, for a moment,all
the complexinner structuredueto the alternation of undestroyedandbrokentori. Moreover we
shall considerthat in aPoincarésectionin a particular energysurface,eachislandappearsas a set
of concentriccurves, which meansthat it containsnothing resemblingresonancesor separatrices.
In this approximateimage,eachpoint of a regular region lies in a torus definedby its two action
integralsJ1 andJ2. We canthusperforma local canonicaltransformationfrom the (q,p) variables
to the action—angleones (0, J) [with J = (J1,J2)] in eachregular island. This transformation
cannotbe madeglobal for two immediatereasons.First of all, the action—anglevariablesare not
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definedin the chaoticregions.Moreovertwo tori belongingto two different islandsmaycorrespond
to the samevalue of J1 and J2. Thetransformation(q,p) —* (9,/) is thusone to one for a single
island, but not throughoutall regular regions. We shall thereforefocus on one particular regular
islandat a time, allowing us to uniquelydefine a torus by the valuesof its actions (J1, J2).

One now has to obtain the function H(J1,J2) which leads to the eigenenergiesE~1,~2with
quantumnumbers(n1,n2) througheq. (4.2).This, strictly speaking,is equivalentto the knowledge
of a one-parameterfamily of curvesgE definedin the (J1,J~)planeby the implicit relation

H(J1,J2 = gE(J1)) = E . (4.4)

Eachtime acurvegE lies on a pointof the grid definedby eq. (4.2) (n1,n2 = 0,1,2,...),E = E~1,~2
is an eigenvalueof the quantumsystem.It remainsto obtain the curvesgE. Practically,this would
consistof measuringJ1 andJ2 for a largenumberof sampledtori on the E energysurface.As Ji is
actuallythe areainside a curve in the Poincarésection,it could be measuredby a simple counting
of pixels but this would be far too inaccurate.Also thereis no direct way to numericallycalculate
J2. It is thus convenientto introduceanotherset of variablesdescribinga torus, namely (a, J),
wherea is the winding numberof the torus and

J=J2+aJi. (4.5)

In a Poincarésection02 = const.,J appearsas the action integralalong a trajectorybetweentwo
successiveintersectionswith the section.Onecanalsointroducethe one-parameterfamily fE such
that J = fE(a) for any torus (a,J) lying in theE energysurface.

Differentiating eq. (4.4) gives

~H/0J~ + (gE)I8H/0J2 = 0, (4.6)

which meansthat

(gE)~ dJ2/dJ1 = ~°l/°2 = —a . (4.7)

The transformationfrom gE to fE (aswell as the reverseone) is thus a Legendretransformation.
It is now quite easy to computeto a very good precision the couple (a, J) associatedwith a

particular torus. This is accomplishedby starting a trajectory from some point X of the torus
lying in a Poincarésection,and by performingN iterationsof the mappingT. If s is such that
ys (X) correspondsto the closestapproachto X after the N first iterationsand r is the number
of turns ~TT~(X) has madearoundthe centerof the island during the s iterations,then r/s is the
bestrationalapproximationto awith denominator< N. Other thana few exceptionalregionsnear
nationalswith smalldenominators,this will generallylead to a precisionof O(N

2). (Our choice
of N = 1000 givesa within l0~.)

At the sametime, the action

T’ (X)

S= f p.dq (4.8)

takenalongthe trajectory connectingX and~TS(X) can be measuredwith a precisionequalto that
of ourRunge—Kuttamethod.This canbe donedirectly, by addingp . dq at eachstepof integration.
For a scaling Hamiltonian,whosepotential fulfills eq. (2.4), S is given by S = Et/(1/2 + l/du)
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Fig. 9. Configurationspacedrawingof representativetori, oneeachcoming from the islands (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), respec-
tively, for the case (2,b) = (—0.25,,r/4).Their symmetricpartnersin (a’), (b’), (c’), (d’), (e’) areeasilyvisualized (see
also fig. 1).

(—* 4Et/3, for the quartic oscillators)sinceIiS/IJE = t andS scalesas E~”~”~t is the time
neededto go from X to TS(X).

Fromthe curvesJ = fE (a), which areeasilyobtainedwith a good precision,onecan construct
gE by repeateduseof eq. (4.5) togetherwith dJ/da= Ji. Thereis of coursesomeloss of precision
öJ1, during the first step, as for any numericalcalculation of a derivative. This will howeverbe
somewhatcompensatedbecauseone hasthe correct tangentto gE~Thus, if J anda areaccurate,
the error comesfrom the second-ordercurvatureterm ~ (of1 )2(gE)/~.

When consideringscaling systems,such as the quarticoscillator, the computationof the curves
gE is greatly simplified sinceall gE are relatedto g°( = g~

1) through

gE(J~) = ~ —~ E3/4g°(E3/4J
1). (4.9)

Recallingthe grid definedby eq. (4.2) in the space (J1,J2), a point of the grid actuallybelongsto
the regular island if it is the image, by a dilatation, of a point (J~,4) of g

0, which meansthat
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Fig. 10. Expandedview of island (a’) showingsomeof its structure;(a) q
2 = 0 sectionfor the case (2, b) = (—0.25,iz/4),

and (b) q1 = 0 sectionfor the case(2,b) = (—0.35,t/4).

the line going through the origin and the point of the grid intersectsthis curve. The quantization

condition can be rewritten as

J~°(n~,n2)= 2th(n~ + ~ (410)

g(f~(ni,n2))= J2
0(n

1,n2) = 2,rh(n2 +

We shall thus, loosely speaking,refer to the torus (J1°(n1,n2), f2°(n1,n2)) as a quantizedtorus,
meaningherethatone or moreof its scaledanalogsis an elementof the grid. In fact a point of g°
which quantizesfor a given (n1,n2) will in generalsatisfy the samerelation for an infinite number
of couplessincesuch a point of g

0 must satisfythe relation

J
2

0/J~°= g°(J~)/J~= (fl2 + ~1
2)/(n1+ ~). (4.11)

The fact that energy levels in very different placesof the spectrumcan correspondto exactly the
sametorus can be usedto observehow the semiclassicallimit is attained (we can equivalently
think of this as fixing the energyE = 1 and finding the quantizedvaluesof /1).

As just shown, the variables(J1, J2) and (a,J
0) are relatedthrough a Legendretransformation.

Dependingon the physicalcircumstancesone or the otherof thesepairs may entermore naturally.
For completenesswe reexpressthe quantizationconditionsfor scaling systemseq. (4.10) with the
helpof eq. (4.5) in termsof (a,J0). This gives

E~’(~E~
2) = ~[(n2 + ~12) ±a(n~+ ~)1. (4.12)
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the classical and semiclassicallyderived actions of island (a). The unprimed figures are for
the case (A,b) = (—0.35,~/4)and the primed for (—0.25,ir/4). (a) (~,J°)which are obtaineddirectly from the
numericalintegrationof the classicalequationsof motion. (b) The derivedactions(Jr, J

2°)relatedto (a,J°)by Legendre
transformation.(c) The semiclassicallyderived actionsvia EBK andthe quantumnumberassignments.
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Let usnow specializeto the quarticoscillatorfor the examplesof (—0.25,ir/4) and (—0.35, ‘t/4).
For (—0.25, ir/4), four setsof islands [labeledas (a), (b), (c) and (d) on fig. 1] arelargeenough
to support regularstatesbelow E = 930 (‘~28 000th level). Trajectoriesstartedfrom theseislands
areshownon fig. 9. For (—0.35,r/4)only threeislands [(a), (b) and (c)] sustainregularlevels.
The correspondingtrajectoriesshow no essentialdifferenceswith (—0.25,m/4). In both cases,all
Maslov indices/~associatedto the paths C~are equalto 2 andthe Maslov indices 12 are equalto
4 for tori belonging to the islands (a), (c) and (e), and 2 for thosebelongingto islands (b) and
(d).

We haveconstructedthe curvesg°andf0 for the main island [island (a)] for thesetwo values
of ).. Someremarksarein order: we know (Poincaré—Birkhofftheorem)that the simplified picture
useduntil nowfor the the regularislandsappliesonly for tori whosewinding numbera is sufficiently
far from a rational.As a consequence,the curvesg°andf°areonly definedfor aCantor-like set
of J

1~points, which are the only ones for which the EBK quantizationrules hold rigorously; the
remainingpointsoriginateeither from smallchaoticregionsor from subislandchains(seefig. 10).
However,dependingon the densityof initial conditionsused,our numericalmethodgivesa coarse
grainedequivalent.With our samplingchoice,g°and f

0 appearas continuouscurveswheremerely
the largestresonancesin fig. 10 areseenas gaps in fig. 11.

Aheadwe shall first identify the regular levels and thenassignthe quantumnumbers(ni,n
2)

through the EBK conditions.In so doing, a quantumcurve, g~, will be constructedfor the various
regularislandsallowing afine comparisonto be madeto the classicallyconstructedg°.Theproblems
of the resonances,which appearas gaps in g

0, and the complexity of the regular—chaoticregion
interface,will showdifferencesbetweenthesetwo curvesillustratingvariouseffectsdueto the finite
size of ~l.

4.2. Dynamicalquasidegeneracies

The actual separationof the regular levels from the nest of the spectrumis madepossiblehere
becauseof the discretesymmetrypropertiesof the quarticoscillators.We havealreadymentionedin
section2 that for ,~ ~ [—1,2’], all the tori which correspondto the original structurearedestroyed.
The remaininginvariant tori have a lower symmetry than the global one. They all thus have at
least one exact replica which is its imageby an elementof the global symmetry group ~. As a
consequence[64,42] all the associatedEBK wave functions and thus all the regular levels come
in degeneratepairs (or perhapshigher degeneracy).‘~ When the exact eigenvaluesare calculated,
thesedegeneraciesare slightly brokenbecauseof tunnelingbetweentori (see section4.5). As such
effects are exponentiallysmall, theselevels remain remarkablyclose to each other, and we shall
refer to them as quasidegeneratelevels.

In practice,for all the caseswe havetreated,the resealedtori large enoughto quantizeunderour
maximumenergyhaveonly one duplicate;one elementof {P

1,P2,P1F2},which we genericallycall
P. leavesthem invariant.Thus, for a given torus t associatedwith a wave function

1P, amongthe
four functions

= ~(1 +eiP
1)(1 +~2P2)!P (4.13)

which belongto the sequences(e~= ±1,e2 = ±1)two are non-zeroandassociatedwith quaside-
generatelevelsand the two remainingonesarenull.

‘) On the contrary,since all the significantchaoticregionsare invariantunder~, no quasidegeneraciesareexpectedfor
the chaotic states[65].
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To know in which sequences the degenerate levels are to be found, we shall once again follow
ref. [64]. Denoting, as usual,by C1 and C2 the two independentpathson which the quantization
conditions are written, and by n1 and n2 the associated quantum numbers, we must first determine
whether P(~P(n1,n2))is equal to !P(n~,n2) or to —~P(n1,n2).

For any point r0 of the torus, the phase differencebetweenthe contributionto !P (n1,n2) of r0

and P(r0) is

~q5= ~1fP.dq_~ind(C), (&l4)

where C is any path on ~ joining r0 to P(r0). As P is a canonical transformation, the phase A~’
calculated on the symmetric path P(C) to C is equal to i~q5 also. And thus

2~= ~ f p.dq—~ind(C+P(C)). (4.15)
C+P(C)

Then, as (C + P (C)) is a closedpath, it canbe decomposed on C~and C2 as

C + P(C) = alCl + a2C2, (4.16)

where a1 and a2 are integers, which leads, using the quantizationconditions,to

L\4 = ir(a1ni + a2n2). (4.17)

Thus, exp(ii~qS) is equal to +1 or —l depending on whether (a1n1 + a2n2) is even or odd. For
all the tori we will consider, however, it happens that the path (C + P (C)) can be chosen equal
to C2, thus

L\4i = irn2, (4.18)

P(9
1~

1,~2)= (—1 )

82~I~,I,fl

2. (4.19)

The sequences in which the degenerate levels must be found then depend on P. In island (a) of
the 2 = —0.25 or —0.35 cases, for instance,P stands for P1P2. Thus for even n2

P(~1’n1,n2) ~~n1,n2, ~ ~(l + e1P1)(l + fi62)~1’ni,n2, (4.20)

and the two eigenfunctions must belong to the (+, +) and (—, —) sequences to avoid (1 + ~
being equal to 0. For odd n2,

P(Y~,1~2)=~ ~ ~i + e1P1)(l —e1e2)!P21,~2, (4.21)

and the two eigenfunctions must belong to the (+, —) and (—, +) sequences. The same consider-
ations canbe usedfor any other regularregion. For the main KAM islandsof the A. = —0.25 and
—0.35 cases,we summarizethe resultsobtainedin this way in table 3.

4.3. Separationof regular levels andquantumnumberassignments

To proceed further one compares two parity sequences, and one can indeed see at first glance
that a large number of nearly degenerate levels occur. However, sometimes two unrelated levels are
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Table3
Symmetry of quasidoubletsof the main KAM islandsof the

(2,b) = (—0.25,m/4)and(—0.35,~/4)cases(seefig. 1).

Island# n
2 even n2 odd symmetry

(a), (a’) (++), (——) (+—), (—+) PiP2
(b), (b’) (++), (+-) (-+), (--) P~

(d),(d’) } ~ (+-),(--) P2

very closeto eachotherjust by statisticalaccident;our criterion for determiningwhat is pairedis
that the spacing be < 10% of the meanlevel spacing,which implies, usinga randomsuperposition
argument,that close to 15% of the spectrum could appear as fake pairs. One must therefore have
a furtherway to filter the regular levels. This comesby realizingthat the sequences{E,~2}, where
n1 is constantand n2 varies, areeasily recognizable.

Locally the curveg°is well approximatedby its tangentline andtherefore,usingeq. (4.12), the
spacing

~ —E,~{’~,2 2ir/J°(J1
0(ni,n

2)) (4.22)

remains nearly constant locally in the sequence.These sequencesare easily associatedwith a
particular KAM island via the spacingand f°, althoughherethe symmetry considerationsalone
usually suffice. Since the rescaledtorus ~1,n2+l lies interior, in the Poincarésection,to r~~02,the
sequencescontinueto infinite energyas the tori approachthe centerof the KAM islands. Once
the beginningof a sequenceis found it can be followed right up through the entire spectrum,
its degeneracysplittingstending to zero. Anotherway to producea sequence,n2 constantand n1
varying leadsto finite sequences(since oneleavesthe islandsas n1 increases)andthe corresponding
approximationof thetypeof eq. (4.22) workslesswell sincetypically a>> J1°/J2°.A third possibility,
that of following the statesall quantizingon a particularscaledtorus, leadsto infinite sequences,
but it is too complicatedto be of muchhelp for makingquantumnumberassignments;it is useful
for studyingthe pureeffectsof decreasingh.

Our filter of the regularlevelsis now sopreciseit will leave ambiguousno morethana few pairs
per thousandlevels. (Therewere someminor complicationsto resolvesuchas occasionallyfinding
3 or 4 levels nearly degenerate;theseevents were resolvedby comparingthe spacingspairwise
and were flagged as special cases.)It is worth mentioning though that the filter can be made
evenmore selectiveby usinga very characteristicpropertyof the quasidoublets,namely the real
quasidegeneraciesremainso for relativelylarge variationof the coupling A. (a quantumconsequence
of the KAM theorem).This is totally unlike the behaviorof “statisticalaccidents”,which will only
be nearly degenerate(or degenerate)for one valueof A. at the nearestapproach.Thus the motion
of the pair as a function of A. also exhibitsa tell-tale sign. In fact, startingat A. = 0, two originally
non-degeneratelevelsapproachas A. is decreasedto form apair typically nearA. —0.05. With rare
exception,theyremainpaireduntil A. hasdecreasedsomuch (perhapsA. —0.40) that the torus is
completelybroken; sometimesthey remainpairedbeyond,long after the torus is gone. Obviously
this in part dependson the torus.The maximumnumberof quasidegeneraciesoccursnearA. = A.’.

So we extractthe quasidegeneracysequencesfrom the full spectrum,and now wish to identify
the quantumnumbersfor each of the regular levels. Again this is donewithout any needof the
eigenfunctions;if b = 1, this would not be true for the onedoubly degeneratesequence.It is easyto
seethat the sequencestartinglowest in energymustbe the n1 = 0 one; the point at which irh just
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Fig. 12. Expandedview of two portionsof figs. 1 lb’ andc’ superposed,eachonecorrespondingroughly to a J1°interval
containingtwo successivepointsof the n1 = 0 sequence;(a) at theinterior of theclassicalisland; (b) outside the classical
island.The agreementbetweenthe classicalline andquantumpoints is very precisewhen the first is defined.Thepoints
furthestfrom the classicalline in (a), andfrom its extrapolationin (b) are in the n1 = 0 sequence,wherethe semiclassics
shouldanddo work worst.

fits insidethe KAM island area in a Poincaré map occurs at lower energythan ~ith, etc. The order
of the appearance, in the spectrum, of the sequences easily determinesn1. To assign n2, we recall
eq. (4.12). ~ and n1 are known very precisely and J°is approximately given by eq. (4.22). a
is alwaysclose to ~ in our mixed systemsbut it is not very crucial since n2 is restrictedto being
odd or even dependingon the symmetry considerations.Usually only one integer for n2 comes
closeto satisfyingeq. (4.12). The n2 values for the rest of the membersjust comeby countingup
the sequencestartingwith the lowest n2 value.

Oncethe quantumnumbers{ (n1,n2 ) } of {E~,,,,2} are known, one obtains through eq. (4.10) a set
of couples { (J1°(n1,n2),4 (n1,n2) ) } which in the semiclassicalapproximationsatisfyH (~j1°(n1,n2),
4(ni, n2)) = 1. By this meansoneconstructsacurve ~ (which, loosely speaking,we shall refer
to as a “quantum curve” since it is constructed from the quantum data) equivalent to the g°
introducedin section4.1. The resultingcurvesare shown on fig. 11 for the main island [island
(a)] of the A. = —0.25 andA. = —0.35 cases.As expected,g~mpreciselycorrespondsto g°wherever
botharedefined.An enlargedview of two small portionsof a g°curveis given in fig. 12, in order
to illustrate the quality of the correspondence.However, all missing segmentsdue to resonances
areinterpolated,andthe quantizationseemsto work well evenfor J1°largerthanthe total areaof
the island. Visually, it seemsthat thequantumsystemhasanalytically continuedg°alongthe most
naturalpaththroughall the gapsandup to a J1°that canbe 2 or 3 timesthe classicalmaximum.‘~
We shall considerthatquantizationoccurringbeyondthe maximum j? to becantorusquantization
[66]. However, we did not attempt to constructclassicallythe canton outsidethe islandto confirm
that they would lead to an extendedg°curve similar to the quantumcontinuation.It would be
an interesting,stringentquantitativetest of theseideasto do so. It shouldbe mentionedthat the
mechanismresponsiblefor quantizationabovethe maximumJ1°is mostprobablyalso responsible
for the possibilityof approximatingthe classicalmotion near“adiabaticallystable”closedorbits by
the motion of an integrableHamiltonian,as done in ref. [67].

The quality (degreeof splitting) of the quasidoubletsequencesis howeverquite different de-
pendingon whetherJ1~is inside (or closeto) the regularregion or distantfrom it . This is partially
illustratedin fig. 13, where [continuingon with island (a)] thepointsof thegrid (n1 + ~l~,n2 + ~12)

‘~ For 2 = —0.25, the maximum found was 1.20 despitethe total areaof the islandbeing0.66. For 2 = —0.35, a J1~
equalto 0.9 was reachedbut little quantizationoccurredbeyond 0.6, which is to comparewith a total areaof 0.37.
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Fig. 1 3. Quantumnumbers(ni, n2) of the regularstatesidentified in andaroundisland (a) as quasidoublets(eachdash
correspondsto a single doublet). The straight line locatesthe classical border of the KAM island and the lower right
representsthe exterior. (a) From the first 28000eigenvaluesof the case(2, b) = (—0.25,ir/4). (b) From the first 22000
eigenvaluesof the case (2,b) = (—0.35,ir/4); the straight line correspondsto J~°= 0.37 andthe straight dottedline to

J1°= 0.40. See text for further explanation.

in the plane (f1/2mh, f2/2ith) areshown for which a regularlevel hasactuallybeenfound. On this
picture, it is clearly seenthat, with very rare exceptions,the sequencesarenearly completefor the
region of the plane (Ji/2ith, J2/2ir1~)correspondingto the interiorof the classicalisland. Moreover,
the sequencestendto remaincompleteto somedistancebeyondthe classicalboundary.However,
furtherout, sequencesstartto breakandbecomemore andmore fractureduntil they disappear.

For island (a) of the A. = —0.35 case,very few levels are missing for 4 < 0.4 (see fig. l3b),
whereasbeyond this value, namely in the interval 0.4 < .J~°< 0.5, abouthalf of the levels are.
This is reflected in the splitting of the correspondingquasidoublets.Typically, the splittings of
interior levels are l0

4D—lO—7D or less, thoseof boundarylevels are 102D—104Dandbeyond
.110 = 0.40 they are l0’D—l03D. The splittings do not, in most cases,increasesmoothly from
l07D to 10’D as onegoesfrom the centerof the islandto the maximumquantized4. Actually,
fluctuationsof several orders of magnitudeexist betweendoubletsfor neighboring4. We shall
returnto this point at the endof this section.

The levels exterior to J
1°= 0.40 (i.e. 2% of the total numberof levels) should thereforebe

regardedas being of intermediatestatus rather than being purely regular. When studying the
statisticalbehaviorof chaotic levelsin the next section,we thereforeonly consider“regular” those
levels with J1°< 0.40. Note we have checkedthat the fluctuation measuresto be discussedin
the next section are by no meanssensitiveto this precise choice. The volume of the island is
approximately

V = f dp.dq9(Eo—H)~ ~J~°(max)4(max), (4.23)
island

where4 (max) correspondsto the size of the island and4 (max) to the action of the periodic
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trajectory at the center of the island [4(max) = 10.01]. Extendingthe valueof J?(max)from its
classicalvalue (0.37) to 0.40 increasesthe fraction of levelsf 2V/(2x)2 from 9% to 10%.

Thus island (a) appearsquantummechanicallyas enlargedby 10—20% (for the A. = —0.35 case
consideredhereand also for A. = —0.25) comparedto its classicalsize. We would like to stress
however that this is not always the case.The small islands behavein a significantly different
way comparedto the big ones.For islands (b), (c) and (d) for A. = —0.25 and (b) and (d) for
A. = —0.35 therestill exista few levelswhich probablycorrespondto cantonjust outsidethe classical
islands. However, for both the quantizingtori not too deeply inside the islandsand the canton,
the splittings are large and on averagequite close to our maximum acceptablelimit. In addition
the sequencesshow somespacingirregularitiesas comparedwith the EBK expectation.In fact the
quantumnumberassignmentsare, in somecases,morereliableoutsideof the big islandsthaninside
the smallones.We strongly suspectthat the small islandsareproviding anotherexampleof states
of intermediatenature.They are either (de)localizedon two or more quantizingtori and/orpartly
living in the chaoticregion of the phasespace.Moreover,a certainnumberof levelscorresponding
to tori interior to the classicalsmall islands may be missing.’) Figure 14 illustrates one of the
clearestcases,for which nearly half of the expectedlevels is lacking.’’) At least for some small
quantumnumbers,thereappearto bequantizingtori that do not give rise to a regularstate.This is
differentfrom what happensfor the big islands, for which the smallnessof the quantumnumbers
is reflectedsimply by small displacementsin energycomparedto the EBK prediction (see again
fig. 12 andcaption).The imageis thusthat the small islandsatour /1 arereducedin size quantum
mechanicallyas opposedto being enlarged.In particularfor island (c) of the A. = —0.35 caseno
quasidoublethasbeen identified althoughone expectssomeof them to be present.We believe
that the natureof the regular—chaoticinterfaceas describedby classicaldynamics (i.e. fastmixing
beyond the borderor, on the oppositeextreme,presenceof partial barriers) plays an important
role in determiningwhich of thesepossibilitiesoccurs fOr aparticular K.AM island. Qualitatively,
this argumentis consistentwith our experiencein the quartic oscillators.As a consequence,the
insistenceon a strict correspondencebetweenthe definition of a regular stateand an invariant
torus is somewhatnaïve.Presumablythen,it is properin somecasesto associateregularstateswith
other classicalobjectssuch as canton while in other cases,eventhe existenceof a torus satisfying
the EBK conditionsdoesnot guaranteethe existenceof the correspondingregular state.

Let us now returnto someof the difficulties encounteredwhile doingthe actual separationand
quantumnumber assignments.A first delicate point consistsof choosingproperly the practical
upper limit for the largest acceptablequasidegeneracysplitting. One would both like to get all
actual quasidoublets(andthusincreasethe criterion),but yet not includeso manyfakesthat their
elimination is not feasible (which inducesone to reducethe criterion). Our choice, 10%D, is a
good compromisesince increasingit addsa negligible numberof true quasidoubletsand yet the
constructionof the sequencecanstill be carriedout easily. Fromthe selecteddoublets,all sequences
of length 3 or largerwere extracted[J° in the properrangevia eq. (4.22)]; smallgapsin sequences
were easyto adjust for.

At thispoint the quantumnumberassignmentswereusuallystraightforward,but someinterrelated
problemswere encounteredwhich dependedon the KAM island under study, namely sequence
crossingsor “accidental degeneracies”and missing segmentsof sequences.First we discussthe
sequencecrossings.Considertwo overlappingsequencesof {E

01,02} (n1 fixed). They necessarily

‘) Note that there is not necessarilya sharpdistinction betweenthosepossiblequasidoubletpairswhich just fulfill our
maximumsplitting criterion andsomewhichhavebeenrejected.

‘‘) Lack of levels from islandsother than island (a) in the 1 = —0.35 casecompensatesfor the excesslevels of island

(a) in sucha way that the total proportionof regular levels, -..~12%,is the sameasthe classicalexpectation.
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Fig. 14. Quantumnumbers(n1,n2) of the regularstatesidentified in andaroundisland (b) asquasidoubletsfrom the first
22000eigenvaluesof the case (1,b) = (—0.35, r/4). The straightline locatesthe classicalborderof theKAM island and
the lower right representsthe exterior.

comefrom different regionsof the curve g°,so to speak,since their n1 valuesare different. All of
the curvesg°from the variousKAM islandshavea gentlecurvatureso that the two sequencesmust
havesomewhatdifferent spacings(thoughlocally eachsequencehasnearlyconstantspacings).For
certainpairsof n1 values the sequencesarecloseby somewherein the spectrumandas oneclimbs
(or descends)the sequences,the levelsof the onewith the slightly largerspacingovertakeandpass
the levels of the other sequence.This is what we call a sequencecrossing. The crossingpoint is
usually an accidentaldegeneracyin that two different quantizationsaccidentallylead to the same
energy (thereforeone finds four levels nearlydegenerate);if the spacingsaretoo different then it
is possibleto crosssequenceswithout havinga near-degeneracy(on the scale of a meanspacing).
The accidentaldegeneracysplittingsare muchlargerthan the quasidegeneracysplittings.

In a senseaccidentaldegeneraciesare not really accidentalin thatwith the knowledgeof g°they
arepredictable.Startingwith eq. (4.2), two differentquantizationsgiving the sameenergyE satisfy

t~n1/LxJ1°= i~n2/z~4= E
3/4/2irh, (4.24)

where~ indicatesdifferences.This implies

= EJ
2

0/AJ
1°, (4.25)

which means that the line connectingthe two pointson g°has a rational slope. Since n1 at our
energiesneverexceedsthe low twenties,the differencesi~5J~cannotbe infinitesimal. The curvature
of g°,then, is important. However, if making a limited expansionof AJ2°/~~\J1°around the point
centeredhalfway between~j? and4 + ~ we find

—a— ~a”(L\J~)
2, (4.26)
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where the secondterm can usuallybe ignored. The centeredpoint on g°hasthe samerational
slope as the connectingline. Therefore two points equally spaced+A4/2 from J1°such that
a = r/s = —An2/An1 alongwith eq. (4.2) approximatelygive the sequencecrossingpoint energy.
Since ~~1°(a = r/s) ±AJ?/2 do not necessarilyquantize, the actual accidentaldegenerateenergy
occursat the level in the n1 sequenceclosestto that energy.In fact, for the quarticoscillators (and
most otherscaling systems),as n1 —~~, the curvaturecan be ignoredand the scaling is such that
accidentaldegeneraciesof infinite ordercoalesceslowly wherea is rational. At a given energy,the
smallers, the higher orderaccidentaldegeneracyis possible.

Therearenow two possibilities. The first is thatbothsequencesbelongto apart of the classical
curveor, otherwisesaid, areinterior to the KAM island. Usually in this casethe quasidegeneracies
are excellent, giving no problem there. However, tunneling splits the two sequencesnear the
accidentaldegeneracyif An2 is even’~in such a way that, if one blindly (locally in the sequence,
without knowledge of g°)assignsn2 quantumnumbers,the tendencyis to switch sequencesat
the crossing point and to start assigning false quantumnumbers.This is easily seenafter the fact
whendrawing the quantumcurve~ Therewill appeara kink in the sequenceof points (~j1°,4)
and it will slowly veer away from g

0 assumingall the sequencesare assignedquantumnumbers,
actually two of them will veer away from g°(oneabove g°,the other below) at pointsseparated
by AJ

1°on g°.This can be easily correctedif the curvatureis not too weak. Also note that the
quantumnumberassignmentsfor the accidentaldegeneraciesare dubiousin that thereare really
two non-congruentquantizedtori significantly contributingto eachstatethere.

The secondpossibility, namelyonesequenceinside the KAM island and the other outside it,
which here is the more frequent situation, arises because certain KAM islandsquantizewell beyond
their chaoticboundarieswhen n1 is not too large. This situationis complicatedby the fact that the
exteriorsequencestendto be almostevanescent,disappearingandreappearingalmostrandomlyas
thoughthey hada partial memoryof a “nearby” more regular system.Of coursethe furtherto the
exterior,themoretenuous,on average,thesequence.Whenbothsequencesseemwell definedin that
the quasidegeneraciesare good and thereare few missing levels, the tendencyto switch sequences
exists,as above,but is generallystronger.Still the quantumnumberassignmentsarefairly sensible
oncecorrected.Sometimesthe exterior sequenceis more or less invisible, though predictablein
that anothersequencehas extendedg°to that region. Then one seesnearthe foreseencrossing
point oneof threecases:(i) no effect, (ii) for the exteriorsequencea few isolatedquasidegenerate
pairsappearinglike nearby“shadows”through the crossingregion,or (iii) for theinterior sequence
a gap createdwhere thereshould be none. We believe that cases (ii) and (iii) are examplesof
effectscomingfrom levelsthatare of intermediatestatusbeingneither fully regularnor completely
chaotic andnot easily detectableby our method.Their relativeabundanceseemsto tend to zero
with increasingenergybut they arealways thereto someextentin our spectra.We shouldremark
that sometimesthe quantumnumberassignmentsof partsof the exterior regionscan be difficult.
This is not only due to the gaps but g~can get a little fuzzy there. For KAM island (a) for
A. = —0.25, this was not a problembut for island (a) for A. = —0.35 it was.

The secondproblem, that of sequencegaps,also adds to the difficulty of assigningquantum
numberssincen1 canno longer be so easily determinedfor eachsubsequence.Usually thisproblem
is solvablewith sometediouswork. They arisebecausewithin one sequencethe quasidegeneracy
splittings can vary locally by, say, threeorders of magnitude;this was not true of all the KAM

*) If M2 is odd, the n1-fixed sequencecrossingoccurs such thatthe accidentaldegeneracycontainsonelevel from each

of thefour {e1, ~2} representations;seediscussionleading to eq. (4.21). If ~tn2is eventherearetwo levelseachfrom two
representationsat the accidentaldegeneracy.
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islands. This leadsto occasionalgaps in some sequencesuntil splittings smaller than 0(1O~)
(unit mean spacing)were attained.This tiny splitting comeswell insidethe KAM region. Some of
these gaps can be associatedwith sequencecrossingeffects, but not all of them. Section4.5 will
show that this may be tracedback to the way the chaos modifies the tunneling processbetween
quasidegeneratestates.

4.4. Resonances

Up to this point, it seemsthat the complexity of the motion inside the quantizingislands is
completely ignored by the quantum system. The chaotic motion is so narrowly confined as to be
effectively regular and even the largest resonancescauseno difficulties. The ~ curves simply
interpolatethe missing gaps in g°,andalmost all the possiblequasidegeneracypairs (n1,n2) are
found (at least for the largest islands). At first glance the results are thereforequite satisfying.
There remainshoweverone puzzling feature. In island (a) (—0.35, m/4), thereis an r/s = 2/3
resonancewhich hasan areasuch that it should,at least in principle, quantizedirectly somewhere
beyondthe 14 000th level in the spectrum(seefig. 10). Why no problemswere encounteredwhen
quantumnumberswereassignedin that region andwhat sensethesequantumnumbershaveshould
be clarified.

Let us introduce{J1,I2,~,I},where11,12 arethe actionvariablesof tori belonging to some r/s
resonance,~ the associatedwinding numberand I = ‘2 + Eu1. One knowsthatat sufficiently high
energyquantumstateswill belabeledby quantumnumbers(m1,m2) relatedvia EBK to the actions
(Il, ‘2). Quantummechanicallyone expectssomekind of smoothtransitionbetweenthe rangeof
energywherethe (ni, n2) we havebeen usingare good quantumnumbersandbeyond, wherethe
(mi, m2) are. However,it is not obvious,a priori, how the quantumsystemaccomplishesthis. The
answerinvolves tunneling (uniformizations)such as the treatmentby Ozorio de Almeida [68],
which hasas a consequencethe well known relationship [44] betweencertainavoidedcrossings
and resonances.Here,we forego any studyof a uniformized semiclassicalprocedureandcontent
ourselveswith understandinghow, at least from the point of view that we use to assignquantum
numbers,a soft transition betweenthe two families of quantumnumbersis madepossibleby
forming new sequencesof statesfrom the onesfound ignoring the resonantstructure.Including the
tunneling, this transitionwill diminish the size of h for which a clearsignalof the existenceof the
resonance will be seen as compared to the naivevalue expectedfrom the size of the island.

Locating the (n1,n2) levelswhich maybe reassigned(mi, m2) valuesfollows easilyby considering
the grid of points (ni, n2) in the (J1,J2) plane.Thosepoints included in the region boundedby
two lines emanatingfrom (0,0) andpassingthrough the points of g°at either edge of the gap
due to the resonancein questionform the pooi of candidatelevels. To begin with, we shall use a
simplified image in which insidethe resonanceboth the curveg°and its analog ‘2~= ,~0(I?)are
approximatedby their tangent in the centerof the resonance(i.e. at the origin for ~ In this
approximation,both J°and jo are everywhereequalto J°’ and Io~ respectively,and thus the
spacingof the n1 -fixed andm1 -fixed sequencesareconstantwith

10* = 5J
0* = ~ (4.27)

wherethe integralis takenoverthe resonance’sclosedorbit. This means [seeeq. (4.22)] that the
spacingof the m

1-fixed sequencesare s times smaller thanthose of the n1 -fixed ones.However,
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since a = r/s, eq. (4.12) implies that

~3/4 E,~(~flIfl
2+Afl2— E~(~2 (4.28)

is preciselythe spacingof the m1-fixed sequenceif

sAn2 + rAn1 = 1 . (4.29)

One may thus pool s neighboring n1 -fixed sequences (n1, n1 + 1,. . . , n1 + s — 1) to constructan
mi-fixed one. Moreover, in this simplified image,all levels~ appear“accidentally” degenerate
with all ~ when sAn2 + rAn1 = 0. Thereis thusan intrinsic ambiguity in the quantum
number assignments and, in particular, in the choice between (n1,n2) and (m1,m2).

Let us now turn to a more realistic descriptionwith the helpof fig. 15. In practice,because neither
g°nor can be identified with their tangent in the centerof the resonance,only a few levels,
correspondingto the sequencecrossingsdiscussedin section4.3, areactuallynearlydegenerate.‘~ As
alreadystated[seeeqs. (4.26) and (4.25)],~ = E~1+~1,n2+i~2not only requiresthatAn2/An1 =

—r/s but alsothat the midpointbetween(ni,n2) and (n1 + An1,n2 + An2) [in the (Ji/2mh, J2/2ith)
plane] is as close as possible to the line £~correspondingto the centerof the resonance.This
can be visualizedby drawing in the resonance’szoneof the (J1/2ith,J2/2irh) planethe lines £k

translatedfrom £o by k timesthe vector (—s/2,r/2), wherek = . .. , —1, 0, 1 The ~ such
that (n1,n2) lies on £k will be “accidentally”degeneratewith Eni_kr,n2+ks [(n1 — kr,n2 + ks) lying
on £~]. Moreover, j0 andJ

0 strictly speakingare not constantbut remainvery closeto j0* and
f~ ThereforeAE3/4 definedby eq. (4.28) is againthe correct spacingfor an m

1-fixed sequence
under the condition eq. (4.29) provided one remainsas close as possible to the centerof the
resonanceand An1,An2 remainsmall.

Focusingnow on the r/s = 2/3 case,them~= 0 sequenceis constructedstartingfrom the lowest
energy~ herearoundthe 14 000th level, suchthat the resonanceshouldquantizedirectly and
such that (n1,n2) lies in the resonancezone. The threen1 = const. sequenceswhich are closest
to £r~are the threelying between£_ i and£ l• In practice,it happensthat at the bottom of the
m1 = 0 sequencethey have n1 = 0, 1,2. Thus moving up in the m1 = 0 sequencecorrespondsto
(An1,An2)= (—1,1) when n1 = 1 or 2, andto (An1,An2) = (2,—l) whenn1 = 0. This lastsuntil
the n1 = 0 sequencegoesbeyondthe line £i (which correspondsto a sequencecrossingbetweenthe
n1 = 0 andn1 = 3 sequences),after which the samepatternis continuedwith the nl = 1,2 and 3
sequences,andsoon.

The m~= 1 sequencecan then be constructedin essentiallythe sameway by reassigningthe
levels correspondingto (n1,n2) lying between£2 and £_ 1 andbetween£i and £2. The main
differenceis that from time to time onehasto hop from £_ i to £ i, sincethe levelslying in between
are alreadyreassignedto the m1 = 0 sequence.The~uccessionof (An1, An2) when moving up in
the m1 = 1 sequenceis thus a little more complicated.Startingfrom a (n1,n2) close to £....2 one
has (i) zeroor onestepsof (—1, 1), (ii) a stepof (—4, 3) to passover the levelsalreadyreassigned
to m1 = 0, (iii) one or zero steps of (—1,1) and (iv) astep of (5, —3) to go from £+2 backto
near£2. Thequestionarisesnow whetherthe spacingscorrespondingto the many differentkinds
of steps,especiallythe largeones,will be roughly equal,sincewe know that thereis somecurvature
to g°.However,this will not be the case.We recall that the lines £k havebeenconstructedso that
they correspondto accidentallydegeneratelevels. Sinceall the largestepsoccur in the neighborhood

‘~ The degeneracieswe arediscussingnow should not be confusedwith the quasidegeneraciesexisting for all regular
levelshere.
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Fig. 15. Illustration in the (Ji/2irh,J2/2irh) planeof thereassignmentfrom the (nI,n2) to the (m1,m2)quantumnumbers
for ther/s = 2/3 resonancein island (a) for the case (A,b) = (—0.35,it/4) (seealso fig. lOb). The thick, almost (on this
scale)horizontal line representsthe curvegE at the energyE wherethe resonancestartsto quantizedirectly. The thick
straight lines representtheborderof the resonanceandthe thick dashedline its center.The m~= 0 (m1 = I) sequence
lies in the horizontally (vertically) dashedregion. Seetext for furtherexplanation.

of some£k , one can regard them as beingobtainedfrom a smallstepfrom the almost degenerate
partnernearthe line £k. The curvatureof g°thereforeshould only affect weakly the spacings.

Practically here it is not possible to see even the beginning of the m1 = 1 sequencewithout
going to much higher energiesandevenat the top of our spectrathe sequencesarebetter organized
aroundthe (n1,n2) quantumnumbers.Exceptfor tunnelingeffectsat sequencecrossingsseenvery
low in the spectra,the spacingsof the n1-fixed sequenceremainextremelysteady. This implies
small but noticeableirregularitiesin the spacingsof the m1 = 0 sequence.Theseirregularitiesare
understandablebecausethe tori on which this sequenceis built arebarelyinsidethe islandsof the
resonanceandtunnelingeffectswill be strong.From what we havedoneit is theneasily seenwhy
the n~-fixed sequencecan bereobtained.Sinceonly tiny energydisplacementsareactuallyrequired
to makethe (n1,n2) to (m1,m2) transition,theycanbe causedby very smallmatrix elementssuch
as thoseprovidedby tunnelingeffects.

4.5. Chaosassistedtunneling

We now briefly discussthe behaviorof the tunnelingsplittings of the quasidegeneratedoublets.
In doing so we closely follow the work of Tomsovic and Ullmo publishedelsewhere[43]. It has
alreadybeennotedthat the splittingswereerratic andthat their orderof magnitudewas not simply
interpretable.This is the first cluethat perhapsthe chaoticregion is playing a role in the tunneling
that occursbetweentwo islands.In this subsection,we shall follow up on this clue andexposethe
essentialmechanisminducedby the presenceof chaos.The tunnelingbehaviorwill be shown to be
drasticallymodified from the integrableor quasi-integrablecaseand to becomeextremelysensitive
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to the variation of an external parameter.
In a standardtreatmentof a tunnelingprocess,the only levels which enter arethosewhich are

nearlydegenerate.Foreachdoublethere,one is led to a two-level problem.For illustration, consider
someparticulardoublet.Onestartswith two EBK wavefunctions~Pjand ~, constructedon a torus
T1 and its symmetricpartner T2. The quantizedenergyis denotedby E. The ~ (i = 1,2) obey
SchrOdinger’sequationasymptoticallyin h, so that

H~= EW~+ 0(h
2). (4.30)

In principle, it is possibleto improve on this approximationto any order in h (seeMaslov and
Fedoriuk [69]) with only small modificationsof the ~. However, the Hamiltonian projectedon
the space generated by the ~ may still take on the form

E r/2~(~~~ (4.31)

~ ~�/2 E

as long as the admixing matrix element�, which in this caseis equalto the splitting AE, vanishes

to any powerin h. This, for instance,is the casewhen

AE = Ae~/h, (4.32)

in whichA andS arealgebraicin h. The usual treatment of tunneling,which hasproven to applyfor
systemsnearintegrability, alwaysamountsin somesenseto evaluatinge/2 = (~PjIH~W

2).This can
bedone in severalwaysfor one-dimensionalsystems.For moredegreesof freedomvery few results
exist, but the work of Wilkinson [70] gives a satisfactoryimage, which, althoughit is rigorously
derivedonly for a limited classof Hamiltonians,shouldbe relevanton a generalfooting. The main
point we shall retain is that, to leading order, the splitting AE is given by an expressionsuch as
eq. (4.32), whereS is the imaginarypart of an action integraltakenon a complexpath. In other
words, S is a purely classicalquantity,and if one is able to tune 11 and to observethe splitting
betweenstatesconstructedon exactly the sametori, the datashould gently fall on a line of slope
—1 in a logAEversus 1/h plot. This hasbeendoneexplicitly, andcheckedto be true,by Wilkinson
for somenearly integrablesystems[71].

With the quartic oscillators,one can in the samemannertake advantageof the homogeneityof
the potential to obtain a tuning of h. As alreadypointed out, the quantizingtori indeed quantize
for an infinite set of quantumnumbers(assumingone rescalesthe energy).Onemay thus observe
how the splitting changeskeepingthe classicalmechanicsstrictly identicalbut for different values
of n1 + 1/2, which plays the role of 1/h. Figure 16 shows the resultsobtainedfor a set of three
tori from the (—0.25,ir/4) case. For eachof them’thereexist fluctuationsof several orders of
magnitude.A simpleh dependencesuchas eq. (4.32) is excluded.Nor doesanyobviousindication
of apredictabledependenceon h exist. This behaviorcannotbe interpretedin termsof a two-level
mechanismif A andS areto havea classicalsignificance.

It is possibleto obtainaclearerunderstandingof the tunnelingby observingthe variationsof the
splittings when an externalparameter,herethe coupling A., is varied. In fig. 17, the splittings are
shown for three tunneling pairs [associatedwith islands (a)] as a function of A. from before the
islands’ creation (A. = 0) to well beyondtheir destruction(A. = —0.60). In so doing,the quantum
numbers(n1,n2) arefixed for each level thusdefiningvia eq. (4.2) aone-parameterfamily of tori.
As desired,with the variation of A., h changeslittle for a given level; in the figure the threelevels
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Fig. 16. Logarithm of the quasidegeneracysplittings (as Fig. 17. Logarithm of the quasidegeneracysplittings for
alwaysrescaledto unit meanspacing)for threetori versus three casesof fixed quantumnumbers(ni 02) versus1.
n~[(1,b) = (—0.25,ir/4)]. The pointsare connectedby /1 changesby a factor of three betweenfigures (a) and
dashedlines for easier viewing. A value zero indicates (C). The arrows indicatetheavoidedlevel crossings,(+)
the pairwas not located. (a) TorusJ1 = 0.34, (b) torus occurringbetweenthe symmetry (~1,�~)= (+, +) levels

= 0.53, and (c) presumedcantorus J1 = 0.68 just and (—) betweenthe (—, —) ones.The (ni,n2) valuesare
outside the 2/5 resonance. (a) (0,14), (b) (0,24), and (C) (1,44).

shown are given in the order of decreasingh so to speak.At A. = 0, thereare no resonancesand
no quasidegeneracies. As A. increases initially, resonancesappear,somegrowing quite large.Yet the
systemremainsquasi-integrablein the sensethat the chaotic motion occupiesa small fraction of
phase space and is very much contained in narrow regions. In this regime, the splittings behave
smoothly and they have no relation to the proximity of other levels. No visible effect occurswhen
a third regular state crossesthe pathof one of the statesin the doublet. A quasidegeneratepair
is rightfully consideredas an isolatedtwo-level tunneling system. Not surprisingly, we find that
the exponentialh’ dependencegiven in eq. (4.32) is loosely satisfied. For example,compare
figs. 1 7a and 1 7c, which wereselectedsincetheyderive from exactly the samefamily of tori. Their
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approximatefactor 3 difference in the slopesof the initial roughly linear portion of the curves
matchesthe factor3 differencein h betweentheir quantizationsat anygiven valueof 2.

Beyond the quasi-integrableregime (which effectively shrinkswith /1), whereonehasa mixed
system,the tunnelingbecomesaffectedby the non-integrabilityof the system. In distinction with
the regularregime the splittingsbecomeextremelysensitive to the motion of the nearestchaotic
levels. It is indeedquite instructiveto.comparethe position of the extremaof AE with the places
wherethe doublet’senergycrossesthat of the chaotic states.The numberof crossingsgrows faster
than the level density as h —* 0 and they could only be markedon figs. l7a and l7b. Clearly,
the peaks seenin the figure can mostly be associatedwith such a crossing. Near their tops, the
differencein energybetweena regularlevel anda chaoticcrossingonedominatesthe splitting. This
is a clear signaturethat in the vicinity of the peaks,the tunnelingproblemin its simplest form
requiresan extralevel andis actuallyathree-levelproblem.Moreover, if one roughly evaluatesthe
effect of the direct contribution,which would be found in the two-level schemedescribedabove,by
extrapolatingthe first part of the curve, the order of magnitudewould be far too low to be of any
relevance.Eventhe rangesof A. wherethe problemcannot be reducedto a three-levelmechanism
are presumablygovernedby a multi-level one.

The dynamicalinterpretationas exemplified in a three-levelmodel is quite interesting.At first
glance,it might havebeenanticipatedthat the effect of chaoswould be to drawinto the chaotic
region a state initially localized in a KAM island. Instead, the major consequenceof chaos is
enhancedtunneling betweenislandsby allowing transport acrossregions in phasespace.Let the
two EBK statesbe provided by some quantizedtorus in island (a) giving W~,and its symmetric
partnerin island (a’) giving ~ Let usmoreoverspecify the global phaseof W2 by requiring that

= P1 ~ The initial state~P1,evenin the absenceof direct coupling, will evolve into 9~.
It is more convenientto work in the symmetricbasisgiving

WI = (l/~’~)(W~+ W), W.~= (l/V’~)(W~—W). (4.33)
~ and W thus belongto the (+, +) and (—,—) sequences,respectively,if n2 is even,and to

the (+, —) and (—, +) sequencesif n2 is odd. We shallneglectthe directcouplingbetween!P1 and
W~,which amountsto consideringthat the diagonalHamiltonian matrix elements(W+ HI W~) and
(WIHIW) areboth equalto E (r = 0). Then, if for instancethe chaoticstate ~ belongsto the
same symmetry class as W+, the three-levelHamiltonianappearsin the simple form

E0 0

H W~ = 0 E V , (4.34)

0 v E~ çI~

wherethe only admixing occursbetweenthe chaoticand the regular symmetric (underF1) state
throughthe tunneling matrix element v. Obtainingthe time evolution of ~ is immediate—underthe
action of U(t) = exp(—iHt/h),the antisymmetnic component just picks up a phase exp(—iEt/h)
and the propagation of the symmetric, regular component follows from thestandardtreatmentof the
two-level problem. Assuming, for convenience, that lvi <<IE~— El, therewill be a weak oscillation
of probability amplitude transfer from W~to ~ and back of magnitude b (~=~2Iv/(E~ — E)i) and
period t~(s~2irh/IE~— El). At the end of each period, U(t0)W~resultsin nothingmore thanan
acquiredoverall phaseexp[—i(E — y)to/h], where, relative to U(t0)W, thereis an extraphase
fixed by y v

2/(E~ — E). Thus after n periods,

U(nto)~P~ = e EntoIh(W + e1t~W+). (4.35)
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As the relativedephasingof W~andW increaseswith time, the initial stateis resonantlytunneling
back andforth between~P1and W2 without everfully appearingin the chaoticregion. The image is
that duringeachtime step t0, a small piece of a stateon one torus breaksoff andappearsin the
chaoticzone. By the endof the period t0, that small piecehasmovedonto the symmetricpartner
torus. The total time to tunnel completelyfrom one island to anotheris 2t0/b

2, which is just a
simple combinationof the squaredamplitudeandoscillation period.

In the moregeneralsituation,that is, if onedoesnot selecta valueof the couplingsuch thatone
chaoticstateplaysa predominantrole, the tunnelingmechanismwill involve manychaoticstates.
We strongly suspectthata detaileddescriptionof the individual splittingswill be difficult to obtain.
As suggestedin the introductionas concernschaoticmotion, the statistical featuresmay contain
somevery interestingproperties.Although it is the next sectionthat discussesin depth the ideas
behindstatisticalmodeling,wewrite down azerothordermodelwhichcould be generalizedor made
clearertaking into accountthoseaspects.The basicidea is that eachregularstate is independently,
randomly,andweaklycoupledto independentmatrix ensemblesmodelingthe chaoticstatesof the
samesymmetry.The modelHamiltonian would look like’)

E {v} 0 0

{v} GOE 0 0
H = , (4.36)

0 0 E {v’}

0 0 {v’} GOE’

where( and~ representthe quantumHilbert spacesof chaoticstateswith the samesymmetry
as W and W+, GOE denotesa GaussianOrthogonal Ensembleof randommatrices,which will
be thoroughly discussedin section5, and {v}, {v’} a randomcoupling with independentmatrix
elements(zerocentered,normallydistributed,andwith equalvariance.~,2)The primesemphasize
the independentnature of the ensemblesand couplings.A very attractiveproblemwould be to
determinesemiclassicallythe different parametersdescribingthe model, particularly the behavior
of the v,v’, which correspondto classically forbiddentransportprocesses,and to deducefrom it
definitequantitativepredictionson the tunnelingbehavior.This we think is non-trivial but feasible,
and we plan to look into it in the nearfuture. In any case,the main qualitative featuresshould
remain the sameas for the three-levelproblem. Namely, this should lead to enhancedtunneling
with agreatsensitivity to the variationof an externalparameter,andwithout dissolutionof a wave

packetstartedin a regular region into the chaoticone.
The observedfluctuationsof the quartic oscillators doublets’ splitting thus find a natural inter-

pretation in the multi-level mechanismwe have introduced.Our discussionand resultsalso are
consistentwith, and shedsome light on the recentobservationsof Lin and Ballentine [72] for
driven, doublewell oscillators.The scopeof this new tunnelingmechanismgoesbeyondthe range
of simplenumericalexperiments.Dynamicaltunnelingbetweensymmetricregularstatestakesplace
in severalsimple molecularsystems[73,32,6], andthe characteristicfeaturesof the chaosassisted
tunneling, such as the sensitivity to the variation of an externalparameter,should allow one to
detect it experimentallywhen the underlyingclassicalmotion is mixed. Additionally, it seemsthat
some problemsin condensedmatter physics offer a good opportunity, perhapsthe bestone at
the presenttime, to observetunnelingpropertiesexperimentally.The recentprogressin molecular
beamepitaxyallows one to designmultilayer semiconductorswith a high degreeof control on their

‘~) We neglectherethe inner structureof the chaotic region,which will be discussedin the next section.
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specifications[74]. In particularthey canbe designedsuch thatthe verticalmotion of the electrons
takesplacein wells. Experimentaltechniquesprobing the tunnelingpropertiesfor suchsystemsare
already well developed (see, for instance,ref. [75]). If one is able to induce some chaos,by an
intense laser pulse for instance as proposed by Lin andBallentine,the tunnelingpropertiesshould
be drastically modified, in an experimentallyobservablemanner.

5. Chaoticspectrum

We shallnow concentrateon the part of the spectrumremainingafter the removal of the regular
levels.Thisshallbeconsideredthe “chaotic” spectrum.As discussedby Percival [40], thesechaotic
statesare, in somesense,relatedto the classicalchaoticphasespace.There is no equivalentof EBK
quantizationtherejust as it fails in fully chaoticsystems.As mentionedin the introduction,in such
chaoticsystemsstatisticalcharacterizationsofthe spectrahavebeensuccessful.By focusingattention
on fluctuation propertiesnew universal behaviorhascome to light. In 1983 Bohigas, Giannoni,
andSchmit [14] conjecturedthat sufficiently chaoticsystemshadthe fluctuation propertiesof the
randommatrix ensemblesof WignerandDyson [16, 17]. For time reversalinvariant systemssuch
as the quarticoscillatorsthe Gaussianor Circular OrthogonalEnsembles(GOE, COE) apply. Their
spectraare remarkablein that they are very rigid implying a great deal of level repulsion. It is
natural to apply the samerandommatrix ideasand the classification schemeof Percival to the
chaoticpartsof mixed systems.This alongwith the result that regularlevelsare Poissondistributed
led to the Berry—Robnik surmise.

In fact, we are lessconcernedabout thestatisticalpropertiesof the regularlevelsfor a large part
becausethe classicalknowledgemaybe usedin a fairly completeway to give detailedinformation
aboutthe correspondenceas we havejust donein section4. In casessuchas ours,wherethe regular
part of the spectrummaybe removed,andwhereonly onelargechaoticregion exists,the previous
way of thinking is reducedto thatof its essentialpostulate:the chaoticspectrumshould haveGOE
fluctuations.It turns out that for the systemwe have studiedthis is not the case.Neithercan the
obtainedfluctuationsbe mimicked by any independentsuperpositionof spectra.

The GOE is basicallyconstructedin such a way that it containsno informationother than that
time reversalinvarianceholds. In a sense,using a simple GOE to interpret the chaoticspectrum
fluctuations amounts to considering the chaoticpart of the classicalphasespaceas a homogeneous,
featurelessobject. However, we have seen, for the quartic oscillators with A. = —0.35 coupling,
thatan innerstructureexistsdueto partial barriers.Moreover, similar behaviors,althoughperhaps
even more complicated,should be found for most mixed systems;they may be missed if not
explicitly searchedfor. We shall seethat the classicalinformation,concerningtransportproperties,
can be translatedinto constraintson the matrix elementsof the quantum evolution operator
U(t) = exp[—(i/h)Ht], andthen from U(t) to the Hamiltonianitself. Once theseconstraintsare
expressed,a modelingusinggeneralizedrandommatrix ensembleswill provide a predictionwhich
agreesquite well in our testcase.

5.1. Association of a quantum subspace to a classical region

Implicit in the classificationschemeof Percival is that, if properlyexpressed,the Hamiltonian
H or time evolution operatorU (t) should appear in the semiclassicalapproximationas a block
diagonalmatrix, eachblock beingassociatedwith an isolatedregion of the classicalphasespace.In
caseswherea chaoticregion of the phasespacecan be decomposedin nearly, but not completely,
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isolatedsubregions,it is in the sameway naturalto considerthat in someproperbasis,H or U (t)
for not too long, should appearas a block diagonalmatrix whose blocks areconnectedthrough
small, but non-zero, matrix elements. The averagesize of thesematrix elements,i.e. the quantum
constraints, will be related to the flux connecting different subregions, i.e. to classical information.
However, if thoseoperatorsare expressedin no particular basis this peculiar form will not hold
any more, althoughthe correspondinginformationwill still exist in a hiddenway through matrix
elementcorrelations.In the following, we shallalwaysassumethat we areworking in what we may
call a relevantbasis,that is any basis in which the constraintson the operatorsH or U (t) appear
in a naturalway. For instance,if the consideredinformationwere time reversalinvariance(TRI)
of systemswithout spin, the relevantbasesare simply thosein which all TRI Hamiltoniansare
simultaneouslyexpressedas real sylnmetnic matrices (in an arbitrarybasisthereis no reasonwhy
TRI Hamiltoniansshould be real). In the sameway, when the systemhas some exact or model
symmetry,relevantbaseswill bethosecorrespondingto the appropriateirreduciblerepresentations.
For our purposes,the relevantbasesarethosefor whicheachvectorwill be unambiguouslyattached
to a distinct region of the phasespace.The set of vectors associatedto one region will define a
vectorsubspacewhich is more importantphysically than the basesthemselves(asfor TRI, thereis
an infinity of relevantbases,andphysical resultsdo not dependon the precisebasisused).

When consideringcompletelyseparatedregions, it is sufficientto postulateexplicitly or implicitly
the existenceof such relevant bases.Here, since we would like to actually relate the size of
connectingmatrix elementsto classical flux, it is worthwhile to proceeda little further, andat
leastto characterizethem in someway. Notice, however, that in no casewill we needto explicitly
constructa relevantbasis.For this purpose,we shall introducetwo different images,the first one
basedon the Weyl—Wigner calculuspresentedin section 3, the secondon time-dependentEBK
theory. Both imagesallow us to relatethe admixingmatrix elementsof U(t) to the classical flux,
althoughherewe shallonly presentthe derivationbasedon the first image,which is simpler.Thus,
theyaresomewhatequivalentfrom apracticalpointof view. Sincetheygive riseto differentphysical
understanding,which may lead to a preferencefor one or the otherdependingon circumstances,
we shall presentboth interpretations.

5.1.1. Weyl—Wigner image
Let us consider that the 2d-dimensionalphasespace(d is the numberof degreesof freedom) is

partitionedinto a certainnumberof 2d-dimensionalregionsR, which arenearlyor evencompletely
isolatedunder the classical motion generatedby H. Let us considermoreoveroneregion, say R,
which extendsonly over a finite range of energyand thus hasfinite volume. Following simple
intuition, sincethe Weyl formula

N(ER~ (
2~h)df~~’””~ (5.1)

holds for any Hamiltonian HR, andsinceHR can certainly be chosensuch that R is the region of
phasespacesuch that HR(p, q) ~ ER, onemay saythatR is associatedwith the quantumsubspace
£R generatedby the eigenstateslY’k~[k = 1,... , dim (ER)] of the quantizedHR whoseeigenvalues
are smallerthanER. The dimensionalityof ER is then

dim(ER) (2mh)’~fdqdP. (5.2)

Using the second equality of eq. (3.7), one may think of the Wigner transform Pkk(q,p) =

[lwk)(wkl]W(q,p) as a function taking the value 1 in some (2mh)” cell of R and0 elsewhere,the
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Fig. 18. Illustration, usingtheharmonicoscillatorH(~,j3) = ~ (p32 + ~2), of therelation betweenpartialtracesandvolume
integrals in restrictedregions of phasespace.The curvy line correspondsto the Wigner transformof eq. (5.3), where
the summationextendsfrom the 200th to the 250th eigenstate(energy domain betweens/4OT and v’.~i).The points
correspondto the characteristicfunction eq. (5.5).

cells correspondingto different Pkk filling R without overlappingbecauseof the third equality of
eq. (3.7). This picture is, of course,very far from reality when applied to a single vector. When
one considers the projector

dim(ER)

PR = Pik (5.3)

it is however sensible to assume that the fluctuations of each particular Pkk will be washed out
and that the previous image becomes more accurate. We shall therefore consider that the Wigner
transform of PR is simply the characteristic function XR of region R, i.e.,

[PR]~(q,p) ~xR(q,p), (5.4)

1 1 if (q,p) belongsto R,
xR(q,p) = (5.5)

0 elsewhere
In fig. 18 we confirm how well this works for the Wigner transforms of a projector of a group of
harmonic oscillator eigenstates. As long as the eigenstates belonging to an energy range of at least
h2/3 are included, only a small residual oscillation appears superposed on XR(q,p).

We may implement the classicalenergyconservation,which meansthat eachclassicalfeature
is to be consideredat oneparticular energy.Quantummechanicallyspeaking,one expectsthe
behavior of the spectrum around some energy E to be related only to the classical motion around
that energy.We shall thus considerin the following the intersectionof regionsR~with an energy
slice H E [E — AE/2,E + AE/2] ratherthan the total region itself. This implicitly supposesthat
the Hamiltonian expressedin a relevant basisappearsas a borderedmatrix: the matrix elements
betweentwo vectorswhosemeanenergiesaretoo far apart on the classicalscale should be close
to zero. We shall thus consider that the Wigner transform of any basis state whose mean energy
is equal to E is localized on the classical energy surface H = E. Therefore, in the Weyl—Wigner
image, relevant bases are characterized by the fact that
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(i) the Wignertransformof any stateis localizedon oneclassicalenergysurface;
(ii) the Wigner transform of a projectoronto any subspaceassociatedto a region R is the

characteristicfunctionXR~
We suspectthat theserequirementscanbe fulfilled in the limit 11 —~0, althoughsomecaremustbe
exercisedas to the detailsof the classicalphasespaceone wishesto resolve.For finite h, the main
postulatemadehere is that the departurefrom the abovedescriptionwill not be relevantas far as
oneis concernedwith the statisticalpropertiesof the spectrum.Seethe work of Ozorio deAlmeida
[1] and Berry [76] which mayplace theseintuitive ideason a firmer foundation.

5.1.2. Maslov image
Onemayalso dealwith relevantbasesfrom anotherpoint of view. Sincewe shall only introduce

it to help physical understanding,we shall restrict ourselveshereto a brief description,and refer
to ref. [77] for a moredetailedaccount.

The basic semiclassicaltool, in this picture, is the time-dependentEBK approximation for
multidimensionalsystemsdevelopedby Maslov [69, 39,78]. The first aim of this semiclassical
approachis to give aconstructionwhich associatesa quantumwavefunction ~ to eachLagrangian
torus ~Tof the classicalphasespacewhich fulfills the conditionseq. (4.2).Note thatthis association
is of a purely geometricalnatureand is madewithout any referenceto a particular Hamiltonian.
Then, if one introduces some dynamics through a quantumHamiltonianH(~3,~~)and its classical
limit H (p,q), one can also associatea wave function ci’ (t) to each image g

tT of Y by the
Hamiltonian flow gi. W(t) (which is calculatedonly by a classical propagationof Y) is, in the
semiclassicalapproximation[i.e. to 0(h2)], a solutionof the time-dependentSchrOdingerequation.
This can be summarizedwith the following diagram:

t=0 t

classical T —p gT

I I 0(82)

quantum W —f U(t)W

Thus, if one is able to build an orthonormalbasis { çii~} of the quantumvector spacesuchthat
(i) each state cu,~,is obtainedfrom a classicaltorus7~through the Maslov construction,
(ii) each torus7~thusdefinedis completelyinterior to oneof the regionsR, and
(iii) each torus7~wanders in a small rangeof energyon the classicalscale,

the set { çi’~} maybe usedas a relevantbasis.In this way onemayobtain asemiclassicalapproxima-
tion of the evolution operatorU(t) by expressingthe matrix elements (w~I U (t) I ci’~)= (w~I c1’~(t)).
Moreover, it can be easily shown that the scalar product of two wave functions constructedon
tori which have no point in commonis zero in the stationaryphaseapproximation.Thus, if two
regionsR, and R

1 are completelydisconnected,all (w~lcti~(t))are virtually zero since g
tY~never

intersects 7~.In the sameway, if R, and R~are only slightly connected,the probability that gt~
1

intersects 7~is small andthe matrix elementsconnectingblock i to block I are also small. They
can be evaluated to give the same result that we shall obtain with the Weyl—Wigner image. Finally,
(iii) implies that all quantumfeaturesof U(t) are related to the classical motion neara specific
energy.

Constructing a basis which satisfies (i) and (ii) is, in a sense,equivalentto finding an integrable
Hamiltonian H0 which respectsthe boundariesof the regionsR1. For a one degree of freedom
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system(say time dependentandperiodic to allow chaos),this is actually trivial. For more degrees
of freedom,we know of no proof at the presenttime that such an H0 can be found andhereits
existence, which is the only result we need,not its actual construction,is to be consideredas a
sensible postulate which need only be fulfilled in an approximate way. Concerning (iii), note that,
since a Lagrangian torus includedin an energysurfaceof H is an invarianttorus, the 7~cannotbe
requiredto havezeroextensionin energy.

One interestingfeatureof relevantbasesconsideredfrom the Maslov imageis that eachmatrix
elementof U (t) is separatelyaccountedfor. The meansquarevalue in each connectingblock
thus leads, as previously stated, to the sameresult as one may obtain from the Weyl—Wigner
image.However,at least from an intuitive point of view, both the homogeneityof the repartition
of the matrix elementsinside eachblock and their decorrelation,which we shall postulatewhen
introducingrandommatrix theory, can herebe understoodas deriving from the,chaoticbehavior
of classicalmotion. Indeed,for two regionsR, and R3 (including the casei = j) for which at a
time t a completemixing is obtained,andconnectedthrough a Markovian-likeprocess(if i ~ I),
the probability that the imageunder gt of some torus intersects a torus 7~will be the same

for all a and fi, giving a uniform value to the expectationof the I U~2 (for fixed i and j).
Moreover, the decorrelation of the motion of distinct tori will naturally lead to the decorrelation of
the matrix elements. As a consequence of the homogeneity and independence of matrix elements of
the evolution operator, the Hamiltonian matrix can be regardedas havingthesesameproperties.

Finally, although all baseswhich satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) are a priori equally good relevant
bases,some of them (i.e. those for which in eachR, the 7J form a patternresemblinga single
resonance) appear as more natural. If moreover R, is a chaoticregion surroundinga KAM island,
the basis which correspondsto the part of g~ outsideof the island (recall fig. 11) maybe called
the preferred relevant basis. It is only easily defined as far as g~ is (andthusmay not exist if g~

doesnot extendthe classicalKAM limit), but its existenceseemsto underliethe quantummotion.

5.2. Relation betweenflux andmatrix elements

From now on, we shall consider that all operators are expressed in some relevant basis {Ii, a)},
where i labels the region to which Ii, a) is associated and a is a sublabeldefining the precisestate
under consideration. Let us also denote by E~the meanenergy

E~= (i,aIHIi,a) (5.6)

of Ii, a). We do not know how to calculate precisely in a semiclassicalmanner all the matrix
elements.Neitherdo we suspectthat this is truly possibleor the interestingthing to do. However,
themeansquarebehaviorandothersimilaraveragepropertiesare essential.We thereforeintroduce,
for any operator A, the local expectation value defined as

(A)E = NE~ (i,aIAIi,a), (5.7)
Ei,e [E—AE/2,E-i-IS.E/2]

where NE,LSE is the numberof levelswhosemeanenergieslie in the interval [E — AE/2,E + AE/2].
In this definition, one implicitly assumesthe independenceof the averagefrom the choiceof AE
to within a range, infinitesimalclassicallyyet infinite on the scaleof the densityof states.

Denotingby PE the projector

PE = Ii,a)(i,aI , (5.8)

E’,E [E—~E/2,E-i-i~.E/2]
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the expectation value eq. (5.7) can be written as

(A)E = 1 Tr[APE]. (5.9)

NE,L~E

5.2.1. Admixingmatrix elementsof U(t)
The operatorwhose matrix elementsare naturally related to the classical motion is the time

evolution operator U (t). Consideringa time t sufficiently long that the interior of each nearly
disconnectedclassical region is completely mixed, and yet sufficiently small that the relative
volumesof phasepointsexchangedbetweenneighboringregionsaresmall, U (t) is a block diagonal
matrix whose blocks areconnectedthroughsmalladmixingmatrix elementswhich we now evaluate.
Namely,we areinterestedin the expectationvalue

(U(t)PJU~(t)Pk)E= 1 Tr[U(t)PJU~(t)PkPE]
NE,L~E

1 1 dqdp
= I.T I .PSd [U(t)P~U (t)P~PE]W(q,p). (5.10)

JVEAE J ~LJtfi)

Since we are only concernedwith the leading term in h, the Wigner transform of an operator
productmaybe approximatedwith the productof the individual Wignertransforms.Thusonecan
write

1 [U(t)P.Ut(t)P~PE]~(q,p)= [P1]~(q,p, I) [Pk] ~(q,p) [PE]~q,p) + 0(h
2), (5.11)

NE,~E NE,I~,E

where [P
1]~(q,p,t) = [U(t)PjUt(t)]~(q,p) is the Wigner transformof P~after it has evolved

under the quantum motion during a time t. Now eq. (3.10) appliesfor each of the vectors I i, a) and
thus for P~.Continuingon with leadingorder in h, this meansthat [P~]~(q,p,t) evolvesto 0(h

2)
like a fluid densityunder the classicallaw of motion. Since [P

1]~(q,p,0) = [P1]~(q,p) is taken
as xR0(q,p), [P~]~(q,p,t) is equal, at this level of approximation, to the characteristic function
Xg’R~,which takesthe value one inside the imageg

tR~of region R
1 under the Hamiltonian flow

andzero outside.
The effect of [PE]w/NE,AE is just to select the energyE at which the classical featuresmust

be considered.We have assumedthat the Wigner transformof a vector i, a) of the relevant
basesis localizedaroundthe classicalenergysurfaceH = E,~,thus [PE]~(q,p) may be regarded
as null outside the energy rangeH(q,p) e [E — AE/2,E + AE/2]. Since moreoverthis slice is
supposedto contain many states,all particular featuresof the [Ii, a)(i, al ]~are smoothedaway,
and with the same logic as in section 3.3, [PE]~(q,p) may be regarded as equal to one if
H(q,p) e [E — AE/2, E + AE/2] and to zero elsewhere.Since moreoverAE is supposedto be
infinitesimalon the classicalscale, one maywrite

[PE]~(q,p) =ô(E—H)AE (5.12)

and thus

KU(t)PfU~(t)Pk)E (2~h)d~(E) f dqdpxglRJ(q,p)xR~(q,p)ô(E— H). (5.13)

The numeratorof the right handsideof eq. (5.13) is thus simply the Liouville measureat energy
E of the overlapof g’R3 and Rk. For time t sufficiently short that the probability of return is
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negligible*), the left hand side of eq. (5.13) is t times the flux, ~‘~jk~connectingregion ito region
k, and thus

jk t(U(t)P~U(t)Pk)E d (5.14)
(2irh) p(E)

5.2.2. Admixingmatrix elementsofH
To facilitate the connectionwith the theory of transitions[79] in random matrix theory, which

we shall discuss in the next subsection, and which has been developed using the Gaussian ensemble
framework, we now translate what is known about U(t) to information on H itself. To obtain
a theoretical prediction for the chaotic spectrum fluctuations which may be compared to spectral
data, we thereforehaveto relate the expectationvalue eq. (5.10) to the size of the connecting
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator expressed in a relevant basis.

Let us first split the Hamiltonian matrix into two pieces,

H=R0+I~, (5.15)

where
t~o is purely block diagonal, and ii~ contains only the small block non-diagonalconnecting

matrix elements. This induces for U(t) a naturalseparationinto

U(t) = U
0(t) + U1(t), (5.16)

whereU0(t) is definedas

Uo(t) = exp [_(i/h)i~ot] . (5.17)

Note both U(t) and (10(t) are unitary matrices but U1(t) = U(t) — (10(t) is most likely not.
To evaluate the size of the matrx elements of H1 which correctly gives the expectation values

(U(t)PJUtPk)E ( = (U1 (t)PjU~(t)Pk)E since U0 is purely block diagonal) we shall start from the
equality

U(t) = (J0(t) — ~ fd~ Uo(t — ‘r)I~iU(T), (5.18)

which can be verified by differentiating both members and by noting that for t = 0 eq. (5.18) is
obviouslytrue. Neglectinganycontributionof H1 beyondfirst order,onesimply finds

U1 (t) —if ~U0(t — ‘r)111U0(t) . (5.19)

Wenow choose a particular relevant basis, namely {IE,~)},in which k0 is diagonaland where the
subscript i indicates that IE~)belongs to the vector space associated with region R. The IE~)are
related to any relevant basis Ii, a) by a block diagonal orthogonal transformation which leaves the
meansquaredmatrix elementof the off-diagonalblocks invariant. In this basis,oneobtains

> This implies that the time t must be much smaller than di~jk/Vf and ~Jk/Vk, where the volume V, (E) equals
V,(E) = f~dqdpö(EH).
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(U~(t)P~U1(t)Pk)E

= ~ f f~1 dt2 (Ud(r2)~iUd(t- r2)P1U0(t - z1)~1U0(x1)Pk)E

=

x exp[—(i/h)(E~—E~)t]I(E~IftiIE~)I
2 . (5.20)

E,~E[E—~E/2,E.i-~E/2]
e~E[0,oo[

Note that no statisticalassumptionhasyet beenmadeto obtain eq. (5.20). To proceedfurther we
supposethat all statisticalquantitiesconcerningthe particular system (H = H

0 + H1) considered
arethe sameas their averagevaluestakenoversomematrix ensemble.This ensembleis takensuch
that all matrix elementsof H1 are independentlychosenfrom eachotherand from the eigenvalues
of H~,andthe meansquarematrix elementis constantandchosenas V~kin each block connecting
spacej to spacek. Also, the meandensityof levels

p’(E) = ~5(E—E/,)

(where the doublebar meansensembleaveraging) can be taken equalto the smootheddensity
pi (E) of the ith block of the actual Hamiltonian sinceH1 is weak.

Besides the simplifications introduced by this “statistical postulate”,its physical relevancemay
be understoodfrom two differentpointsof view. On the one hand, it is possibleto think of each
particular matrix of the ensembleas representingslices of spectrasufficiently far one from each
other that theybehaveindependently(i.e., a local diagonalizationof one slice doesnot essentially
changethe matrix elementsaroundthe other) andyet sufficiently closethat the classicalbehavior
at their respectiveenergiesis similar. On the other hand, the ensembleintroduced presumably
possessesthe ergodicity propertyof the Wigner—Dysonones [80], which means that any of its
elements (and in particular the actual H under consideration)almost certainly behaveslike the
ensembleaverage.It is mostprobablethatboth theseargumentsshouldenterinto ajustificationof
the introductionof such an ensemble.

Thus, using the independence of the (E,~IHi IE~)from the eigenvaluesof H0, and

I(E~IfIiIE~)I2= Vik = const.,

one obtains

(U~(t)P~U~(t)Pk)E

X E-i-iS.E/2

= ~2N~~~fdT(t t)fdy f dx~’(y)~(x)exp[-(i/h)(x-y)z]. (5.21)
0 0 E—~E/2
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Since E~Eis infinitesimal on the classical scale, iik(x) can be set equalto ,ök(E) = fk(E),O(E)
[wherefk(E) is the relativevolume of region Rk atenergyE] in the interval [E—~E/2, E+~E/2].
The integrationon x thus leadsto

E+~E/2f dx ~ = AE sinc(AEt/2h)e/h~ (5.22)
E-~E/2

[wheresincu = sin(u)/u]. This basicallymeansthat as soonas

AEr/h>2,r (5.23)

the unit circle is uniformly covered,leadingto a centerof gravity at 0. The oscillationsthat exist
in the sinc function for AE r/h > 2~raredueto the sharpcut madein energyandthereforehaveno
physicalsignificance.Sincez~Eis assumedlargeon the quantumscale,the only contributionof the
integrationover ‘r comesfrom the neighborhoodof T = 0. On may thus extendthe time integral
from t to infinity, anddrop the ~ in t —

Therefore,oneobtains

________________ E+~E/2
(U~(t)P)UI(t)Pk)E ~ ~ jk Jdy f cJ~J(y)~k(x)ô(xy)h NE,AE (524)

0 E—~.E/2

~tfjfkii(E)v~k

This equationmaybe regardedas astatisticalversion of Fermi’s Golden Rule. Thereare however
someslightdifferencesin its domainof applicability.Tobeginwith, it doesnot concernthetransition
amplitudefrom a discretelevel to the continuumspectrum(with almostconstantcoupling).Only
averagesbetweendiscretelevelsareobtainedandnot oneparticulartransitionamplitude.A second
differencestemsfrom the smoothingover a rangeof energyi~E,which allows the extensionof the
time integral in eq. (5.21) to infinity not because1 is presumedlarge but becauseAE is. In the
limit when L~Econtainsan infinite numberof levels [~E —~ oo,~ (E) = const.], the time integral
in eq. (5.21) would also lead to a delta function evenfor arbitrarily small t. Note howeverthat
eq. (5.24) [and also eq. (5.14)] is valid only for a rangeof “intermediate”times. On the one
hand, t mustbe sufficiently long so that the matrix elementsof U (t) are sharedhomogeneously
inside eachblock, which in particular implies that U(t) cannotbe approximatedby 1 — (i/h)Ht.

A classicalanalogmaybe that I mustbe sufficiently long so that the motion insideeachregion R
1

is completelymixed, andthus

g
t(x)~x+JVHt, ~(_l 0

On the otherhand, t must be sufficiently short, dependingon the size of H
1, so that the approxi-

mation eq. (5.19) holds.Basically, it is equivalentto the constrainton I neededfor eq. (5.14) to
be valid, i.e., the probability thata classicalpoint in phasespacechangesregionstwice during I is
negligible.

Let us now introducethe dimensionlesstransitionparameter

AJk VJk/D, (5.25)
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whereD = I /~(E) is thelocal meanspacing.AJk appearsnaturally in quantumperturbationtheory

when Ho is perturbedby fii and, as will be discussedin the next section,it is also the relevant
parameterin randommatrix transitions.Since eq. (5.24) can be used in the samerange of I as
eq. (5.14), one obtainsthe transitionparameter—fluxrelation

A 1 ‘kfk(E) 2jk = 4ir2 (21th)d_IfJfk (5. 6)

in which time no longer enterssinceboth sides are relatedto instantaneousproperties,i.e. to the
Hamiltonian. This relation is crucial for describingquantitativelya wide variety of phenomena
involving spectralstatistics,localization of wave functions,suppressionof chaos,etc.

Somecare hasto be exercisedwhen applying eq. (5.26) to a particular quantumsystem. The
abovederivationof the Lambda—fluxrelationeq. (5.26) hasassumedfor simplicity that no regular
fraction of the spectrum,andno exact symmetries,werepresent.Onecan easilycheck that regular
levelsarecorrectly disposedof if, as donein table 1, the f

1’s representrelativechaoticvolumes,i.e.,
= I [the D in the r.h.s.of eq. (5.25) beingthen the local meanspacingof chaoticstates.]

However, if the systempossessesexact symmetries,the Hilbert spacedecomposesinto a certain
numberof subspaceslabeledby exactquantumnumbers(e,), i = 1,. . . , n, eachof which contains
(locally in energy)only a fraction g(�,) of the states.Eachsequence,to be treatedseparately,has
thus a meanspacingequalto g(e1)D. For the quartic oscillatorsin the genericcase,c~and E2 are
the parity numbersassociatedto P1 and P2, andg(i1 = +1, c2 = ±1) 1/4 for each of the four
sequences.

Without enteringinto the details,one cansee,by following the previousderivationstepby step,
that,whenconsideringa sequence~ . . , e,,), onemustformally replaceV~kby v~k(ej),andD by
D(e,) in eq. (5.25) as

D —* D(�,) = D/g(c,) , (5.27)

VIk ~ VJk(Ej) = vJk/g(f1) . (5.28)

Equation (5.28) can be understoodintuitively as expressingthe fact that the semiclassicalpropa-
gationof a state jj, a) doesnot dependon its symmetryproperties,and, therefore,the averagesum
of squarematrix elementsIIPk U (1)11, a) I 2 remainsthe sameas if no symmetrywas present.For
A3k this leadsto

AJk —* AJk(�j) = g(f~)AJ~. (5.29)

For the quartic oscillatorsthe AJk(±,±)are thus equal to one quarter of the result given by
eq. (5.26).

5.3. Randommatrix modeling

5.3.1. Traditional aspects
By randommatrix theory (RMT) we meanthe constructionof matrix ensembleswith respect

to some measure,such as the volume elementin the matrix elementspace, and the subsequent
analysisto characterizeand to determinetheir statisticalproperties.For examplein the GOE, the
matrix elementsare chosenas independentzero-centeredGaussianrandom variablesall with the
samevarianceexceptfor the diagonalelements,which havetwice the variance.The ensembleis
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invariant under orthogonaltransformationsandeachmemberis diagonalizableby an orthogonal
transformation.Along with the other classicalensembles,it has the additional propertyof being
strongly ergodic or, in other words, as the dimensionalityd —~ cx, almost all membersof the
ensemblehavethe fluctuation propertiesof the ensemble[80].

In order to be more quantitativein what follows we now introduce some standardquantities
which allow one to measurethesefluctuations.It is possibleto expressthe measuresas functionsof
ahierarchyof exactk-point correlationdensities,Rk, which give the probability densityof finding
distinct levels at k specific points in the spectrumor in an ensembleof spectra.All information
aboutspectralfluctuationscanbe expressedas functionsof thesecorrelations.Oftenthe correlation
functionscanbe consideredas locally translationallyinvariant,which is the casehere. The “center
of mass”coordinatemay thenbe removed,reducingthe numberof variablesfrom k to k — 1. It is
thensensible,to startwith, to restrictone’s attentionto two-point correlationmeasures;thesewill
dependsolely on the variable r giving the distancebetweentwo points in the spectrum.Once R2
is specified,the higherordercorrelations,Rk (k > 2), are constrained;it is an openquestionas to
preciselyhow constrainedthey are andto which extentthey containsome new information [81].
In this paper,werestrictourselvesto two-pointmeasures,which alreadycontainclearsignaturesof
the propertiesunder discussion.

To be a little moreprecise,assumingtranslationalinvariance,R2(r) is definedas the probability
densityof finding a level atadistancer from a given level. It is relatedto Dyson’sclusterfunction,
Y2(r), as

Y2(r) = 1 —R2(r). (5.30)

Dependingon the situation,we will usethe moreconvenientof thesetwo functions.A nice feature
of usingexacttwo-pointmeasurescomesfrom the fact thatthe uncorrelatedsuperpositionof spectra
resultsin avery simpleform for the measures.For example [80],

y~ixed(r) = ~f
2Y~(fjr) (5.31)

wherethereare n spectrasuperposedandJ~is the relativemeasureof the ith spectrum.
Perhapsthe mostoftenconsideredtwo-pointmeasuresareX2(r) andA

3(r). X
2(r) is thevariance

of the numberof levels in an intervalof length r. In termsof R
2 (Y2), it is given by

~2(r)rr2+2fth(rs)R(s)r2fth(rs)Y(s) (5.32)

Relatedto X
2 (r) through integration [80], A

3(r) measuresthe deviationof N(E) from the best
straightline. It is perhapsmostusefulwith short sequencesor whenthe integrityof the datasuffers
andwe shall thereforenot makeuseof it here,sinceit carriesno new information.

Another set of often consideredmeasuresare not exact two-point functions. They are the nth
nearestneighbor spacingdistributions, p,, (r), and in particular, the nearestneighbor spacing
distributionP0(r). Thesemay be expressedas functionsdependingon all the k-point correlation
functions.For the most part only po(r) is usedandusuallyjust to demonstratethe extentof the
short rangelevel repulsion.This informationis containedin measuresdefinablein termsof R2(r),
which containsinformation about level correlationsat all rangesof r. It is howeversomewhat
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hiddenin afunction like X2 (r), which for small r behaves~ r [seeeq. (5.32)]. We shall therefore
usethe measureR

2(r) definedby

P2(r) = ffR2(ri~r2)dridr2 = 2f(r_s)R2(s)ds = X
2(r) — (r—r2) (5.33)

to characterizethe short rangefluctuations,sayr < 1. Introducedin ref. [81], it is apuretwo-point
functionandas convenientas po(r) or its integratedversion.

It would be desirable,of course,to considerdirectly R
2(r) since all two-point measuresfollow

from it. However, for a given spectrumthe result is a seriesof ó-functions,andone must decide
how to histogramthe results,etc. Eventhis is not as satisfactoryas calculating~2 (r), for which the
statisticalsignificancecan be thoughtof as beingenhancedby the smoothingeffect of integration.
Note that ~‘2 (r) can be thoughtof as being ~‘2 doubly integrated,in that

d
212(r)/dr2= —2Y

2(r). (5.34)

But in integratingtwice, the essentialr-dependenceof R2 is being hidden.It is important not to
losethis informationheresince in the r-dependencelies the essentialtrademarkof the generalized
ensemblefluctuations(see section 5.3.2). Also note that highly integratedmeasuresat different r
give more andmore highly correlatedresults, thus tendingto deviatestatistically in one direction
from theoreticalexpectations.To strike abalancewe shallthuscalculatebothX

2 (r) andthe integral

1(r) = (5.35)

of Y
2 at large r (r < 5), and R2 at small r (r < 1). For exact results, which will be neededfor

comparisonlater on, see appendixA.

5.3.2. Generalizedensembles
We may think of the RandomMatrix Theory summarizedto this point as belongingto the

traditional subjectmatter,i.e. the measures,the canonicalensembles,etc. However,an interesting,
morecontemporarybranchof RMT is beginningto emerge[79, 82,83] and, as will be seenin what
follows, this is preciselywhat is neededhere.Considera spectrumor ensembleof spectrawith any
level statisticswhatsoever.The questionis: how do the fluctuationpropertieschangewhen a weak
interactionin the form of oneof the canonicalensemblesis addedto it? Dependingon the strength
of the interaction, there will be a transition in the fluctuationstoward thoseof the perturbing
canonicalensemble.Viewed globally the transitionsarediscontinuousas the dimensionalitytends
to infinity. However, there is a local viewpoint, the physically interestingone, which permits a
smoothparametrizationof the transitions.It is the transitionparameterintroducedin eq. (5.25)
which governssuch transitionsin what we shall call generalizedensembles.

To see howsuchensemblesnaturallyarise,let usgo backto the imageof two verychaoticbilliards
placedside by side andconnectedthrougha small hole. In the limit wherethe hole is closed,the
two billiards are independent,and the completespectrummay be modeledby the uncorrelated
superpositionof two properlyweighted GOE spectra.Or equivalently, to makeclosercontactwith
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the relevantbasispoint of view, the actual Hamiltonian may be modeledby the following block
diagonalGOE:

(GOE1 0

0 GOE2

At the oppositeextreme, if the hole is very large, one expectsa full GOE matrix. In between,
one knows that in relevant basesthe Hamiltonian appearsas a block diagonal matrix whose
blocksareconnectedthroughsmalloff-block-diagonalmatriceswhosemeansquarematrix elements
are semiclassicallyrelated through eq. (5.26) to the flux connectingthe two billiards. With the
assumption,in a senseimplicitly madein the two limiting cases,that the matrix elementsbehavein
suchbasesas zero-centeredindependentGaussianvariables,onenaturallycomesto associateto the
two slightly connectedbilliards an ensembleconstructedas a two-blockdiagonalGOE plus a very
weakGOE-likecouplingin the off-diagonalblocks. This could bethoughtof as the basicconstituent
with which more complicatedensembles,such as will be neededfor the quartic oscillators,will
be constructed.Due to the invarianceof the off-diagonalblocksunderorthogonaltransformations
which act on the diagonalblocks, the ensembleis equivalentto the randomsuperpositionof two
weightedGOE spectraplus a weakperturbingGOE. Unfortunately,theredoesnot yet exist simple
closedforms for therapid transitionin level statisticsfrom two GOE spectrato one,althoughbelow
we describeits generalqualitative features.

Another exampleof a transition problem we shall briefly discuss is that of Poissonplus a
weak GOE, in short Poisson + GOE(V

2), where v2 denotesthe variance of the GOE matrix
elements.This ensemblehasthe advantagethat someperturbativeresultsareknownwhich display
the essentialfeaturesof transitionsin the kinds of ensemblesintroduced here. We will use it
to guide our intuition on the behaviorof the previousexample,which, for our purposes,is the
physically relevant one. Moreover, when the ensemblefor the mixed systemrequiresmany block
diagonalGOEsweakly interactingamongthemselves,the ensemblemay in certain circumstances
be approximatedby aPoisson+ GOE(v2) ensemble(at leastas far as the short rangefluctuations
are concerned).The Poissonspectrummay be thoughtof in this caseas the limit of an infinite
numberof superposedGOE spectra.

The transitionsin fluctuation propertiesfor bothof theseexamplesof generalizedensemblesare
governedby the BBGKY hierarchicalequationsfor Rk [79],

aRk — k ~ ~ a Rk Rk÷1
— ~~{Ak~(_~) —p fdrk+I}~ (5.36)

I— —~

where r is a distancein meanspacings,z1 = fL<~I~— rjI~(/3 = 1 for the GOE), andA is the

transitionparameterA = v2/D2,with V2 the varianceof the perturbingensembleandD the mean
level spacing.Other applicationsof eq. (5.36) include fundamentalsymmetrybreaking such as
time reversalbreaking [79]. For our purposes,the value of theseequationscomesfrom the fact
that the transitionparameteris rigorouslyshown to govern the transition.To be moreprecise,this
meansthat oncethe initial ensembleis specified (i.e., in our first example,for instance,oncethe
relativedensityof levels of eachblock is fixed) fixing A will uniquely specifyall the Rk correlation
functionsandthusall. the spectralfluctuationproperties.

We now have a completeprescription for constructing the ensemblesaccountingfor weakly
broken, isolated transportbarriers. It incorporatesthe Liouville measuresof the selectedregions,
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which set the unperturbedensemblecharacteristics,andthe connectingfluxes, which set the weak
interactionpart of the ensemble.So there areblock diagonalGOEswith dimensionproportional
to the relativedensityof statesfor each diagonalblock (associatedto a classical region) of the
Hamiltonianexpressedin relevantbases,plus off-diagonalcouplingscharacterizedby the A1k given
in eq. (5.26) betweenblock j andblock k. Once again, we stressthat, oncethesecharacteristics
of the matrix ensemblearefixed, all of its statisticalpropertiesare*) Thus,sincebothAlk andf~
are relatedto classicalquantitieswhich can be computedfrom the classicalmotion, in our model
the classicalbehaviorcompletelydeterminesthe predictionsof the quantumfluctuationproperties.
Although the ensemblesare specified,thereare no existinganalytic predictionsfor their statistics,
and we shall eventuallyneed Monte-Carlosimulationsto comparethe actual fluctuationsof our
test casewith thoseof the relevantmatrix ensemble.

The hierarchicalequationsaredifficult to solveexactly (evenfor the stationarysolutions,A -~

which correspondto the canonical random matrix ensembles)and to the authors’ knowledge,
solutionsof exactly soluble problemshave alwaysbeen found first by other methods.They are
howeverconvenientfor generatingperturbativesolutionsto various orders in A. Quite often the
perturbationsolution of the hierarchicalequationsis sufficient for a particular application (as in
time reversalbreaking)andit usuallydemonstratesthe essentialtransition.For R2 the lowestorder
solution comesby insertingin eq. (5.36) R3 equalto its unperturbed(A = 0) form [79]. The
resultingequationcanthen in principle be solvedby the methodof quadratures[84], or one can
use directly a form of degenerateperturbationtheory [85].

All of the transitionsdescribedby eq. (5.36) have importantgeneral features.The transition
toward classical ensemblefluctuation propertiesis essentiallycompletedfor r

2 << c
0A,where the

constantis typically about 10, being ir
2 for TR breakingand 16 for Poisson + GOE(v2). On the

other hand, the transitionhasessentiallynot startedin the oppositeregimeof r. It is this feature
which is quite oppositeto what happensby superposingspectra.Thereforein the case(—0.35,21/4),

the quantumsignatureof the classicaltransportwill be fluctuation propertiesof the GOE at small
r andmore like the superpositionof five GOEsat large r (there are five main isolated zonesin
the chaotic region). For the Poisson + GOE(V2) the lowest order solution to eq. (5.36), in the
infinite dimensionallimit, is [85]

R
2(r, A) = (ir/8A ) 1/2re_r

2/16A1
0(r

2/ 16A), (5.37)

where1
0(x) is the Besselfunction Jo(ix). Equation (5.37) showsthe discontinuoustransition to

linear level repulsion.However, the integralof the Y2(r, A) functionremainszero

f Y2(r,A)dr = 0, (5.38)

just as for the Poissonensemble,whereasthe integralfor the GOE equals 1. In other words, the
nearbylevels arepushedaway creatingakind of excessdensityjust beyondthe distanceto which
theymovedandlittle happensat long distance.

5.4. Thespectralfluctuations

We arenow almostreadyto turnto the practicalapplicationandtestingof theseideaswith regard
to the spectralfluctuationsof the quarticoscillators.However,first we mustdigressa little to discuss

*) We areassumingthatwhat is true for the two-blockcase,generalizesfor the many-blockcase.
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an important limitation on the ensembletheory. It is well known that there exists a connection
betweenperiodic orbits and inducedoscillations in the densityof states,which implies that the
spectralfluctuationscould dependspecifically on details of the systemthrough the propertiesof
theseorbits. Indeed, the fluctuation measuresinvolving long range correlationsamongstwidely
separatedlevels are highly systemdependent.Thiswas seenby Seligmanet al. [25] andCasatiet
al. [86], anda theory in termsof the shortestperiodicorbits wasgiven by Berry [21]. The essential
ideais that the shortestorbits boundthe longestlengthsof the oscillationsin the spectrumleading
to a leveling off of the fluctuationsbeyonda certainrangein the spectrum;it is often referredto
as “the saturationof the fluctuation measures”.

Accordingto the generalwisdom, the exponentialproliferationof orbits with increasingaction
servesasan underlyingbasisfor statisticalor ensemblemodelingas longas shorterrangefluctuations
arestudied.SeeBerry [21], andHannayandOzorio [22] for a much morecomprehensiveview of
this. Becauseour interestheredoes not lie with this problem,throughoutsection5 we havebeen
implicitly assumingthat we areconsideringfluctuationson scaleswell away from suchnon-universal
features.It turns out thathaving20000or more levelsin our spectrais crucial in helping usavoid
the saturationregimewhenwe test the randommatrix modelingthat we propose.

We showheretwo examplesof what we meanby saturationin orderto demonstrateclearlywhat
is happening.In fig. 19 a typical subtractedPoissonspectralstaircase,N(E) — N(E), is plotted
versus an integrablequartic oscillatorone. It is almost difficult to see how the integrablesystem
could be talked aboutas though Poissonstatisticsare relevant.Perhapsbecauseof the immense
Poissonfluctuations, it seemseasyto acceptthat the saturationeffectsare so striking, but evenin
fig. 20 theyareevident in thecomparisonof a GOE with a chaoticsystem.In the figuresit is clear
that the quarticoscillatorspectraaremissing componentsin the longestwavelengthdomain.

To be slightly more specific, we define the saturationpoint r5 as the point wherethe number
varianceX

2 (r) takeson its first maximum.Since the slopeof X2 (r) doesnot magicallyjump to 0
at r

5, saturationeffects might be seenwell beforethis point. This can be clearly seenon fig. 21, for
the integrableexample.A bit of a surprisefor us was the fact thatour mixed systemssaturatedat
far smallerr~thaneither the integrableor fully chaoticcases.However, the shortestperiodic orbit
does not changesufficiently to accountfor this difference.This suggeststhat focusingtoo closely
on the shortestperiodicorbit is insufficient for mixed systems.Onepossibleexplanationis thatthe
Lyapunovexponentsare certainlysmaller in the mixed case’schaoticregion. This implies roughly
speakinga weaker exponentialproliferationof the periodic orbits as a function of the period T.
It is plausible that this delays (as a function of T) the applicability of the reasoningused by
HannayandOzorio [22] in derivinga sum rule for the periodicorbits requiringa kind of uniform
exploration of phasespace (since the period of the shortestclosed orbit may not be relatedany
more to the characteristicperiodsfor which closedorbits canbe consideredas uniform).And thus,
following the ideasof Berry, saturationmayoccurat shorterrangethanthat naively expectedfrom
the shortestperiodic orbit. This matter should be furtherexplored. As a practicalmatter,we will
calculatethe statisticsat short range(r < 5) only including the highestlevels and thensaturation
doesnot poseseriousproblems,though we can detecta tiny residualeffect even at the highest
reachesof our spectra.

For the (—0.35,21/4)case,we are now able to comparethe randommatrix ensemblepredictions
with the actualspectralfluctuations.The first stepin the processof calculatinga spectralfluctuation
measureis the unfolding of the spectrum.That is, anysecularlevel densitychangeis removedand
the meanspacingis set equalto one. It can be easily verified that the mappingof the spectrum
{E1} to {E~}via {E~}= N(E,) performsthis operationbeautifully [15]. For this we usethe
analyticresult eq. (3.20) applied individually to eachof the four parity sequences.In our case,a
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Fig. 19. Oscillatorypartof theunfoldedcumulativedensity Fig. 20. Oscillatorypartof the unfoldedcumulativedensity
of states,oN = N(E) — N(E), for a slice [1000—2000] of states,ON = N(E) — N(E), for a slice [1000—20001
of 1000 levels. (a) From a Poissonianspectrumwith cen- of 1000 levels. (a) From a 5000-dimensionalGOE ma-
troid adjusted. (b) From the uncoupledquarticoscillators trix; the spectrumwasunfoldedanalyticallyusingWigner’s
(~, b) = (0, ~/4), reflection symmetry (+, +); theunfold- semicirclelaw. (b) From thecoupledquarticoscillatorsfor
ing was performedusingeq. (3.20). the case (~.,b) = (—0.60,m/4), andreflection symmetry

(+, +); the unfolding wasperformedusing eq. (3.20).

furthercorrectionis neededsincethe regular levelswere removed.After checkingthat the number
removedwas to a highdegreeindependentof the energy,it was sufficient to simply multiply by the
remainingfraction of levels. As a technical matter,we havedevisednew methodsfor calculating
the measuresR

2(r),I(r) andX
2(r) in a more statistically significant way, enablingus to make

moreprecisecomparisons.The detailswill be publishedelsewhere[87].
Turning now to the randommatrix predictions,thereexist no analytic resultsto tell us what

the precisefluctuationsof the appropriateensembleare. We usethe classical informationgiven
in table 1 to fix the parameterof the Monte Carlo as given in table 4; for thoseregions (j, k)
not connectedby a classicalflux VJk = 0. We construct 100 matricesof dimensionality400. In
doing so we paid careful attention to adjustingthe diagonalblock matrix elementvariancessuch
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Fig. 21. A plot of thenumbervariance£2 (r) versusr for aslice [4600—58001containing800 levels, illustrating saturation
effects. Left: curve (d) from the uncoupledquartic oscillatorsfor the case (,~.,b) = (0, ir/4). Right: curve (d) from the
coupled quarticoscillatorsfor the case ~, b) = (—0.60,~r/4). For the sakeof companson,the GOE (a) and Poisson (e)
resultsare also drawn.

that each individual block, oncediagonalized,hada semicircularlevel densityof identicalradius
to the others.This assuredthat the unperturbedensemble(AJk = 0) had, on average,constant
relativedensitieseverywherein the spectrum.Sincethe valueof A variesacrossthe spectrum(due
to the semicirculardensity)we usedonly the middle halfof the spectrafor fluctuation calculations;
we adjustedfor the 10—20% variation of A in this regime. Note that intermediateensemblesonce
diagonalizeddo not necessarilyhavesemicircularlevel densities;this is clear from the fact that the
perturbationaffects differing regionson the semicircledifferently. This was also accountedfor.

In fig. 22 we comparethe resultsfor the quartic oscillators (—0.35,21/4),the Monte Carlo, and
variousrelevanttheoreticalcurves;seethecaptionof fig. 22 for details.First wegive E2 (r), which
is the more statisticallysignificant measure.We see that the quartic oscillatorbehavesvery much
like the theoreticalprediction.Both curves follow the GOE at short rangeand both move away
towardthe superpositioncurve at longer range.We considerthe agreementexcellent.

To bestsee the r dependenceof the quartic oscillators’ statistics,we give a plot of the 1(r)
curves.The point at which the fluctuationsstartto breakwith the GOE curveto movetowardthe

Table4
Valuesof the transition parametersAjk [seeeq. (5.26)
andtable 1] for the case~,b) = (—0.35,it/4) used in
the Monte-Carlo calculation of the fluctuations.Regions
1 and2, and6 and7 aregroupedtogetherbecausetheir
connectingA’s areratherlarge (A

12 = 2.4, A67 = 1.7) and
regions1 and7 containvery few states.Taking thesestruc-
tures into accountdoesnot modify thefluctuationresult.
The valuesarefor an averageenergyof E = 706 corre-
spondingto the 16 000thto the 22000th level.The effects
of the reflectionsymmetries,whichhasbeenaccountedfor,

reducesthevaluesby afactor 4 [seeeq. (5.29)].

Ajk

(l+2)4—*3 0.6
3~-.4 1.05
44-+5 0.65

5—4(6+7) 0.4
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Fig. 22. Resultsfor the spectralfluctuationsand comparisonwith different models.Top left: numbervariance£2 (r). Top
right: integral of the two-level clusterfunction [seeeq. (5.35)]. Bottom: the measureR

2(r) [seeeq. (5.33)]; noticethe
differencein abscissa.(a) OneGOE; (b) five GOEblocks weightedaccordingto the fraction of total phasespacevolume
(seetable 1); the blocksaredecoupled;(c) from thetheorypresentedin this paper,namely like (b) but with blockscoupled
by the AJk asgiven in table 4; (d) from the 16 000th to the 22000th eigenenergiesof the coupledquarticoscillators,case
(..~.,b) = (—0.35,ir/4); the regular levels (~.‘ 12%) havebeensubtractedout; (e) from a Poissonianspectrum,for the sake
ofcomparison.Seetext for further explanation.

superpositioncurveis quite clear.Lastly, in order to concentratemore fully on the level repulsion,
we includethe R2(r) plot; the lower the curve thegreaterthe repulsion.

Despitethe excellentgeneralagreement,it is clear that the MonteCarloconsistentlyoverestimates
the quartic oscillators’ fluctuationsto a small but significant degree. This implies the couplings
amongstblocks determinedby Alk are slightly too small. To havean ideaof the magnitudeof the
discrepancy,we performedsomeadditional Monte-Carlocalculations.We find that increasingthe
non-zeroAJk by a constant25% or so aligns the theory anddata perfectly (since AJk containsthe
matrix elementvariancesthis only implies an underestimationof 10—15% of the magnitudeof the
matrix elements).We remind the readerthat, becausethe ~P~kconnectonly neighboring regions,
nearly 4/5 of the possiblecoupling matrix elementswere takento be exactly zero. This may be
a bit too extreme. It seemsplausiblethat quantumdynamically a new kind of tunnelingprocess
might exist allowing a very weak but direct transportamongstother regions (blocks i ~ j). We
havenot yet attemptedto work out a semiclassicaltheory for the magnitudeof the forbiddenAlk,
whichwould presumablybeexponentiallysmall in /1. It would be very interestingto know if therein
lie the reasonsfor the small deviationsas opposedto stemmingfrom the various approximations
requiredto deriveeq. (5.26).For thenan extendedtheory (also coveringsaturation)could possibly
be quantitativelyapplied to physicalsystemswhose11 neednot be nearlyas smallas is the casein
fig. 22.
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Fig. 23. Plot of the measureR2 to illustrate, for the case ~. b) = (—0.35,ir/4), the energydependencepredictedby the
theory. (1) Fromthe 3900th to the 6000th level; (m) from the 8500th to the 11 600th level; (h) from the 17 400thto the
22000th level. (a), (b) and(e) as in fig. 22.

As a final test of the theory, we have looked for the energy (h) dependenceof the transition
parameter—fluxrelation. This is a somewhatdifficult effect to seelargely becauseas we drop lower
in the spectrumsaturationbecomesa problemevenat scalesas short as 1—2 meanspacings,but the
effect itself is more prominentat longer range.So in fig. 23, weonly showthe short rangemeasure
R2(r) for a low, middle andhigh energyregime; 11 decreasesby a factor two in going from low to
middle andagainfrom middle to high. The correcttrend is reproducednicely.

6. Localizationof chaoticeigenstates

The study of chaoticeigenfunctionsof boundedsystemsbegan in earnestwith the numerical
studies of McDonald and Kaufman [30] on the eigenfunctionsof the stadiumbilliard. They
noted, amongother things, that many of the stateswere quite complicated, roughly giving the
impressionof randomness.A randomwavefunction in this context is a Gaussianrandomfunction
of position [29] resulting from a randomsuperpositionof fixed wavelengthplane waves. These
functionsare alsomarkedby a rapid decayof correlationswith distancebetweentheir intensities
determinedat two different points [29]; some of the surprising propertiesof thesestatesare
discussedby O’Connor et al. [88]. In 1984, Heller [31] showedthat this statisticalimage was
insufficient. Also in conjunctionwith the stadium,he discoveredthe “scarring” of eigenfunctions
by the least unstableperiodic orbits. Using short tirile semiclassicaldynamics,he deriveda non-
classical,enhancedintensityabovethe randomexpectationsthat hadto be found neartheseorbits
in at leastsomeof the eigenfunctions(interestingadvanceswere lateraddedby Bogomolny [89]).
Heller identified the parameterdeterminingthe magnitudeof the scarringto be 2ir/~~r,where~
is the Lyapunovexponentdescribingthe local instability of nearbyorbits andr is the period of
the closedorbit [31]. This enhancementcanbe consideredas a form of eigenfunctionlocalization
with asemiclassicalbasis.For highly chaoticsystems,scarringas understoodin this way is arather
weak form of localization.

Given that the short time dynamicsof a single orbit and its environshasan impact on the
propertiesof chaoticeigenstates,it is natural to ask whetherthe collective tendencyof the orbits
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to crossslowly from certainregionsto othersin phasespace,with the associatedtime scales,also
hasconsequencesfor the chaoticeigenstates.This is the spirit of the study of Geisel, Radons,and
Prange[90], on the effect of canton on quantumstates.Here, ourgoal is to searchfor a relationship
betweenthe eigenstateproperties,wavepacketdynamics,andthe classicalquantitiesdescribingthe
diffusion process,i.e. the connectingfluxesandthe volumesof subregions.In principle, the statistical
model, involving generalizedrandommatrix ensembles,constructedin the previoussectionis suited
just as well for this purposeas it is for describingthe spectralfluctuations.We expectthereforethat
the samemodelwill describethe statisticalnatureof the eigenfunctionsto a similar degreeas has
alreadybeendemonstratedfor the energylevels. Recall that the generalizedensemblesspecifically
excludedsystemdependentsaturationeffects. This led to a restriction that the spectralfluctuation
measuresof interestwere understoodto be in the short range,“universal” regime. Similarly, the
ensemblescannotaccount for scarringsince the statistical postulatesof the ensemblesspecifically
excludeinformationaboutfeaturessuch as short periodicorbits. Therefore,any localizationdueto
transportbarriersis distinct from scarring,will turn out to havedifferenth-behaviorand,in general,
the interplay of bothmechanismsshould be soughtin order to understandchaoticeigenstates.To
simplify this sectionwe will focus on isolatingbarrier localization effects. Scarringeffects (seeref.
[67] for a nice discussionof scarringin coupledquarticoscillators)andtheir interplaywith barrier
localization will be left for future work. This is already a rather large subject,andwe will only
discussand verify a few of the possibletypesof behavior.Once done, we will speculatea little as
to what connectionsexistbetweenourwork andthe more standardsubjectmatter of localization.

6.1. A semiclassical mechanism of localization

ThegeneralizedensemblesgeneratepredictionswhethertheA1 arelargeor small.For thissection
though,we find it preferableto concentrateon the perturbativeregimewhere leadingbehaviorcan
be derived analytically in a straightforwardway. Although the calculation and the caseslooked
into will be gearedfor this, we expect that the ensembleswill work as well or betterbeyond the
perturbativedomainas they do in it. We startby consideringthe behaviorfor asimpler casethan
is foundfor the quarticoscillators.Assumean ensembleconstructedas a GOE of large dimension
exceptthat it is restrictedto take on a two by two block diagonalform. Let its matrix elements
be of varianceone and let the blockshaverelativedimensionalitiesfi andf2. To this ensemble,a
weakGOEperturbationis addedof varianceV~2[in shorthand2GOE (1) + GOE(v?2)]. Consider
an eigenstateIE~(v~2))of a particular memberHamiltonian of the full ensemble,which can be
followed backwith A12 —~ 0 [seeeq. (5.25)] to an unperturbedeigenstateIE~(0)) belonging to the
vector subspacej (j = 1, 2) of the unperturbedmember.For sufficiently small A12, IS~(v~2)) is
mainly localizedin the vectorsubspacej. Indeed,usinga degenerateperturbationmethod,onecan
write the meansquareprojectionof I~(v~2))into the vector spacek (~j) as

(eJ(o)IHIek(o))12 -1/2

‘~jk ~I(E~(V~2)IE~(0))I2 ~ [1_ (1 + 4 [~(O) _E~(O)]2) ], (6.1)
where,as before,the doublebar meansensembleaveraginganda,/3 label individual stateswithin
their respectivesubspaces.The aboveapproximationcan be understoodas coming from a separate
contribution of the different statesIE~(0)). One then usesthe exact two by two diagonalization
result for each term and finally sumsall the individual contributions.When all levels are distant,
the r.h.s. summationof eq. (6.1) is equalto the usual perturbationresult exceptfor higher order
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corrections.It moreovermatchessmoothlywith the degenerateperturbationresult when onelevel
e~(0) comescloseto E~(0). The rarity of threeor morelevelsbeingfoundnearlydegenerateleads
alsoto higherordercorrectionsandcanbe ignored.Onemaythenusethe exacttwo by two matrix
diagonalizationbetweenany pair of levels to account for their admixing whetherthey are nearly
degenerateor not. This avoidsthe necessityof matchingthe treatmentof anearly degeneratepair
to the treatmentof awell separatedpair. To performthe ensembleaverage,the interactionmatrix
element(e~(0)IfflE~(0)) is accountedfor with a Gaussianweightedintegrationwhosevarianceis
V~k.The sum over /3 is replacedby an integrationoverthe two-point probability densityR2(r). *)

By interchangingensembleaveragingand integration,R2 (r) takeson the form of a constant,.fk~
becausethe unperturbedlevels of j, k are superposedindependentlywith no correlationsbetween
them.This gives (A~k= vlk/D)

00 +00 / \

~jk —~—- J dwe~~°
21~J ds~ (1 — SI = 2fki/~~, (6.2)

2 ~ /s2 + 4(v2 /D2)w2J 21
—00 v jk

valid for A~k<< 1. *) As expected,becauseof the ensembleaveraging,Tjk is independentof ci. This
result also holds for ensemblessuch as the one constructedfor the quartic oscillatorsfor which
therearemore thantwo diagonalblocks provided the blocks j andk (j ~ k, j, k = 1,2,..., total
number of blocks), are directly connectedby admixing. For those I, k not directly admixed, it is
necessaryto go to higher andhigher ordersof perturbationtheory until a link is establishedbetween
the two. The more barriersto be crossed,the weakerthe projectionandthe higher the order in A.

For the systemthat the ensemblemodels,AJk is the quantumequivalentof a flux ~ connecting
two classicalregionsR~andRk. Onefinally hasusingthe A—c12 relation, eq. (5.26),

... 1/2

r ~2 fk~t~Jk 63Jk — ~ir~ (2mh)~fj

When exactsymmetriesarepresent,the resultingmodificationof the AIk discussedin section5.2.2
hasto be takenin account.For the quartic oscillatorswith b ~ 1 this reducesthe Tjk by a factor
2 [seeeq. (5.29)]. To the extentthat the eigenstatesof the unperturbedensembleare considered
to be completely localized in one classical region, eq. (6.3) gives the averageintensity of the
eigenstatesof the full ensembleiE~(t~2)) which hasspreadinto region Rk. Thus partial transport
barriersgive rise to a mechanismwhich blocksthe spreadingof eigenfunctionsandleadsto what we
shall call “semiclassical”localization. This is becausethe localization is most naturally interpreted
by a semiclassicalanalysisof the partial barriers.

In the perturbativeregime coveredhere, the classical flux ‘1’ << h. It is not obvioushow far
this conditioncanbe pushedwithout encounteringproblems.Strictly speaking,no restrictionswere

*) R
2(r) may be expressedsimply as a sum over the nth nearestneighborspacing distributions p,, (r), R2(r) =

>~°0Pn(Ir~).
> For completeness,note that for the Poisson+ GOE(v

2) ensemble,a similar resultcan beobtainedconcerninghow
rapidly as afunction of A the unperturbed(A = 0) eigenstatesarespreadover theneighboringstates.In the sameway as
aboveoneobtains

= 1 — ~ I(ea(52)Iep(0))12 = I — 2~”~i7~.
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madein the derivationof the A_t1 relation requiring the flux to be largerthan somefraction of
h. However,we suspectthat thereis a point below which classically forbiddentransitionswould
becomethe dominantprocesses.Other considerationswhich should be pursuedhaveto do with
extendingthe theory beyondthe perturbativeregimeandinvestigatingmultiple barriers.Although
exact calculationsoften appearto be intractable,good approximationschemesexist which should
be applicable [18]. We leavethis for future work.

Semiclassicallocalizationalso has manifestationsin the propertiesof long time wave function
propagation.Thiscanbe illustratedby propagatingany initial state~ which is containedwithin a
singlevector subspaceassociatedto one of the chaotic subregions.If the barriersare effective, w-’
will not democraticallyexplorethe weakly connectedregions evenin the infinite time limit. One
quantitywhich expressesthis property is the long time averageof the intensityof ~ (I) projected
into the subspacek,

= i1m~fIIPkwJ(t)II2dt, (6.4)

whereagainP~,is the appropriateprojector.A~can roughly be interpretedas the fraction of time
a wave packet started in region j will spendin region k. It more precisely correspondsto the
fraction of the state intensity that lives in region k. If the mixing is strongandcomplete,then as
T -~ cx, z1~--4 fk [32], which is the classicalexpectation.Now, let us assumethat Ik(k ~ j) is
small (Ik << 1) and higher ordercontributionslike FjkFkl arenegligible.Since4~is independent
of the particular statetakenas w’~it is convenientto chosethe initial stateas someunperturbed
eigenstateIt.~(0)).Insertingthe identity ~ I(~(v2))(E~(v2)I,

PkU(t)Ie~(0))= ~ ~ . (6.5)

The integrationover t in the r.h.s. of (6.4) kills all the non-diagonaltermsas T -~ cx, so that

= ~ (~(e~o)ev2))12(e V2)E~(0~I2~. (6.6)
1 /

The leading order contributionsto are given by the terms such that (1, y) = (I, a) or (k, /3).
Then, since

I(e(0)1e(v2))12 I(e~(v2)IE~(0))I2~ 1, (6.7)

neglectingcorrelationsamountsto approximatingz1~b~

~ (Ie;v2Ie~o~I2+ I(e(0)Ie~(v2))I2)= 2Fjk. (6.8)

This L~ualityrelieson the reversetransformationmatrix (from the perturbedto the unperturbed
basis),being the transposedof the direct one. However,although eq. (6.7) remainstrue on the
average,I (E~(0)IS,,~(v2 ) >12, say,maybe significantly lower thanone.This occurs,for instance,when
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someunperturbedlevel E~(0)is very close to e~(0) (closerthan vJk). Theseevents,althoughrare
in the perturbativeregime,give rise to the main contributionto Tjk~Therefore, the contribution
dueto correlationsin the evaluationof

~ I(e~(0)Ie~(V2))I2I(e(v2)Ie~(0))I2and ~II(e,~(0)Ie~(V2))I2I(e~(v2)Ie~(0))I2
p p

is alsoof orderTjk andshould be included.Neglectingas before all contributionsinvolving more
than two levels,one obtainswith the samekind of reasoning

~ I(e~0Ie~v2)I2I(ev2)Iec~(0))I2~ ~ (1 — I(q(v2)Ie~(0))I2)I(e(v2)Ie~(0))I2

= fk\/~irAJk=

The othertermgives the samecontribution,so that one finally obtains

Ao2(~7rI~,k), (6.9)

valid for j ~ k. Also, usingP = 1 — ~k~j Pk,

AJ = 1 — ~ (6.10)
k~j

Thus,with the exceptionof the smallleakagedueto the FJk, any initially localizedstatejust “rattles
around” within the subregionit started.This quantumbehavior is in contrastwith the classical
evolutionof aLiouville density,which eventuallyspreadsuniformly over the wholechaoticregion,
not just a subregion.Clearly, the partial transportbarrier semiclassicallocalization,dependingon
the flux, providesamechanismfor the “quantumdynamicalsuppressionof classicalchaos”.

To observesuch effects, we shall for convenienceconsiderGaussianinitial wave packetswhich
takeon the form

— ( 2’\”~ ( (q—q
0)

2 ipo. (q—q
0)

— ~ira , exp ~ 2a
2 + /1 (6.11)

Slightly moregeneral forms also exist but are not neededhere (see also ref. [32]). The Wigner
transformof ~ti~

0,,0is givenby

— ( (qq1~)
2 °2(pp0)2

LWqopo]wkq,PJ— 4exp ~— 2 — . (6.12)

With the centroid q
0,p0 well within some phasespaceregion, say the jth, and the variancea

2
adjustedto balancethe uncertaintiesin q andp, [w~,

0] (q,p) will be virtually null outsideregion
j. This [seethe semiclassicaldefinition of P~,eq. (5.4)] ensuresthat ~ belongsto the Hilbert
subspaceI. Somecaremustbe exercisedin constructingsuch a wavepacket.In particular,a

2 hasto
scaleas E’14 if one desiresto changethe wavepacketenergyin amanneradaptedto the classical
scalingproperties.

Sincethe semiclassicallocalizationis occurringin “quantum” phasespaceit is difficult to display
that a propagatedwave packetis just bouncingaround within onesubregionby looking at it in
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t=1.5

fl~ ~ ~

=3

t =12

~1~I
X=—O.60 X=—O.35

Fig. 24. Propagation,in configurationspace,of a wavepacketfor two different valuesof the quarticoscillators’ coupling2.

Thestateoriginally belongsto region (6+ 7) (seefig. 5) andhasa meanenergyE = 100. Timeis measuredin unitsof the
periodof the centralclosedorbit of island (a). For (2, b) = (—0.60, ir/4) (left column), the classicalphasespacemay be
regardedasstructureless.For (2,b) = (—0.35,m/4) (right column), partialbarriersdescribedin section2.4 arepresent.
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configurationspace.The samedifficulties would haveoccurredwith eigenstates.Indeed, fig. 24,
which showsthe evolution of a wave packetlaunchedfor the quartic oscillatorswith two different
values of the coupling, doesnot presentstriking differenceswhen2 is modified. In the first case,
(2,b) = (—0.60,21/4), there are no significant barriers, nor substantial regular motion and the
wave packetrapidly spreadsto fill the whole availablephasespace.The propagatedstatequickly
assumesmany of the featuresof a Gaussianrandomstate.In the secondcase,essentiallythe same
wave packetis launched,but this time for a coupling (2,b) = (—0.35,21/4). Recall that thereare
five significant chaoticsubregionsfor this couplingas well as a few amply sizedKAM regions.The
initial conditionsandvarianceof the wave packetwere selectedto fit the Gaussianinside chaotic
region numbered(6 + 7) (seefig. 5). The wave packetagainspreadsrapidly, andat first sight it
appearsroughly similar to the one evolving under the 2 = —0.60 coupling. By concentratingon
the nodal patternsandturningpoints, it is howeveralreadypossibleto tell that thereis very little
momentumin the horizontaldirection.None of the rest of the phasespacestructureis visible in
this crude way.

By placing “probe” Gaussiansamongstthe various regions, labeledas k, the sharpdifferences
betweenthe two time evolutionsbecomereadily apparent.The correlationfunctions

c
11~(I) = ~ (O)Iw~’0,,0(t)) (6.13)

canbe usedto measurethe communicationbetweenregions.Note thathereCjk dependsin principle
not only on the labelsj andk but also on the precisewave packetsused. In fig. 25, the absolute
valueof four correlationfunctionsareplottedagainsttimefor the sametwo couplingsas for fig. 24.
For (2,b) = (—0.60,21/4)(without structure),oneobservesthatafter an earlytransientperiod the
CJk (t) are nearly indistinguishablestatistically speaking.There is fairly uniform communication.
This is to be contrastedwith the secondcase (2, b) = (—0.35,m/4),whose phasespacestructure
guidedthe choiceof probeGaussians(sameprobefor both 2 values).Among the four probes,the
first was chosento belongto region (6 + 7), as was the initial propagatedGaussian,in order to
serveas a referenceintensity. Their initial overlapwas arrangedto be almost zero. The secondis
in region 5 beingjust acrossa single barrier. The third was placed in region (1 + 2) so that all
four significantbarriershad to be crossed.Finally, the last was put inside KAM island (a), which
is insideregion 5. The barriershavea sharpeffect andeach successiveCJk(t) becomesweakerand
weaker.We also see that for this system,it is easierto crossfour barriersthanto crossonebarrier
andtunnel into KAM island (a).

Beyondqualitativearguments,the statisticalmodelcan be usedto quantitativelypredictthe long
time averagesof the absolutesquaresof thesecorrelation functions. Some care must be taken,
however,becauseit is necessaryto accountfor the energyspreadof the wave packet.Its shapeis
easilydeterminedby simplesemiclassicalconsiderations.The spectrumof ~/q0p0,namely

Sq0p0(E) ~II(w~0~01E0)1
2ö(L’ — (n) (6.14)

(the I~~)genericallydenoteall the eigenstates,i.e. the jE~(v2))), is the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelationfunction

aq
0,0(t) = (Wq.,1p0 (°)IWqopo(I))

Theglobal smoothenvelope
3q

0p0 of the spectrumof y’q~ is thusobtainedby Fouriertransforming
the initial decayof aq0p0 (t). Sinceone only needsaq.~(I) for times short enoughthat the mean
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Fig. 25. Absolutevalue of the correlationfunctionsCik = (~,k(o)
1~(j)~[seeeq. (6.13)], where the moving packet ~

correspondsto the onedisplayedin fig. 24. At t = 0 it is launchedfrom region (6+ 7). The probepacketsbelongto (top)
region(6+7), (second)region5, (third) region (1+2), (bottom)island (a). Seetext andthecaptionof fig. 24 for further
explanation.As in fig. 24, time is measuredin unitsof the periodof the centralclosedorbit of island (a).
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position of the wave packethasmovedless thana few a, its dispersionpropertiescan usuallybe
neglected.This is called a frozen Gaussianapproximationby Heller [91]. Thus one can use

Wqopo(t) = ~Jq
4p1, (6.15)

where(q1,p1) = g
t(q

0,p0) (the classicalflow). If the initial (q0,p0) is not closeto a turningpoint,
the variationsof the potentialcan be neglected(free motion) so that

2

aq0p0(t) = exp (_f~~t2_ ~Eot) [E0 = H(q0,p0)], (6.16)

~q0p0(E) = ~ fe/
taq~(t) di 21’/2hI~oIIexp (a2 (E _Eo)2) . (6.17)

Forwave packets,the interestingquantity relatedto 4~is

CJk = iim~JdtIcjk(t)I2. (6.18)

To computeit, we start by decomposing~ and~ in the unperturbedbasis,giving

= ~ j(E~(0)IWq~pt>12 (e~(o)Iw~,,
0)I

2(~‘(0)IU(t)I6~’(0))I2. (6.19)
a,fl

On the scaleof the energyspanof the envelopesS’ (I = j or k), the unperturbedenergiesE~(0)
canbe regardedas residingon top of the perturbedonesE~(V2). Indeed,in the perturbativeregime
they have movedless than a meanspacing.The dispersionof a stateshould neverbe largerthan

meanspacingseven at A 10, at which point mixing is completed.One can thereforeuse
S’(E) to describethe smoothenergybehaviorof S’(E; t,2 = 0). This gives

(e~(0)IyJ’)I2 = S’(E~)/iii(E~). (6.20)

It also implies that J(E~~(0)IU(t)IE~(0))I2is virtually null whenevere(0) ~ £~(0)(on the same
scaleas before).

Assumingtime averageand local smoothingin energyare equivalentto ensembleaveraging,and
that the termsin the r.h.s. summationof eq. (6.19) are uncorrelated*),CJk can be written as

SkEk ~ öek (J
CJk = ffdE k()d~PJ(~)Pk(~)~e’~ ~ pk(ek)

=~fdE~

4EJE. (6.21)

fkPc

‘) The matrix elementsof U(t) certainly are independentof the way in which and i4~~are expressedin the
unperturbedbasis. However, if] = k, (EJk(O)~çv~F/F)~

2and (e~(0) ~ may not be uncorrelatedif the classical
trajectory initiated at (q

0,p0) passesnear(q’0,p~)at a s%ortenoughtime such that ip~0~0(t)haskept its Gaussianoriginal
form. This would invalidateeq. (6.21) for C~.However, if ~,4,,’= ~ a simpleargumentleadsto aresultequivalentto
eq. (6.21) for the time averageof the absolutesquareof the autocorrelationfunction (see,for instance,ref. [92]), i.e., as
for the GOE,the projectionof an eigenvectoron a fixed, real vectoris a Gaussianvariablex, andtherefore(x

4) = 3(x2)2.
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(p~= J~iis the densityof chaoticstates.)In the last expression,it hasbeenassumedthat the level
density, p(E), and the transition parameter,AJk, are constantover the energydomain of S1(E)
andSk (E). Sincethe wave packetsunder considerationhavebeentakenwith the sameenergyE1,,
one finally finds

4’
C~k= _____________ —k- (6.22)

m1/2hpc(E)~/p~/a2+p’~/a’
2 .fk

____________ ( ~jk

— jt1/2hpc(E)~/p~/a2+ p’~/a’2\~27rf,’fk(221h)~’)

wherePo~a2 andP’o~a’2 arethe initial momentumandvarianceof the wavepackets~j1 and ~,yk
The last form, valid for j ~ k, hasbeenaddedto emphasizeagainthe connectionwith the classical
flux andexhibits the exchangesymmetrybetweenj andk which must exist. Equations(6.21) and
(6.22) should be comparedto the result expectedwhen no structureis presentin phasespace,
which is given by [32]

CJk = l~[dESk(E)SI(E) 1 , (6.23)
p m1/2hp(E)~/p~/a2 +p’~/a’2

Notice that in eq. (6.23) j and k just specify the wave packets.The relative effect of the partial
barriersis thustheterm ~k’/fk, which for the quarticoscillatorsbehavesas E3/8 in the perturbative
regime.

To compareexact (quantum)resultsto the aboveprediction,we shall usedifferentwavepackets
than the onesdrawn previouslyin fig. 24. Indeed,whenlooking qualitativelyatlocalization effects,
it was convenientto locate initially the wavepacketin region (6+ 7) therebyensuringamaximum
numberof barriersto be crossedbeforereachingregion (1 + 2). However,the ratiosflux/volumeare
such that the barriersseparatingregions6 and 7 can hardly be treatedby a perturbativeapproach,
evenat the energyE = 100 considered.For aquantitativecheckof the perturbativeresultwe shall
thereforeuse a moving wavepacketlocatedinitially in region 5, andprobescontainedin regions 1
to 7. To takeexplicitly into accountthe symmetriesof the problemwe shallcompletelysymmetrize
(i.e. by P

1. P2 andT) thesepackets.Thenthe wavepacketswill belongto the samesymmetryclass,
here (+, +), and will be real up to a global phase.Except for the lowering of the A’s discussed
in section 5.2.2, the effects of symmetrieswill be correctly disposedof by taking p~in eq. (6.22)
as the densityof chaotic statesin the consideredsequence(one quarterof the total one). Finally,
choosingthe evolving packetin the largestregion givesmoreflexibility to avoid effectsdueto short
closedorbits, which as we shall see, is quite crucial at the ratherlow energyconsideredhere.

That the closedorbits affect the quantumevolution can be seenby looking at the short time
behaviorof autocorrelationfunctions (recall thatuntil now, we wereessentiallyconcernedwith long
time limits). For Gaussianpacketssuch as (6.11), two characteristictimes haveto be considered
[32]. The first one t~(~i a/I[poII) characterizesthe initial decrease,which, as we have seen,fixes
the global envelopeof the wave packet spectrum.The secondt~,which is still very short since it
dependslogarithmicallyon h, measuresthe time duringwhich the packetkeepsits Gaussianoriginal
form. For t < t~the autocorrelationfunction appearsas a successionof soft bumpsassociatedto
recurrences,that is, to times (if any) for which the centroIdreturnsclassicallynearto its initial
position. Betweentheserecurrences,the autocorrelationfunction remainsclose to zero, until the
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Fig. 26. Short time autocorrelation(t < ti), in thequarticoscillatorswith (A, b) = (—0.35,ir/4) , of thesymmetrizedwave

packets¶p6’ (top left), ~P
6(bottom left), ¶J~5(top right), and W4 (bottom right), whoseparametersaregiven in table 5.

A clear differenceexistsbetweenI(~61(0)I~P6’(t))~,showingsharprecurrencesregularly spaced,which is the signatureof
strongscarring,andthe otherfunctions. In fact, exceptfor ~p6’,theseshort time autocorrelationfunctionshavebeenused
to selectin table 5, by successivetrials, statesas sparedaspossiblefrom the effectsof closedorbits.For time scaleguidance,
the periodof the shortestorbits is T 2 at E = 100.

kind of noisy structurewhich characterizesthe dissolutionof the wavepacketin phasespacetakes
over. One may comparein fig. 26 some autocorrelationfunctionsof wave packets.For W”, ~
and W6 a few recurrencesexist, but they are neithersharpnor regularly spaced.On the contrary
I (W6’(o)1V16’(t))I shows clear, strong recurrences.They appearmoreover with an almost fixed
period since the time intervalsbetweenthe four first extremafall in the range i~1= 0.98±0.01.
This canbe tracedbackto the presenceof a closedorbit which is stablefor 2 = —0.25 (the central
elliptic orbit of island (e),seefig. 1), but hasturnedhyperbolic,throughaperioddoubling process,
by 2 = —0.35. As shownby Heller [31], such behaviorof the short time autocorrelationfunction
implies what he hastermedscarring,that is, enhancedintensityof someof the eigenstatesin the
neighborhoodof a closedtrajectory.And anyfeatureof the eigenstatesmust in someway affect the
long time evolutionof the wavepacket,which we areinterestedin here.

The Markovianmodelingof the classicalmotion which underliesour treatmentof localization as
well as spectralstatisticsspecifically excludesfeaturessuch as scarring.This is meaningful in the
asymptoticregimesinceonly the neighborhoodof the lessunstableshort orbits areaffected,andthe
concernedrelativevolume becomesnegligible as energyincreases.However, becauseof computer
time limitations, and to remain as close as possible to the perturbative regime, the quantum
calculationspresentedin this sectioncorrespondto a rather intermediateenergy (E = 100) for
which it turns out thata good part of the phasespaceis affectedby scarring.Onemaynotethat this
latter effect is significantly enhancedby the discretesymmetries(shorter,less unstablesymmetric
orbits). This mayin partexplainwhy the randommatrix modelizationfor spectralstatisticsworked
poorly in the lower part of the spectrum.For simplicity we shall test the localization result using
wave packetsas little affectedby scarringas possible.We havethus propagatedwavepacketsfor
small times, and eliminatedthe ones showing the presenceof a closed orbit (except V’6 ). The
parametersdefiningthe onesfinally retainedaredescribedin table 5.
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Table 5
Parametersofthe wavepacketsusedfor a quantitativecomparisonof the semiclassicalprediction
and the quantumresults (seetable 6). The labelingof the different regions is as in fig. 5. The
statesare obtainedby symmetrization,by F

1, P2, and T, of the Gaussianexpressioneq. (6.11).
q~(max) = [bE/a(A)]”

4 (q
2(max) = [E/ba(A)]~

4) is the maximumq~(q
2) in the q2 = 0

(q1 = 0) Poincarésection,p(max) = .,/~ is the maximum momentum,and x.0~ is equal to
E*

4. The packetsconsideredcorrespondto E = 100. ~J’~ servesaspropagatedpacket,andthe
other onesas probeGaussians.

reion q
1 ~/2 Pi P2

g qi(max) q2(max) p(max) p(max)
¶1” 1 0 0.404 0.987 0

2 0 0 0.987 0.158

V’
3 3 0 0.385 0.935 0.321

V”1 4 0 0.800 0.768 0 0.25
V’5 5 0.514 0 0.561 0.784

6 0.670 0 0 0.894

6 0.533 0 0.237 0.929
¶p7 7 0.248 0 0 0.998

island (a) 0 0 0.629 0.777 1

To calculatethe quantumvaluesof the time averagesC~k(j = 5, k = 1,..., 7) [seeeq. (6.18)],
V’5 hasbeenpropagatedfor along enoughtime if ensuringthattransientphenomenahavevanished.
Actually (~is about300, which insuresthat it is much largerthan not only the breaktime2ith/D

(~ 20 at E 100), but also the times 221h/vlk (< 70 at E = 100) (v~k= A~2D)which
in ensemblestreatedperturbativelycharacterizethe transportamongregions. In addition, it has
been verified that the numericalvalues of the CJk are well converged.The correctnessof the V’5
propagationis demonstratedby its spectrum,constructedby Fouriertransforming(V’5 (0)IV’5(t))
and, as seen in fig. 27, it perfectly fits the eigenvaluescalculated in section 3 using matrix
diagonalization.

The comparisonfor the CJk between the semiclassicaltheory (perturbative regime) and the
quantumcalculation is summarizedin table 6. Let us first recall what we expectto predict on
semiclassicalgrounds.The value of the time averagesC

54, C55, andC56, correspondingto scarring-
free wave packetslocated in the sameor adjacentregions, should be reliably predictedby the
theory described[eq. (6.22)]. In contrast,becausethe packetW6’ is heavily affectedby scarring,
C56 should not be correctly predictedby eq. (6.22). For C53, C52, etc., namely for time averages
concerningwave packetsnot belongingto adjacentregions, or, a fortiori, when one packetis in a
regular island, oneexpectsthat the time averageswill be small (in fact zero from the first order
perturbationtheory described).By inspectingtable 6, one seesindeed that all thesefeaturesare
present in the exact quantumresults and that the hierarchy in the barriers is respected.As a
comparison,would the classicalphasespaceconsideredbe structureless,the expectedresult for the
C~k,eq. (6.23),wouldbe a constant(about4.3 x l0~),exceptfor small variationsdueto the shape
of the Gaussians(in particularfor V’

4). “~ The predictedvaluesfor C
54, C55, andC56 agreeto within

30%—50%, which we consideras very satisfactoryfor a theory having no adjustableparameterand
dealingwith such intricatedynamics.In addition to what is dueto modelingthe classicalmotion
by a Markovianprocess(scarring),the departuresbetweenexact andpredictedvaluesmaybe due
to severalother mechanisms.First, althoughnot clearly out, we are ratherat the borderof validity

‘~ C~,which derivesfrom anautocorrelationfunction, would alsohaveto be multiplied by a factor three.
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Fig. 27. Spectrumof the wavepacket V’5 (see table 5), intensity in arbitrary units, obtainedby Fourier transforming
the autocorrelationfunction (V’5(0)IV’5(t)). !P5(t) is propagatedquantummechanicallyfor the quartic oscillatorswith
(2, b) = (—0.35,ir/4), during a time tf 300. Left: total spectrum;right: blow up of the energyrange95 < E < 98. The
locationof the eigenvaluescalculatedin section3 are indicatedbellow the abscissaaxis.The perfectcorrespondencebetween
the two setsof datainsuresthat the quantumpropagationof 9~5(t) hasbeenproperly done.

of the perturbativeregime.For instance,the departurefrom I of A~atE = 100 [seeeq. (6.10)]
is 30%, which is not that small. Also, evenin the general frameworkof the statisticalmodel, one
may expectfluctuations in the values of the CIk, due to the particular choiceof the wave packet,
fluctuationswhich have not been evaluated.Finally, even if there exist strong indications that
semiclassicalpropagationis accurateat the energiesconsideredhere [5], thereexist non-classical
effects, like, for instance,the value of Cia, which are beyondthe scopeof the presentapproach.

Table6
Comparison,for thewavepacketscorrespondingto table 5, betweenthe
perturbativesemiclassicalpredictioneq. (6.22) andthe quantumvalues
ofthetime averageofthecorrelationfunctions,C

3,. [seeeq. (6.18)].The
movingpacket V’

5 is propagatedfor the quartic oscillatorssystemwith
(2,b) = (—0.35,n/4).C

55 derivesfrom the autocorrelationfunction
(V’

5 (0)1W5(t)) andthereforeafactor of threehas to be included (see
footnoteon page122). When morethan onebarrierhasto be crossed
by the moving packetthe first orderperturbationresult is insufficient
to approximatetheensemblepredictionsince it givesa zero value. This

is indicatedby adashin the right handcolumn.
quantum semiclassical

result prediction
C

51 0.21 x l0~ —

C52 0.44x l0~ —

C53 0.72 x l0~ —

C~ 2.43 x l0~ 3.64x l0~

C55 3 x 6.40x l0~ 3 x 9.50 x l0~

C56 4.62 x l0~ 4.37 x l0~
C56~ 1.72x l0~ 4.25 x l0~
C57 l.50x l0~ —

C50 0.15 x l0~ —
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As afinal comment,let usmentionsomeof the interestingproblemsremaining.In a very simple
situation,suchas the perturbativeregimetreatedabovefor crossinga singlebarrier, the generalized
ensemblesare quickly manipulatedto give an answerabout how the wave functionsare localized.
Onemayimaginehowevermorecomplicatedsituations,as mayoccurwheretherearemanybarriers,
eachone beingtoo “open” to imply localization by itself, but when acting collectively producing
strong localization effects. Such conditionsmay be realizedin the hydrogenatom in the presence
of a microwavefield for certainrangesof the experimentalparameters.In this case,the ensemble
is easily constructed,but its theoreticalpredictionswould still require Monte-Carlocalculations.
Therearealso interestingpossibilitieswhich violate someof the assumptionsbehindthe statistical
modeling.Two exampleswould be when thereexists a denseset of partial barriersor poor mixing
inside the regions before they begin communicatingamongstthemselves.There are still purely
classicalquestionsremainingto be resolvedin thesecasesas well. We leavethesethings for future
work.

6.2. Semiclassical versus quantumlocalization

In the previoussubsectionthe term localization hasbeen usedto expressthat thereis a known
regionin the phasespacewherethe Wignertransform(orHusimi representation)of astateis largely
concentrated.This, moreover,takes place in a boundedsystemwithin a compactenergysurface.
This is not the conventionalterminology and is differentfrom the usage,found predominantlyin
condensedmatter physics,whereone is interestedin the long rangebehaviorof wave functions
in an infinite momentumor configuration space [93]. For instance,the electronicconductionin
periodic metallic lattices (assumingzero temperature)is relatedto the electron’swave function
being a Bloch statedelocalizedthroughoutthe entire solid. The crucial questionis not wherethe
wave function is maximum,but whetherit is sensitiveto what is occurringon the distantboundary
of the system. It has beenshown by Anderson [94] however that, if one introducesa sufficient
amount of disorderby replacingat randomsome atoms of the lattice by otherswith a different
chemicalnature, for example,the electronicwave functionslocalize.They then have a noticeable
probability of presenceonly in the neighborhoodof somesite of the lattice andwell beyondthey
decay exponentially.This thereforehasdrastic consequenceson the conductionproperties.Many
of the studiesof localization propertieshave been done using the deceptivelysimple model of
Andersonto describethe electrons’motion.It consistsof a tight-bindingHamiltoniãn in which the
electronsare moving on a regularlattice with a site energy,or diagonalterm, Em (m is the site
index), chosenas a randomdistribution of width W, anda term connectingneighboring sites of
magnitudeYlk = V if j and k are nearestneighbors,0 elsewhere.For one-dimensionalsystems,
the eigenstatesare localized no matter how weak the measureof the disorder W. For higher
dimensionality, the wave functionsare localizedif W is large comparedto V and delocalizedin
the oppositecasenearthe centerof the band.The statescorrespondingto the borderof the band
remain localizedhowever,sincea site with an energyin the tail of the Em distribution is usually
surroundedby siteswith very differentenergies.

Anderson’squantuminterpretationof disorderandexponentiallocalization sidestepsany ques-
tions as to the classicalelectron’sbehavior.Despitethe differenceof this point of view from thatof
section 6.1, we suspectthat semiclassicalandquantumlocalization arenot of a fundamentallydis-
tinct nature.It seemsplausiblethat the differencesaremoredueto the fact that the simple systems
we havefocusedon havelittle directly in commonwith a macroscopicsolid. In particular,working
in boundedphasespacesinstead of open ones does not as simply lend itself to defining “long
distance”wave function behavior. However, our approachis, in principle, applicable to a larger
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classof systems.The exampletreatedin section6.1 is suchthateachpartial barrier largelyblocks a
wave function from exiting the region.This is convenientfor ourwork becausethe modelingmatrix
ensembleis in aperturbativeregime for which leading orderanalytic resultscan be derived. One
could just as easilyhavefound a problemwith more intricateclassicalmechanicscharacterizedby
a large numberof barriers, eachbeing too insignificant to affect the wave functionsappreciably,
but which acting togetherwould presumablylead to an exponentialdecay. Such a situation goes
beyondthe kind of “perturbativelocalization” of an isolatedbarrierwe havetreatedexplicitly (and
would probablyinvolve a diffusion constantfrom the collectiveeffect of the barriers),but it begins
to blur the distinction notedabove.

In fact, it appearsreasonableto us, and was suggestedby Laughlin [95], that the wholepoint of
introducingrandompotentialsor disorderto begin with is to induce classicallychaoticmotion of
the electrons.An interestingdirection,which at the presenttime is still speculative,would consistin
applyingthe samelogic as we havedone for closedsystemsto oneswhich areusuallytreatedby an
Anderson(orAnderson-like)model.To outline the idea, let usconcentrateas aboveon the motion
of an electron in a disorderedsolid. Although the Andersonmodel might not possessany clear
classicalanalog,the original physicalproblemdoes.Namely, it couldbe classicallyassociatedto a
diffusion process(brownian motion) describedby somemasterequation.As the classicaldiffusion
of brownianmotion or evenas chaos in a deterministicsystem, the classical“analog” perfectly
suits the imagewe have been using to describethe classical transport (cf. section 2.4) whereby
the microscopicevolutionis seen locally as a Markovian process.Therefore,the constructionof a
generalizedmatrix ensemble,which dependson this Markovian image, is presumablypossiblefor
thesesystemsalso.

Without entering into the details, one would thus end up with some matrix ensemblewhich
would have to be dealt with. In some cases,existing results (techniques)from random matrix
matrix theorywould apply such as thosealreadyexisting for bandedrandommatrices [96, 97]. In
other cases,it might happenthatonefacesproblemsof a similarnatureas thoseencounteredin the
treatmentof the Andersonmodel,wheretechniquescould be borrowedfrom localizationtheory,or
perhapsMonte-Carlocalculationor numericalwork is required.Nevertheless,a few pointsshould
be kept in mind. The ensembleswill most likely give predictionsfor the localization in its usual
sense,i.e. for the long distancebehaviorof the wave function. Therefore,semiclassicallocalization
will recoverthe conventionalmeaningwhen appliedto large or open disorderedsystems.What is
more interestingthough is that the classicalmechanicswould fix the localization propertieswhich
are generallyviewed as purely quantumeffects. If one considersa systemfor which our modeling
applies,but treatsit with the Andersonapproach,this link betweenthe classicalmechanicsandthe
localizationpropertieswill still exist, but will remainhidden.

A place wheresuch a link betweenlocalization and classical mechanicsobviously exists but is
not fully understoodis the quantumversionof the Chirikov kicked rotor. The studyof its quantum
versusclassicalbehaviorwas originatedby Casatiet al. [33]. This systemdescribesthe motion of
a free particleon a circle, kicked periodically in time by a positiondependentforce. It is governed
by the Hamiltonian

H = p~/2I + kV(O)ÔT(t), (6.24)

whereöT (I) = ~�:~=_00o(t — n T), 0 is the anglevariable,p~its conjugatemomentumand V (0) =

V(0 + 2x). Classicallyspeaking[98], the dynamicsis determinedby a single parameterK = kT.
For small K, the movementresemblesthe oneof the free rotor for which the momentumis a
constantof the motion. A setof trajectorieswith the sameinitial momentum~ will continueto
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possessabout the samemomentumevenfor infinite times. However,abovesomecritical value Kcr
of K the motion is no longer confined in momentumspace,anda diffusive processtake place. It
is characterizedby the diffusion law

((po —.~o)~)~= Di, (6.25)

where ( )C~ standsfor an averagingover the initial conditionsandD is the diffusion constant.
The quantumevolutionof equivalentquantitieshasalsobeenstudied.Namely,starting from an

initial state~ = e’~0,the eigenstatewith momentumhn of the free Hamiltonian H
0 = p~/2I,one

canlook at the time evolution of the quantumanalogof ((po — ~0 )
2>cl, i.e.,

h2((n — ~)2>qm= h2(V’n(t)I(n — h)21V’n(t)> . (6.26)

In the classicallydiffusive regime, it hasbeenobservednumericallythat, dependingon the time,
two drastically different types of behavioroccur (in the generic situation, that is excluding the
resonantcases [99]). For short enoughtimes [33], the diffusion in momentumspacefollows the
classicalbehavior

— i2)2)qm = Di’, (6.27)

with the samevalue of D as in the classical case.However, as time increases,the diffusion stops
and the quantummomentum (or the energy) remainsbounded[34,35], in completeopposition
with the classicalbehavior.This reflectsthe localization, in the V’,~ = exp(in0) basis,of the kicked
rotor eigenstates,which alsohasbeenobservednumericallyby Fishmanet al. [36].

In addition, theseauthors[36] havebeenable to mapthe kicked rotoreigenstateequationsonto
thoseof a one-dimensionaltight binding problemwith pseudorandomdiagonalelements.Except
for the differencebetweenrandomnessandpseudorandomness,their work allows techniquesnow
well understoodin solid statephysicsto be applied. In that senseone may considerthat the most
importantquestionsareansweredsincethe localizationof the eigenfunctionsandthe discretenessof
the quasi-energyspectrumare demonstratedby thismeans.On the otherhand,a full understanding
of the problem is still missing since it is known that the localization length I simply behavesas
[34]

l~aD (6.28)

from heuristicgeneralargumentsandnumericalverification, but a is some (still unknown) con-
stant. Such a relation remainsto be actually understood,which obviously supposessomeway of
semiclassicallytreatingthe localizationproblem.A mechanismlike the one we describedseemswell
adaptedfor this task, andshouldpresumablygive the value of a.

7. Summary and conclusions

We have investigatedthe quantummechanicsof simple systemswhose classicalanalogshave
varying mixtures of regular and chaotic motion. A significant part of this study consistedof
illustratingthe variousphenomenainvolvedby takingthe exampleof two coupledquarticoscillators.
This systemis well suitedbecausedynamicsfrom an integrableto an essentiallychaoticnaturecan
be selectedandbecauseof its scaling properties.
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Two technicalconsiderationsare worth mentioning.The first is that for differentiableHamil-
toniansa simple methodexists to expandN (E), the smoothedpart of the cumulativedensity of
states,in powersof h2 to as high an orderas one wishes.Somesymmetrydecompositionsmay be
includedand they typically introducetermsof odd powersin /1. This is unlike billiards, for which
oddtermsappear,such as the perimeterterm,without consideringsymmetrydecompositions.The
secondtechnicalaspectis that, guidedby semiclassicallogic, a properchoicecan be madeof the,
in principle,arbitrarybasisin which aHamiltonianmatrix H is beingcomputed.As a result,better
accuracycanbe achieved,andone insuresexponentialconvergenceof the resultsas the dimensions
of the basis set is increased.

With the help of the discretesymmetries,it hasbeen possibleto study Percival’s semiclassical
classificationscheme,which assertsthat once/1 is small enough it shouldbe possibleto separate
individual eigenstatesinto a regular or an irregularclass. This works quite well for the majority
of statesindicating that tunnelingeffects betweenthe regular and irregularclassescanbe initially
ignoredand their separatestudy is warranted.There areexceptionalstatesof intermediatenature
though,which are mostly associatedwith the region of phasespacenearthe KAM island—chaos
interface. By assigningquantum numbersand inferring actions of tori via the EBK relations,
eq. (4.10), we havecomparedquantallyderivedactionsfor the tori to the actual classicalvalues;
the agreementis quite precisewhenbotharedefined.We find that the quantumsysteminterpolates
gapsdue to resonancesin a seeminglyanalytic way. Furthermorethe quantumderived actions
extendbeyondthe edgeof the island in somecasesand theydo not reachthe edgein others.This
appearsto be related to the dynamicsjust outside the island’s boundaries.We also discusshow
resonancesget resolvedas /1 shrinks andonecasewherethe resonanceshould be resolvedby the
top of our spectrais treatedin detail.

The irregularclassof states(and levels) areanalyzedfrom a statistical andensemblepoint of
view. The naiveexpectationthat their spectralfluctuationsshouldcorrespondto thoseof aclassical
randommatrix ensemble(the GOE), as assumedin the Berry—Robnik surmise,is not borne out.
The mechanismfor the departureis found to lie in the introduction of long time scalesdue to
partial barriersdeepwithin the chaoticsea.

In a treatmentwhich appliesquite generallyto systemswith isolatedsetsof partial barriers,we
derive howthe nearlyseparatevolumesof phasespace,theirbarriersandthe fluxes that crossthem,
can be relatedsemiclassicallyto values of certain meansquarematrix elementadmixingswhen
viewed from relevantbases.This in turn leadsto the introductionof generalizedrandommatrix
ensembleswhich recoverthe Berry—Robnik surmiseand, for fully chaotic systems,the Bohigas—
Giannoni—Schmitconjectureas limiting cases.For onecaseof coupling (—0.35,x/4) the classical
dynamics is thoroughly investigatedthus fixing the generalizedensembleand it is found that its
fluctuation propertiesmatchthoseof the quartic oscillators.

An interestingconsequenceof the modeling in terms of generalizedrandommatrix ensembles
concernsthe localization of eigenfunctions.With the help of a degenerateperturbationtheory
we have derivedfor some parameterrangesthe extentof localization andhow it translatesinto
“quantumsuppressionof classicalchaos”.This predictionis quantitativelyconfirmedin the quantum
dynamics.An experimentalrealizationof this with the kind of recentandbeautiful experimentson
absorptionby microwavecavitiesseemspossible [100].

Throughoutour investigationwe havebeenstruckby the richnessof the quantumasymptotics
of suchsimple asystemas two coupledquarticoscillators.Froma semiclassicalvantagepoint this
is not surprising in view of the fact that simple classicalsystemsthemselves,and, in particular,
the quarticoscillators,exhibit an immensevariety of dynamicalfeatures.Nevertheless,identifying
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how this variety of dynamics’is manifestin quantummechanicsis still a subject in its infancyand
this paperrepresentsa stepforwardtowardthis goal. This is not a purely theoreticalor aesthetic
endeavorevenif herewe havenot attemptedto makeconnectionto a particularphysical system.
The resultsof our investigationshould concernthosesmall systemscaughtbetweenthe quantum
andclassicalworldssuchas the highly exciteddiamagnetichydrogenatom,somesimple molecules,
Rydbergmolecules,mesoscopicsystems,collective nuclearmotion in transitionregions,etc.

In fact, local modeexcitationsin moleculeswith discretesymmetriesarerelatedto the dynamical
quasidegeneracieswhich we havefoundto be so useful both in confirmingPercival’sclassification
schemeand as a probe into the working of semiclassicalquantization(EBK) of certain statesof
mixed phasespacesystems.Note that the quasidegeneracies’investigativepotentialby no means
hasbeenexhaustedin ourstudy. They canserveas promisingtools for tackling interestingphysical
problems.Among them arecantorusquantization,an issuewhich needsto be furtherexplored.The
observedpoor working of torus quantizationnearthe regular—chaosinterfaceof small islandsmay
alsobe of interesteventhoughthe evidenceatpresentis restrictedto smallquantumnumbers.Both
points,which maybe interrelated,arepresentlyjustempiricalobservationsandcall for a theoretical
understanding.For instance,the standardroute“a la Maslov” to EBK requiresthe existenceof a
genuineinvariant torus but doesnot takeinto accountthe neighboringclassicaldynamics.Whereas
it hasbeenseen,by othersas well as us, thata torus is not alwaysmandatory,it also appearsthat
the local dynamicsis not necessarilyinnocuous.The comparisonwith actualdata, suppliedby the
quasidegeneracies,maybe crucial in the searchof a semiclassicaltheory interpretingwhy andwhen
suchquantizationdoesor doesnot takeplace.

Of direct bearingon this subject is the study of tunnelingbetweenregular and chaotic states.
Another consequenceof this is found beyondthe quasi-integrableregime, where the tunneling
betweenquasidegeneratedoublets locatedon twin tori of KAM islandsbecomessensitiveto the
presenceof the chaoticsea.A dramaticenhancementof the tunneling rate follows, giving rise to
a new mechanismcalled chaos assistedtunnelingby Tomsovic and Ullmo [43]. This dynamical
tunnelingbetweensymmetricregular statesstrongly dependson an externalparameterandshould
be detectableexperimentallyin semiconductors,microwavecavitiesor perhapsthe hydrogenatom
in a strongmagneticfield.

Perhapsthe most important outcomeof the presentwork concernsthe chaotic states,a theory
of which is achallengingproblem. First of all we havequalified the assumption,implicit in both
the Bohigas—Giannoni—Schmitconjectureand the Berry—Robnik surmise,that for the purposeof
the quantumsystemthe chaos is a featurelessentity which translatesinto universal fluctuation
properties,at leastat small scale,and little else.Classicallyspeakingit is known thoughthat there
is structureof variouskinds in the chaoticregionsof phasespace,which can be rathercomplex;
up to now, none of thesestructureshasbeenrelatedto the quantumasymptotics.We haveshown
that some of thesestructuresinduce noticeabledeparturesfrom the universality prediction,and
the picture which emergesis richer and more complex than suggestedby the abovementioned
conjectureandsurmise.

We havemoreovergonea long way in section5 towardputtingthe standardtreatmentof quantum
fluctuations,by which we meantheir modelingby randommatrix ensembles,on a physicalfooting.
Thedecorrelationandrepartitionof matrix elementsin relevantbasesfinds an interpretationin the
Maslov image in termsof evolutionof the non-invarianttori defining the basis,andtheir mixing.
The notion of relevant baseshas been introduced more or less intuitively, andeffort towards
puttingit on a more formal footing would be well deserved.Generalizedensemblescomenaturally
by studying the Hamiltonian matrix in thesebases,in which classical transport propertiescan
be semiclassicallyexpressed.The transition parameter—fluxrelation expressingconstraintson the
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quantumsystemimplied by partial classicaltransportbarriersallows thenquantitativepredictions,
suchas hasbeendonefor the quartic oscillators’spectralfluctuations.Comingbackto the Bohigas—
Giannoni—Schmitconjectureand the Berry—Robnik surmise,they shouldbe, at best,consideredto
apply when no identifiable small A3k exist, which meansthat the rate of explorationof the entire
energysurfaceis structureless.If structuresarepresent,dependingon the energyscaleconsidered,
departures,which may be more or less difficult to exhibit in practice, are expected.It may be
interestingto find systemswhich may be considered,from the presentdiscussion,as the most
featureless,andeventuallyto find out if therearesomefor which no structureat all is present.For
most mixed systemswe expect that the chaoticregion of the phasespacewill be far from being
featureless,thereforeshowingsignificant departuresfrom the GOE regime.

Similarly, asdiscussedin section6, the partialbarriersin the chaoticseawhich havefingerprintsin
the quantumspectralfluctuations,strongly affect the wave functionsandwavepacketpropagation.
Timesscalescharacterizingthe rateofexplorationof phasespacegiveriseto localizationphenomena.
The generalizedrandom matrix ensembles,introduced to describespectral fluctuations, whose
parametersarefixed by the classicaldynamics,can be usedto predictstructuresin the wavepacket
propagationin the chaoticsea.Strongdeparturefrom the classicalevolution of a Liouville density,
as predictedby the generalizedrandommatrix model, arefound when studyingthe evolution of a
wave packetin the quartic oscillators.They give rise to partial transportsemiclassicallocalization
andprovideanotherexampleof quantumdynamical suppressionof chaos.

Some extensionsof theseproblemsremain to be addressed.The quantumtranslationof partial
barriersrequiresthat theybe isolatedin orderfor the derivation to be valid. Furthermore,thereis
an assumptionof uncorrelatedmatrix elementsso that specialcoherentbehaviorsare not expected
to be describedwith thesegeneralizedensembles.Onemayimaginemanyinterestingproblemssuch
as how to treat barrierswhich are denseor fractal in nature. Moreover, due to the complexities
possibleevenfor simpleclassical systems,the prescriptibnfor buildinggeneralizedensemblescan
leadto quite variedensembles;therewill be manyinterestingconsequences,which, of course,have
not all beenforeseen.

Let us finally mention that some of the problemsdiscussedhere’havesome significancein the
physicsof disorderedmedia.Indeed,as discussed,for instance,in ref. [95], the physicsof quantum
electronictransport,insteadof beingconsideredas dueto the motion of electronsin dirty metals
(randompotentials),can be re-examinedas a problem of electronic motion in a chaoticsystem.
And quantummechanicalcoherenceof electronwave functions in materialswith imperfections
has led to new developmentsin the descriptionof conductivity andto novel quantuminterference
effectsin electricalresistancemeasuredin submicrondevices[101]. It seemsquite clearthat in the
future the two areas,namelydynamicalchaos andthe physics of disorderedmedia,will be more
andmore closely related.
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Appendix A

For the GOE [16—18],the Y2(r) cluster function [seeeq. (5.30)], 1(r) [seeeq. (5.35)] and
1

2(r) [seeeq. (5.32)] aregiven as

= (sin3rr)2 — (cositr — sinJ~r)(Si(mr) — 6(r))
1(r) = f(r)sm~—1 —4r ~ + I (~si~r~_2Si(mr)~~~)~ (A.2)

X2(r) = ~[ln(2~r) + y + 1 —cos(2~r)—Ci(2~r)]

1 2 . \ Si2 (irr) Si(mr)
+ 2r Il— —Si(2irr) i + — , (A.3)

with

e(r) =0 ifr=0, 6(r) = 1 ifr>0, �(r) = —l ifr<0, (A.4)

Si(x)=fdy~Y, Ci(x)=y+ln(x)+fdyC0~7l, (A.5)

and where y = 0.5772... is Euler’s constant.The small r behaviorof 1(r) [seeeq. (5.35)] and

R
2(r) [seeeq. (5.33)] is

1(r) = 2r — ~ir
2r2 + thn4r4 + 0(r5), R

2(r) = ~ir
2r3 — ~-~ir4r5+ 0(r6) . (A.6)

For a Poissonspectrum

Y
2(r)=I(r)=0, X

2(r)=r, E
2(r)=r

2. (A.7)
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